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INTRODUCTION.

It is a remarkable characteristic of our Savior's discourses, as in-

deed it is of the whole Bible, that they leave the hearer amidst cor-

respondmg lessons in the open temple of the earth. They admit no

vacancy when the preacher's lips are silent, or the book is closed,

because the same lessons are urged and applied by Nature and Prov-

idence at every turn of life. After we have heard Him, " who spake

as never man spake :" after we have read the Bible, the earth with

all its scenes and occasions utters no longer a mere Natural Theology,

but the full and glorious gospel. What folly, after Christianity has

shed its light around us, to read the book of nature and Providence,

in the mere moon-light of the Pagan world ! The gospel, no doubt,

discovers what could never have been known without it ; but when

its light is shed abroad, it is reflected in full beauty and glory from

the world on which it falls : and the whole scene is no longer a dim

revelation of nature, but a bright communication from heaven. To

us, Natural Theology declares, not merely that " God is," but that

" He is a rewarder of them that diligently seek him."

But as our title intimates, we not only call attention to the lesson,

but commend the place and circumstances in which He who gives

it, urges it on our notice. The lesson meets us beside our common

path : — amidst our occasions of anxiety as to food and raiment :
—
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amklst Uic necessities nnd blessings of e\ er}- day. The 1 esson is given

whore njon crnvefi luid claims it, and where he has every conceivable

opportunity to learn it. The earth was not constnicted to produce

pr«*suni|)tion and di-cpondency ;— was not cast out unhedged as the

wilderness of base passions nnd conduct, from which all the heirs of

holiness must l>e separate. It is a school for heaven, where the les-

sons of faith and hope are learned : — where holiness is attained by

contact with its proper occasions. Christianity, not only gives its

reflection from the whole earthly scene, but casts the light upon the

whole path of liuman life. This world, is not a prison to the soul of

man : from which his only desire and eflbrt should be to escape :

but the temple for the transforming prayer, " Thy kingdom come,

thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven."

The beautiiul portion of our Lord's Sermon on the Mount, which

we have tukcn as our guide, is the finest conceivable illustration of

these remarks. How near the lesson to the paths of life ! The

fowls of the air and the lilies of the field are with us repeating and

reflecting the lessons of the word, from Sabbath to Sabbath, and from

the morning dawn unto the shades of the evening ; amidst all the

wants and cares of our earthly state.— And birds of the night sing

us to sleep, after fatigue and anxiety, in His arms who " only maketh

us to dwell in safety ;
"— and the crowing cock wakes us, amidst

new plans and toils of lift", to behold the (l;iv dawn, and the day-star

orii»c in our hearts.

If the pulpit and the religions press would render their proper ser-

vice in the production and nurture of faith, it n.ust be not so much
by the power ufthrir own immediate lessons, and of their own pecu-

liar opportunity ; ns by directing alti-ntion to the lessons which re-

main : by which God gives line upon lirie, precept upon precept,

bciiidc the cofinnOB path of IIH?. An<l on the other hand, must they

bo in fault, in so fir as they ad.»pt principles, or employ methods
which d.v..ri Mttenlion from thr various appeals which God is con-
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stantly raaking to the conscience and the heart of man : which leave

a vacancy of inspired instruction, and silence the full and glorious

gospel, beside the path of life where God appointed it to be heard.

The great object of this work is to make religion more earthly—
more intwiate with the necessities and blessings of earth ; to

show to man that the best lessons are given him at the best occasions

of piety ; — that piety, springing up and growing on the soil of earth,

is the piety of heaven, — a plant that will never die.

On this point we need to be corrected. How many of our reli-

gious applications are on the contrary ground ;
— that the common

path of life is quite unsuited to the walk of faith— that business, and

care, and uncertainty, and plans, and efforts, and disappointments,

and success, must needs hinder the rise and growth of faith in the

heart. How current the claim, that piety must begin and grow by

seclusion from the business and cares of life— by indifference to all

earthly things.

Perhaps, (and we speak it with diffidence,) the error in question

can scarcely be said to be avoided in any other religious book but

the Bible, — so remarkably liable has Christendom been to adopt the

ancient and modem error of the Gentiles ;
— so tenacious have Prot-

estants been of that inherited error of the Catholic church. The

Bible, with all its purity and perfection of principles and motives is

among us : meets us on our daily path ; at every juncture of our life
;

and there, is profitable ever for our reproof and correction, and in-

struction in righteousness. But many of our best religious treatises,

and biographies of excellent meu, are far from following the wisdom

of that divine Book ; calling us away from the very opportunities

which God has appointed : and requiring an indifference to earthly

good and evil, which renders nugatory the providential occasions of

faith. We could name books with reverence and gratitude for bene-

fits received by their repeated perusal, which, nevertheless, we should

adjudge guilty of the error in question. The more we have read
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Uinl standard of religious writing, the Ilihle ;
— the more we have

been taught by it atuid^t and not aside from the discipline of life—
the more we have found it a light to our steps, amidst the meanest

duties of our carihly path— and the more we have passed "the fur-

nace of aflliction ;" the more have we been convinced that much

of our religious application fails of iniitating that divine Book, in its

wonderful adaptedness to our present life ; in its high and holy claims

amidst the things of earth.

We know no better illustration of the error in question, than may

be found in some of our popular iiynms. Even Watts, the great

master of our public praise, is by no means always in keeping with

that blessed book from which he has derived his songs. We the

more readily select from him, because he abundantly corrects his

own error : and because the contrast of Watts with Watts will make

our own views more plain.

There is much that is true and beautiful in the 53d Hymn, Book

Second, and the truth glows in the first verse amidst the darkness

which the poet must have inherited from preceding ages :

Vet tho dear path to thine abode

Lies t)irQui,'h this horrid luixl
;

Lord, we would keep thy heavenly road,

And run at Ihy i-uniiiiaud.

liul must wo not condemn wholly the first and second stanzas?

Lord, Mhat a wrcrhc-d land is this,

That yiel'N ut no Hup|>ly
;

.No cheering fruii*, n)i wh.>lu!<nnio treed,

Nor •Irearuf uf liviii» joy !

But prirkling thorn* throu^li all the ground,

And mortal poiton* grow
;

And nil thr rivrm that ar«» found,

\V)lh dangvrou* waters flow.
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But we must permit the poet to correct himself : and no mortal

pen can do it more happily than he does in Psalm 73.

God, my Supporter, and my Hope,

My Help forever near
;

Thine arm of mercy held me up,

When sinking in despair.

Thy counsels, Lord, shall guide my feet,

Through this dark wilderness
;

Thine hand conduct me near thy seat,

To dwell before thy face.

Or in Psalm 71.

My God, my everlasting hope.

I live upon thy truth
j

Thy hands have held my childhood up,

And strengthened all my youth.

Still has my life new wonders seen,

Repeated every year
j

Behold my days that yet remain,

1 trust them to thy care.

Cast me not off when strength declines,

When hoary hairs arise
;

And round me let thy glory shine,

Whene'er thy servant dies.

Then in the history of my age,

When men review my days,

Tliaj HI read i/iy love in every page,

In every line thy praise.

The lesson beside the common path of life, thus devoutly ac-

knowledged, has peculiar importance in an age of propagation. Our

Catholic predecessors in the work of spreading the gospel, failed, not
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for the want of zeal, or money, or men, but for lack of an t arth-made

viety. Such holy men as Xavier, could but conduct the issues from

the cornipted fountain. The college de propaganda fide, have but

left their siugsish streams, and stagnant pools, noisome and pestifer-

ous, where should now be flowing the pure waters of life. Romish

missions have accomplished little more than to introduce Christian

asceticism, indulgence and idolatry, side by side, with a like triple

pngniiism.

It is a most encouraging feature of modem missions, that more

than any other since the days of the Apostles, the\ are woven in

with the comnjon web of life— are carried on, on principles, and

with the spirit whirh f'hristianity claims of all her disciples, are ex-

posed to the ills and eligible to the blessings of life, in common with

all lawful emploMiients and conditions of men. They have been

instituted with families, are burdened with domestic cares, cheered

with domestic blessings, and urged to forethought as to domestic con-

tingencies ; — not to the hindrance but to the furtherance of the gos-

pel. Nothing would have been more fatal to modern missions than

to have valued useless self-denials and austerities as tokens of Apos-

tolic devotedness. The consequence must have been a less pure and

simple piety at the fountain head in Christian lands ; and abroad, a

religion of asceticism and indulgence, little better than the grossest

paganism. Let religion have place,— its entrance and discipline

amidst our common alVairs ; and the fountain will be pure and full,

and the btreams ubnudant for the life of the world !



SERMON I.

THE FOWLS OF THE AIR.

MATTHEW, 6: 25—33.

Therefore I say unto you, Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat, or

what ye shall drink ; nor yet for your body, what ye shall put on. Is not the

life more than meat, and the body than raiment? Behold the fowls of the air: for

they sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather into barns
;
yet your heavenly

Father feedeth them. Are j'e not much better than they? Which of you by

taking thouglit can add one cubit unto his stature ? And why take ye thought for

raiment? Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow; they toil not, neither

do they spin : And yet I say unto you, That even Solomon in all his glory was not

arrayed like one of these. Wherefore, if God so clothe the grass of the field, which

to-day is, and to-morrow is cast into the oven, shall he not much more clothe you?

O ye of little faith ! Therefore take no thought, saying. What shall we eat?

or, What s^Iiall we drink ? or. Wherewithal shall we be clothed ? (For after all

these things do the Gentiles seek ;) for your heavenly Father knowelh that ye

have need of all these things. But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and bis

righteousness ; and all these things shall be added unto you.

The command of our Lord is given in view of a

double danger, to wliich the condition of the present

hfe renders us hable. The uncertainty of a provision

for our wants exposes us to fear, anxiety, despair.;

while the connection of their supply with our own
skill and strength, exposes us on the other hand to an

absorbing and self-confident diligence. Thus are we
liable to incessant fluctuations— to a divided, changing

2
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mind, to the alternations of presumption and despond-

ency ; the folly of nKin, and the very "taking thought"

forbidden by our Lord.* It is against tliis double dan-

ger, that our Lord would secure us, by calling us to

behold and consider the fowls of the air and the lilies

of the field, that without hindrance and with all advan-

tage, we may "seek first the kingdom of God and his

rigliteousness."

The condiliun of the present life, I say, renders us

liable to this double danger. If any part of our rai-

ment be lacking : if the feet or the limbs, or the body

be exposed to the scorching sun, or to the chills of

even a summer evening, or to the piercing cold of

winter, we are pro|X)rtionalely distressed, and our sufler-

incrs need but small increase and short continuance in

order to be fatal. If food be lacking only in part, and

for a brief season, we suller intensely: and a few days

of fasting destroys the life, and sends the body back to

its oriijinal dust.

Amidst necessities so great — exposing us to suflTer-

ings so intense and fatal, what uncertainty of supply !

The materials of our food and raiment depend upon

natural agents, varying and uncertain, over which we
have no control. The sun and the rain by whose
infiucnce the llax and the cotton, and the food of the

ihccp and the silk-worm and of man grow, are en-

tirely without the reach of our feeble powers. If heat

and moisture be defective, we cannot increase them,

• Tho context both in Matthew and Luke, reqaires this Btrict ad-
hrrcur. to ihu true import of iVf pi/i»'dw.
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nor lessen them if they be excessive. We cannot

turn back the overwhelming flood when the bottles of

heaven are kept open, nor soften the parched earth

with refreshing showers, when " the heavens are brass

over our heads." Nor can we hinder the frost which,

in a night, may destroy the hopes of the summer ; nor

the hail nor the lightning, which may cut off the wav-

ing or the gathered crops. Nay : we cannot secure to

ourselves a supply, even amidst a general abundance.

We have no control over the great store-houses of food

and raiment which God in mercy may have filled, nor

over the channels by which they are conducted to each

man's door. Here again, all is uncertainty : the poor,

depending upon a daily renewal of the means of life,

are uncertain of employment, or payment, or continued

health and strength, and have constant occasion for

anxiety. And the rich : — there are none so rich in

farms, or goods, or money, as to be absolutely sure

of food to eat, and raiment to put on,— or above the

occasion of anxiety in view of the daily wants of their

bodies. Men engaged in lucrative and extensive busi-

ness, even while growing richer and richer, are ex-

posed to the hazards of fire, and wind, and water— to

lightning and tempests— to the changes in the policy

of communities and nations
; to dishonesty and fraud,

and to ignorance, weakness and folly, their own and

other men's. Even capitalists, who seem seated

quietly in the enjoyment of wealth, have no security

against the hazards of unemployed, depreciated, or

sunken capital ; — cannot prevent their riches from
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taking wings and Hying away. The fear of " com-

ing to want," wliicli assails the rich, is not absurd
;

is not to be always altribuled to Hypoclioudria : in

a sense ii is reasonable— is according to the uncer-

tainty which God has ordered to belong to all conditions

of men.

But here we notice the other element of our condi-

tion. Though food and raiment are entirely above

our reach, and we can never be sure beforehand that

they will be supplied, yet for the most part they are

supplied in connection with our own plan and effort—
with our own skill and diligence; and thus, amidst

occasions of anxiety, we live for tlie most part also

amidst occasions of self-confidence— of glorying in our

own wisdom and strength. This is of course the expo-

sure of the prosperous, the successful, the rich : and of

the poor ; — even poverty has its " trust in riches," its

vaunimg of its skill.

"We have but to survey a few short months, for a

conspicuous display of the double danger— might I

not say the double fault?— the self-confidence and the

despair — "the taking thought" of which we are

always liable to be guilty. A year lias not passed,

since, pcrha|i9 as a people, whatever may have been

the individual exceptions, we were sitting in our pride,

vaunting ourselves of our wisdom, wealth and power.

"VVe saw indeed the casual and ordinary lessons of

uncertainty to all human thinixs, but without reflection,

othrr |H'rha[w than reproach for the neglects or follies

which we as.signed as their cause ; and still passed on
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in our heedless self-glorying, until we were suddenly

arrested on our heights of prosperity— not a few to be

cast down — and all to stand trembling and anxious on

the precipice. What multitudes were taken by sur-

prise, so lately sure of success in affairs by their own

wisdom and might— how soon desponding at the sud-

den blast of all human hope !

Here, then, we stand— yet not amidst hindrances

and disadvantages ; but, as we have said, to hear our

Savior's call to consider the fowls of the air and the

lilies of the field, that without hindrance, and with all

advantage, we may " seek first the kingdom of God

and his righteousness,"

In this discourse, I propose to notice the divine pro-

vision for the foicls of the air, as a lesson to our

faith : — " Tliey neither sow, nor reap, nor gather into

barns, yet your heavenly Father feedeth them." This

mysterious feeding, is the thing to be considered
;

concerning which, we may notice the following par-

ticulars :

1. God provides for them their food, without their

toil or care. " They neither sow nor reap."

What store-houses of plenty for the birds, are the air,

the earth, the sea ! Insects innumerable swarm in

the air, breathed in, we might almost say, in their

rapid flight. These lodge and live amidst the herbs

and shrubs and trees, and are found wherever birds

alight. Fruits, nuts and seeds, in countless variety

and abundance, the spontaneous gifts of nature, or the

labored products of human industry, cover the face of

*2
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tlie earili : — valley and plain and mountain lop; and

nioruHscs inacces^sible to man; and wherever the car-

cass is, as innumerable creatures lie wasting to dust,

there also are the cai^les and the ravens, and all birds

of prey, gathered together. Beneath the surface of the

grounJ, al>o, is a store-house for the fowls of the air:

and every furrow of the ploughman opens supplies for

the birds, that alight and feed along his path. And
the sea ghows to the eye of the water-fowl, as it sails

on high, the treasures of its transparent chambers
;

" wherein are things creeping innumerable," whether

about the shores for the sea-gull and the snipe, or in the

deep and wide ocean, for the albatross. What a varie-

ty of provision do we see before our own eyes ! The
flowers have already begun to open their honey-cup,

for the humming bird. The insects float in the air,

inviting the martin and the swallow. Every farm and

every garden has opened its internal treasures ; and the

hands of men and the winds are scalterinsf the seeds

of the former year, for the robin and the black-bird;

and the tide ebbing and flowing calls the sea-bird to

hid prey.

Hut these store-houses, the air, the earth, the sea,

are Bupplii'd, how marvellously, by your heavenly Fa-
ther ! "He openeth his hand and satisfieth the wants
of every living tiling." How lately the earth was ice-

bound, and lay desolate in all the barrenness of win-
ter ' I?ut lie sent ft)rth his commandment upon earth

;

hirt word ran very swiftly. The earth, travelling her
wonicti course more than a thousand miles a minute,
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saw the sun rise higher and higher over our desolated

North, and lay, as she rolled on, basking in his beams.

The ice and the snow melted. The wind blew, and

the waters flowed. He covered the heavens with clouds,

and made the grass to grow upon the mountains, and

provided for the beast his food, and for the young ra-

vens which cry.

2. God has qualified the birds to select to take, to

devour, and to digest the food Avhich is suited to their

several species.

Amidst their infinite and unassorted variety, they

would perish, if they were not in these respects divine-

ly taught and prepared. Their instinctive sagacity,

and perfect implements, answer all the purposes of a

culled and gathered store. It is thus that we see the

hummingbird drinking honey from the flowers ; the

robin hopping from furrow to furrow for the worms or

the seeds, the hawk pouncing on the young chicken

from its lofty flight, and the sea-fowl plunging through

the flood upon its buried prey. Thus too, are they

severally fitted to take the food which they instinctive-

ly choose, furnished with tools or weapons for their

work. Of what avail would be the choice of the hum-

ming bird, if it had not the power to rest on its wings,

and a long tapering bill to plunge deep into the honey-

cup of the flowers? or of the robin, if it were encum-

bered with the body and the bill of the duck or the

goose ? or of the hawk or the sea-fowl, if they had not

talons to seize their prey ? or of the woodpecker, if he

could not cling to the perpendicular trunk of the tree
;
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if his bill could not bore it, and if his tongue were not

an ariowj willi which to pierce the prey in its dark

recess. /

And ycL azaiii, the birds could not be fed, if they had

not in-trunicnts to devour whatiiiey may have selected

and caui^hl. Hence all birds are furnished with a bill

suited to their appropriate nourishment, as various as

llie instinctive choice which guides them. I quote

here nearly from Paley's Natural Theology. The

sparrow's bill picks almost every kind of grain from its

concealment, hulls the grain, and breaks and shatters

the coats of the seed. The hooked bill of the hawk

irih(*, separates the llesh from the bone, as clean as with

a knife. The spoon-bill enables the goose to graze,

and to collect its food from the bottom of pools. The

duck's bill is serrated or sawed, so as to form a strainer

throu2:h which she sucks in the food of her choice, re-

jccling whatever she dislikes.

Vet again there was needed an internal correspond-

ence to the food provided l)y our heavenly Father.

TluH, all l»!rds w hich live on grain, carry within them

a compute niill or grindini:^ machine,— a hopper in

the crop, and a pair of mill-stoms in I he gizzard, to

i^rind down the corn for use. Of this machinery, birds

of prey are destitute ; and instead, they are furnished

with ft lluitl wiii:h is capable of reducing raw flesh.

So marvellously lias God fitted the birds for the provis-

ion he has made for them.

3. (1(k1 has given them the means of access to the

ecnttercd stores which he has provided for them. He
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has furnished them with a power of motion, which

answers all the purposes which we attain by sowing

and reaping, and gathering into barns ; by which they

come to the seed wherever it grows or is scattered, and

to the prey where it lurks. Their hollow bones and

feathers, their capacity of swelling the whole body with

air; their wings artfully constructed and fi ted with

powerful muscles, make thencapable of rising and sail-

ing in the air, while their tails are a rudder to guide

them wherever God has provided their food. Even

their eye is adapted to search it out,— being so fitted to

the side of the head, as to survey the entire circumfer-

ence of the horizon
; and furnished with a membrane

with which, at will, they can protect that delicate or-

gan from injury; and with other contrivances by

means of which they are capable of seeing objects very

near or very remote : — a spy-glass with which they

may search their food. What need have they to sow

or reap, or gather into barns, amidst such profuse pro-

vision, and with such powers of discovering and reach-

ing their scattered stores ?

4. I add, fourthly, what, perhaps, is more astonish-

ing still. I mean the instinctive knowledge of time,

place and circumstance, by which they are at the right

place at the right time, in order to be fed. If God has

spread their table, he has taught them both where it is,

and when it will be ready.

In nothing is this instinctive knowledge more mani-

fest than in the passages of birds. God feedeth many

of the birds in two countries, in two climates ; and ho
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does not thn, witliout givin? them an instinctive knowl-

edge of ihe seasons and the way. " The stork know-

eth her appointed time ;
and the turtle, and the crane,

and the swallow observe llie time of their coming."

An obvious instance of these remarkable passages, of

which every child takes notice, is observed in the wild

geese, which lly in noisy docks, every spring, towards

the north ; — every autumn towards the south. You
may think it a small matter to see a Hock of wild

geese ; but if you will rellect, as their noise arouses

you, as you see the weilge-like form in wliich they fol-

low their leader, and how true to their course, as if they

were steering by the mariner's compass, — will you not

take the distinct and solemn notice, that your heavenly

Father fecdeth them ?— that they are passing to " seek

thi'ir meat from God ?
"

The like is true of many other birds— of the very

birds which take up their summer abode, amidst the

plenty of our gardens, and fields, and forests. The
birds now feeding before your eyes, for the most part,

fouiul tiicir winter stores in distant regions of the

south
;
and thence, true to their time and place, have

rclurned, — not only to cheer us with their songs, but

to give le-sons to our faith. As they sing, and lly, and

feed around us, their mixed and great assembly rejoice

in the stores provided for them by your heavenly

FatlhT.

The following account sets the fact of their passage

in a very striking light, and shows most clearly that

God fecdeth them in two countries. A house swallow,
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which had been observed to return for four successive

seasons, was caught by an inhabitant of Waldmue-

chen in Bavaria, who fastened on its neck a light gold

ring, marked with the initials of his three names, I. G.

N.J in order that with the return of spring he might be

sure if the bird returned to its old nest again. On the

12th of April the bird did indeed return ; and the little

ring was still upon its neck; but what was more re-

markable, some other hand had added a second gold

ring marked with a set of Arabic letters. Thus was it

proved to the sight, that God had fed the swallow in

the country of the Moor or the Turk ;
— that, during

the winter of the north, it had eaten its meat in the

warm fields of Africa or Asia ; and having called the

Mahometan to faith in God, it was returned at its ap-

pointed time, to be fed and to be a teacher at the Ger-

man's door.*

* " Last year," says Mr. Herbert, "I had reared three wrens

from the nest, and in July T wished to set one of them at liberty.

Having let it out of the cage, which stood near a window which was

opened, it continued for a long time hopping and flying about the top

of the cage, and sitting upon the pots upon the ledge, and on a bar

to which the roses were tied across the window. At last it began to

travel up the creepers against the house, and getting upon the roof,

it flew over the buildings, and I did not expect to see it again; but

two hours after, it returned exceedingly hungry, and lit upon the

upper bar of the middle pane of the lower sash of the same window,

and pecked hard for admittance. It was let in, and fed heartily

from my hand, after which it took its leave. I saw no more of it

for two days, when it returned for a short visit, in very good case,

and not appearing at all pressed for food. About a week after,

it returned to the same pane of glass, peckuag as before ; but I
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Numerous instances bave been observed of marked

birds r.'tiirniiiL^ to tbeir wonted place, year after year,

tbouirb I liave met witb no otber tbat, after this ,sort,

brought ba»'k an account from its distant store-bouse.

Tiius bus God tauglit and prepared tbe milbons of

every wing, to pass from tbe nortb to tbe soutb, and

from tbe soutb to tbe norib, at tbe rate, says the

Nalurabst, of 50 to 150 miles an bour: — bow far

cxceo(bng, wi(b tbeir active wing, and along tbeir liquid

patli, om- speed by means of our steam engines and

railro.id-, after tbe discoveries and inventions of many
centurit's !

5. We may note one otber particular, perbaps still

more wonderful, and certainly pixuliarly suited as a

lesson of faitb : viz. Tbat in addition to tbe general

W.19 orcupied with a stranger, on business, and could not attend

to it, and it departed for the season. On the 23d of Julv, in

llic r
"

_ summer, I was standing at the same window, when
o fi.' x-k of this species lit upon the bar of the same pane,

closo to my face, and began to peck as before for admission. Nei-

ther alarmed by my voice, nor my little boy's jumping up from his

wat to hutk at it, it flew down upon some of the cage-pans which
hnpp«'ned to be on the ledge of th»! window, and began pecking them
a« if tfi get food from them. It quiokly departed again. Hut this is

to contrary to the habits of the wild bird, that I consider it (juite

Certain that the bird wa« my own nursling, w hich had returned after

iLh tiip to .Africa, lo look at the window where it had been reared in

it« neM. 'Ihe visit was a very pleasant little incident. IIow many
thin^-i. wbif'li r.iiroprans in vain desire to see, jiad my little wanderer
witiir-M-d Mucu la>t he pocked at my window I Perhaps he had sun^
hu plaintive notes near the grave of Clapperton, or peeped into the

«'f tlu' king of Timbuctoo." — Pinuy Magazine, Vol. /,
J . ;>. 116.
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kindness implied in the foregoing particulars, God

exercises a special providential care over the birds.

1 mean that besides providing for them an abundant

store, scattered over the hills and valleys and plains,

through the lakes, and rivers, and seas, and air of the

wide world ;
besides furnishing them with skill to select,

instruments to take, and organs to reduce their food

;

besides endowing tliein with power of flight, of ascent

and descent, and motion, in the element in which we

do but live ; besides giving them at once the knowledge

of airy navigation to the countries, and at the time of

the provision he has made ; besides all these, he regards

kindly and attentively the wants of each amidst all the

accidents to which it is exposed. He pities them as

creatures of sensation, capable of pleasure and pain

;

and, in his wonder-working providence for their be-

hoof, makes them his special witnesses to men of the

pity and kindness of their heavenly Father. This

seems to me implied in our Savior's expression, " Your

heavenly Father feedeth them ; " i. e. God takes the

same special care of them, as you feel that you need

amidst the accidents and ills of hfe. The same thing

is, perhaps, still more plainly statedin our Savior's illus-

tration of God's merciful care over his children : (Matt.

10 : 29.) " Are not two sparrows sold for a farthing?

and one of them shall not fall to the ground without

your Father." I cannot help supposing, also, that the

following passages do at once regard the general and

special care :
" He giveth to the beast his food, and

to the young ravens which cry." " Doth the hawk

3
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fly by thy wisilom, and stretch his wings towards the

south ? Doili the eagle mount up at tliy command,

and make her nest on high? She dwelieth and

abidelli on the rock, upon the crag of the rock, and the

strong place. From thence she seeketh lier prey, and

her eyes bcliold afar ofT." " Who provideth for the

raven his food? when his young ones cry unto God,

they wander for lack of meat." From these passages

we might conclude that the care of Providence was

most signally manifest in providing for the parents and

tlieir young, whose united voices are heard and answer-

ed in their season of peculiar need. Thus, for instance,

are they hatched at tiie precise period when the provis-

ion suited to the young is most easily obtained
;
and

the natural atVection of the parent birds is perfect in

strength and skill during the period of their helpless-

ness, — giving the answer of God when tiiey cry unto

him for lack of meat.

If we unite to God's care in providing for the young

in their peculiar helplessness, the rapidity with which

they become qualified by strength, organs, and instinct-

ive knowlege, we shall, perhaps, have the two most

striking proofs that God feedcth them. On these, a

distinguisheil Naturalist* remarks, on having examined

the nest of a kind of martin
;

" While we contempla-

ted their naked bodies, their unwieldy, disproportioned

abdomiiia, and their lieads too heavy for their necks to

9up(X)rt ; wo could not but wonder, when we reflected

• While of Sclborne.
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that these shiftless beings, in httle more than a fortnight,

would be able to dash through the air with the incon-

ceivable swiftness of a meteor
;
and perhaps, in then*

emigration, must traverse vast continents and oceans as

distant as the equator. So soon does nature, (rather so

soon does your heavenly Father,) advance the young

birds to a state of perfection."

This admirable display of God's kindness in feeding

creatures capable only of the suffering and enjoyment

of our lower natures, is urged upon our attention with

peculiar advantage. The changing seasons, which

increase our necessity and our anxiety for needful

food and raiment, render so much more conspicuous

God's care of the birds. Ev^en before the frosts cut off

the products of our northern regions, they are seen

gathering for their distant journeys, and then soaring

away to happier climes, shouting as they go, as if in

faith and hope to seek their meat from God. Then,

with the first opening of spring, and before the earth

has given an earnest of her summer harvest, the birds

are around us from their distant voyages, caroling

their merry songs ; the " flying fowl " singing their

hymns of praise, and calling, amidst the growing bless-

ings of the year ;
" Let everything that hath breath

praise the Lord."

But our Savior elearly considers the fowls of the

air as an Index to another and still more wonderful

lesson— a lesson which every living man carries with-

in himself. " Is not the life more than meat ? " and

its preservation a greater act of divine favor than the
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gift of the food by which it is preserved? Why boast

ourselves as if we could provide our meat, or despond

as if God could not provide it, when without and above

our care, hfe is preserved I why not trust for our daily

food in (lod, the Lord and Giver of the more wonderful

life? What life is, we know not. But we do know

tliat it is more than meat, and that without it food were

of no avail ; that the moment life vanishes, the frame

is no longer able to sustain itself, can no longer be

nourished by food, and returns with speed to its original

dust. " Is not the life more than meat."

Think for a moment how marvellously is kept up

the mystery of hfe. We are surrounded with the vital

air, in an abundance far exceeding the rich provision

of food for the fowls of the air, so present with us by

its own elasticity and fluidity, that the birds cannot

reach it belter than we, with their powerful and rapid

wing. It is equally near to us at home and abroad.

It is equally plenty to the rich and the poor. We
neither sow it nor reap it, nor gather it, nor prepare it

for our use ; nor toil for the means of buying it, nor

open channels by which it may reach our frame.

In ilie heat of summer, in the cold of winter, by day

and by night, wherever we stay, and wherever we go,

the vital air lies around us in an inexhaustible supply.

Nay, without our will, without even our notice, whether

we sleep or wake, labor or rest, it works its own inces-

sant way,— asks no artificial conduit to the seat of life.

The 8iiine vital air, inexhaustible without us, by a
constant stream within us, supplies to the blood its
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living property, and carries the machinery by which

the Hfe is forced through every part, and to the very

extremities of the body. That never stopping ma-

chine, the heart, exposes the blood to the vital air four

thousand times every hour, renewing its life, and then

sends throusfh the frame the livino^ flood. We are

astonished and taught by that divine care which pro-

vides the stores for the birds, and gives them skill and

power to use those stores for their nourishment, but

how much greater the mystery and the lesson which

our Lord connects with it, of our own inward hfe,

and of all life ! the life of ourselves amidst countless

myriads, breathing and living in this wide and inex-

haustible sea of vital air !
" Is not the life more than

meat ?
"

The question is still more impressive, the marvel of

our life, is still more marvellous, in view of its preser-

vation amidst hazards innumerable, and constantly

destructive. While we live upon the inexhaustible

supply, renewing every second our perishing hfe, we
are exposed every day and hour and moment to its

extinction ; and maintain it in constant sight of the

dying and the dead, lately as full of life as ourselves.

What is our life but a vapor ? How slight the acci-

dents by which it may be soon or suddenly destroyed I

How^ easy a thing it is to die; to be left a hfeless lump

of clay ! Too rapid or sudden motion, the lifting of

the arm, the tripping of the foot, a stroke upon the

temple, the stumbhng or starting of a horse, a sudden
*3
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blast of wind, a crevice in a plank, the miasmata of the

lif»;-f^ivinir atniorjphere, a Hash of lightning", and ten

thousand nameless accidents, in new and unexpected

forms, arc ever ready to destroy the life, and give still

deeper interest to the question, " Is not the life more

than meat ?
"



SERMON II.

THE LILIES OF THE FIELD.

MATTHEW 6 : 28, 29.

Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow ; they toil not neither do they

spin : And yet I say unto you, that even Solomon, in all hia glory, was not arrayed

like one of these.

It is worthy of remark, that flowers, to a single

specimen of which our Savior calls our attention, are

universally attractive and agreeable. They light up

the infant's eye, and cover its face with a smile. Chil-

dren delight in them, stop amidst their sports and along

their path to gaze at them ; and gather them as the

prettiest tokens of affection for their parents, teachers

and friends ; and fill their houses and schools with their

beauty and fragrance. And amidst the cares and toils

and glooms and cheerings of busy life, the gloomy as

well as the cheerful are pleased with them ;
and the

more in proportion as men give free scope to their

natural love of flowers, and still more as they cherish

a propensity designed to be made the instrument of

faith and hope. The first bloom of spring is welcomed

with a smiling face and a cheered heart, by rejoicing
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crowds; aiul successive flowers spread cheerfulness

throuirli all the months of summer. We add to

the smiles of nature around us by the culture of the

garden, and accept the privilege which a gracious

Providence has given us of adding thus to the cheer-

fulness of home; and even amidst the dreariness of

winter, try, with our house-plants and green-houses, to

produce and preserve the cheering lesson of the summer

months. lOven half-blind old age, too lame to go forth

and dimly see the new beauties of an eightieth sum-

mer, welcomes the beautiful nosegay, which a child's

love of flowers has wrought for a worn-out and with-

ering grandmother. Nay ; I have seen a cluster of

flowers come in, fragrant and beautiful messengers of

peace, to greet and cheer the sick, and a new and

heavenly smile light up the face of the dying, as, for

the last time, their beautiful robe was beheld by their

fading eyes. " Do you know," said the lovely and

excellent Wilberforce, as he was sinking under the

infirmities of old age, " do you know," said he, (open-

ing upon some flowers shut up in the Psalms,) "that

I am very fond of flowers 7 The corn and things of

that nature I look upon as the bounties of Provi-

dence ;
— flowers 1 look upon as his smile."

They are the delight of all nations. Their line is

gone out into all the earth. There is no speech nor

language where their voice is not heard. God has
provided blossoms in the wilderness to attract the eye
of the savage, and they speak of mercy among all

lieathen nationb. In India, particularly, the seat of the
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most extensive idolatry on earth, I have witnessed the

remarkable attachment of the people to flowers. They
are an article of extensive traffic, and, in a profusion

to which we are unaccustomed, form a part of every

entertainment, are thrown at the feet and hung around

the necks of those whom they wish to honor, till the

whole air is filled with their fragrance. They are

scattered in the temples, cover the shrines, and are

hung around the necks of their gods. They blossom,

too, in the fables of their mythology ; and, we may
gain from one of their most remarkable perversions of

the truth, a striking illustration of the religious lesson

of the flowers as our Savior interprets it. Is it not re-

markable, that, in the leading superstition of the earth,

the God of salvation should be the God of the lily?

that from Vishnoo the Preserver should spring the

water-lily, the sacred lotus, from which Brahma

should arise the Creator of a world, of which Yishnoo

should be again and again the incarnate deliverer and

Savior ?

" The lihes of the field " were mentioned, no doubt,

because they were before the eyes of our Lord, at

the time when he spoke, and because they furnish a

conspicuous and beautiful specimen of that innumera-

ble variety of flowers, which adorn and instruct all the

months of summer. It is not, I believe, quite certain,

what the flower was, which is here termed the lily :

nor is it very important to know, since any of the

different species of the lily, or of the rose even, or any

Other flower, would offer irl substance the same lesson
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to the eye* I liave alway??, from my earliest childhood,

ill reading or remembering our Savior's words, had

in my own eye, tlie common lily of the mowing field,

which I U:=:ed to see in great abundance around the

home of my childhood, and which fell in time of har-

vest before the mower's scythe,— the morrow, to pass

from its glory, not to the ovenj but to be buried unseen

amidst the winter's fodder. This lily we all know, a

lily of uolden robe, arrayed above the glory of Solomon,

and standing, with its sister species and all the races of

the flowers, a lesson to our faith. Let us consider the

lily, according to the command of our Savior.

Consider the lilies hoxo they groio. There is

more to be done than to glance the eye over the bloom-

ing fiolds, and to be cheered by the beauty of the full-

blown lilies. Their ^'•/•o?r//i is to hQ considered ; that

hidden, silent, wonderful process, which at length

covers the plant with glory surpassing Solomon's.

First, is to be noticed, the preparation without, by

means of which the lilies grow : a soil in which they

may rest, and through which their nourishment may
How. Then above them, aronnd them, and even

Home hns the following note. *' In this passage, Jesus Christ

in cotniuonly supposed to have referred to the white lilj or the

tulip, but nt.'ither of these grows wild in Palestine. It is natural to

preHunif that, according to his custom, he called the attention of

Uie hearers to some object at hand; and as the fields of the Levant

•re overrun with the Amaryllin Lutea, whose golden, liliaceous

flowerd, in autumn, atVord one of the most brilliant and gorgeous

objects in nature, the expression, That Solomon, in all his glory, was
not arraved like one of these, is peculiarly appropriate."
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mingling with the soil, an atmosphere capable of dis-

solving water
;

secreting it in its own transparent

chambers, lest it be too abundant ; — of condensing it,

and distilling it in dew, and pouring it down in rain,

lest there should be any lack. Then again, thought is

borne away in an instant, ninety-six millions of miles

to the sun, which, from that immense distance, sends

the necessary heat to warm the bed of the lily ; to call

around its roots the food of the lily, to exhale into the

atmosphere the superfluous waters, and to hold them
" above the fiimamsnt," for their future supply. What
power above all human power, is exerted around and

above the dwelling-place of the lily, while its glorious

robe is wrought ! Around its humble bed, what

ministering elements are transfused, and what aid

bestowed by that immense body which governs and

binds together the whole system of the wandering

stars ! As it rests in that humble bed, drenched in the

floods which have fallen on it, the sun, penetrating to

its roots, expands the water into vapor, and dissolves

the vapor in the air, until its resting place seems turn-

ing into a parched and powdered bed of death. But

scarcely is he withdrawn at evening, when the cooled

air distils the water gently upon it, and the dew lies

all night upon its branches. Or it is condensed into

clouds, and the gathering drops fall an abundant rain

on the lilies of the field. Such pains does God take in

preparation for the growth of the hly, which '' to-day is,

and to-morrow is cast into the oven."
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But we nuist pass from the preparation, and consider

the nn'thod of iis growtli, the skilful contrivances by

wliich it improves the advantages so marvellously be-

stowed. From the bulb, in w hich the new plant lies

housed, radicles or small roots, descend into the earth,

the first organs of nourishment to the young plant, be-

ginning to burst from the surface. >From these radi-

cles, proceed smaller roots or rootlets ; and from these,

fibriles still smaller and almost innumerable, which

may be seen by any one who will take the trouble to

dig the lily, and consider it, in its root. But besides

what we can see with our naked eye, there are parts

still more curious, without which the bulb and roots

and rootlets and fibriles would be in vain. If one of

these fiUriles be laid in water, it will speeilily assume

its natural state, as it lies in the moi^t earth, receiving

noiuisliuient for the plant. If it be then examined

with a microscope, small spongy bodies will be seen,

sponfii-ioles, consisting of six-sided cells designed to

absorii the li(]uid sustenance, and, as they swell, to force

it upward through all the passages of the plant; warp-

ing, weaving and dyeing its finished robe : a contri-

vance, how much simpler and more perfect than our

own— wh(M), from the silent water-head, we carry that

dormant power, through artificial channels, to long

ranges of machinery, which at length bring forth from

the loom, the wool and the cotton and the silk in every

form of texture for use and beauty, to protect and cher-

ish and adorn our weak bodies. So skilfully contrived
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is the root, for nourishing the lily, " which to-day is,

and to-morrow is cast into the oven."

Ifwe consider the stem^ we still see the divine power

proceeding with divine wisdom. From the bulb in

which it lies, the young plant issues forth, contrived

within to convey and elaborate its fluid nourishment.

As we examine its internal structure, we find one set

of vessels through w^iich the sap ascends, and from

which, when the plant is cut, we see it rapidly oozing

out. As we trace it to the leaves, we find, by the help

of a microscope, that they are penetrated with thou-

sands of pores, through which the superfluous moisture

is exhaled in continued streams ; and the vital air

breathed in
;
while light and perhaps electric fire add

their influence to the perfecting sap. Thence what is

needful for the perfect growth of the plant, descends in

another set of vessels along its bark
;
— to be employed

in sustaining it with life, arraying it with beauty, and

perfecting the seed for future plants. How much more

simple and perfect, than our complicated machinery,

our spinning jennies, and our power-looms, which hu-

man skill has invented after the experience of many
generations I Such is the arrangement of the stem

and the leaves of the lily, " which to-day is, and to-

morrow is cast into the oven !

"

We pass, lastly, to the-flow^er, which our Savior pre-

sents us as the glory of the plant— arrayed by these

simple processes, with skill surpassing the spinners

and weavers and dyers of Egypt and Tyre, and all

the wonders of modern art. The plant, emerging

4
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from its seed or root, sends forth its innumerable

fibrile?, drinks in its steady nourishment from the soil,

and meets with its stem and leaves the continued ac-

tion of the air and hght above ; covering itself as it

grows with a dress of green, which grows brighter and

more beautiful the longer it is worn, until, in the secre-

cy of heavenly skill, ilic llower crowns the stalk,

arrayed in glory surpassing Solomon's : — the finest

specimen of beauty on which the eye of man can rest.

How perfect its form : how delicate and yet how brill-

iant its coloring : and how varied are the multitudes,

which adorn every garden and field, in a beauty which

every imagination calls up, Init which description must

fail to portray ! We can only adore the power and

skill which produce the wonderful result ; which form

these still more delicate leaves— which weave the

colored petals— the fine apparel of the corolla
; w^iich

perfect the expanded blossom ; — and the bounty

which has spread them around us, passed all number;

adorning the opening spring with an endless variety of

hues colored in a single dye ; and smiling on all the

paths of summer— ministers of everlasting mercy,

calling man to faiih in God.

And silent ministers— giving line upon line, pre-

cept upon precept, saying to all who will listen to their

" still, small voice," " seek first the kingdom of God
and his righteousness." Our Savior points to the silent

process of the growth of the lilies, as peculiarly inter-

esting and instructive
;

" They toil not, neither do

they spin.-' We justly admire the art of man. when
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amidst the dust and clatter of a thousand spindles, and

many power-looms, and busy hands, we see a silent

sheet of water, lying as it were asleep beside us, so

soon changing the cotton and the wool into a covering

for the bodies of men. But how is this art surpassed,

by that divine power and skill which so soon array the

whole earth in the beauty of countless flowers, each

surpassing Solomon, in robes so silently put on.

But this beautiful lesson, also, is given as an Index

to another still more wonderful. "Is not the body

more than raiment ? " Does the lily flourish before us,

in its surpassing glory to attract our attention to the

skill and power engaged to provide for our bodies their

needed covering? Those bodies themselves, which

claim a Father's care, were created and are sustained

by a still more surprising skill and power. Let us,

then, before we dismiss the lesson of the lily, turn our

attention to the hody^ which our Lord associates

with it.

How admirable, then, the body, even as the least in-

formed may observe it ! How firmly built its bony

frame, and yet how capable of motion, by its joints,

perfectly formed, adapted each to ils special purpose,

and kept like a w^ell tended machine ever oiled for use !

How fitted every part for its peculiar purpose : the feet

to support us ;
the legs to carry us ; the arms and hands

to work for us ; the neck to sustain and to move the

head ; and the head to receive sights and sounds and

smells and tastes, and to convey the needful support

!

What a perfect roof is the skull, made still more secure
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by its addiiional covering of hair, not only crowning

the wliole boilv, Init liou^ing with special care tlie seat

of thought and hfe ! And the mouth, the throat, the

stomach— how formed and fitted for their several

pur|)o.-^c?!, to receive and reduce the food, which is to

sustain the body ; — the teeth to grind it, the throat to

convey it, and the juices to soften and digest it ! And

the heart, the hmgs, the arteries, tlie veins— the en-

gine and machinery and conduits of hfe, to convey it

to the remotest and minutest extremities : to the toes

and the lintj^ers. And the brain, the mysterious cham-

ber from wliich thought sends forth its bidding along

the spinal marrow, and the nerves spreading by mill-

ions over the entire frame : and the muscles, with their

power of contraction, applied to every joint : and the

toni^ue, that muscle of muscles, capable of all the va-

rieties of motion which are needful for the utterance of

tliought— and lastly the senses, the five different chan-

nels by which information is conveyed, needing for

their use but the presence of a living soul: — or amidst

those senses the eye ; more delicately formed and col-

ored than the lily of the valley, adapted to receive the

liglit — the form — the color — of the countless vari-

eties of objects, nnd holding within itself a picture gal-

lery whose paintings pass to the brain with the velocity

of light, and ciiani^ing wherever the eye turns :
" Is

not the IkmIv more than raiment? "

In regard to the body, our Savior asks a question of

peculiar significance :
'• Which of you, by taking

thought, can add to his stature one cubit?" The
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growth of the body in childhood and youth, and the

bounds which are set to the stature in perfected man-

hood, ahke point us to the insignificance of our pre-

sumption and our despair, and to the power in whom
unbounded confidence may be placed. Without power

or skill— without plan or effort, we grow from infancy

to maturity ; insensibly but constantly developing

every mysterious part of the mysterious whole. Each
part and member fitted in infancy to its several fellow

;

each joint to its socket — each muscle to its tendon,

each tendon to its joint— the viscera to their place
;

the heart and lungs to theirs ; the brain to its half-

cemented roof, grow in their just proportion into the

perfect and compacted frame ; surely, under the constant

workmanship of Him, by whom at first we were won-

derfully made ;
and our passing or remembered child-

hood, gives to us a constant and powerful lesson of

faith, in harmony with the lilies of the field. The
bounds, too, which, at maturity, we find are set, when
that which passed without our pains can no longer be

continued by our utmost effort; when we know that no

contrivance or labor can enlarge the body, which seems

beyond all other material things within our power

;

the body which, at will, we can lay down and take up,

which we can hold still, or set in motion ; whose mem-
bers we can move, how mysteriously, in innumberable

ways ;
shall we presume or despair in regard to the

raiment which it needs, and w^hich can be furnished

only by elements over which we have no imaginable

control ?
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" The undevout astronomer is mad." Yes— and on

these lower grounds— in tliis narrower sphere, amidst

tlie fowls of the air, and the hHes of the field — in

sight of ourselves only, is there not like occasion to

say, ' He is mad, who can look upon the flowers of

summer, the fowls of the air, or upon his own mar-

vellous self, unmindful of the care and love of God?'

How full and perfect, is the lesson to faith and hope !

as abundant as tlie countless profusion of the flowers

of summer, and the fowls of the air, as near, as present,

as your own body and life. In that mysterious cham-

ber of your body, the eye, lie the blooming tokens of

the wisdom and power of God
; into that mysterious

chamber, the ear, soft melodies are sinking in token of

his love ; while these living senses of a living body are

still more marvellous. Can he be less than mad who

is not won to trust in God ? The fool, only, can say

in his heart, There is no God.

If there be any class of persons whose attention

ought to be fixed upon the mysteries of the life and the

body as lessons of faith, it is exactly that class who
are wont to take the most notice of the birds of the air,

and the lilies of the field. I mean the young. Their

eye is yet undimmed ; their ear is alert to hear ; and

God has provided sights and sounds fitted to the

perfect slate in which they hold the senses of seeing and

hearing ; and at the same time he fills them with the

full flood of life, Hushing their cheek with health and

beauty, and giving vigor to the body and the mind.

Let it not bethought that the " hveliness" of youth, its
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vivacity, its flow of spirits, is all opposed to the influence

of religion, to the rise and growth of faith in the heart,

to " seeking first the kingdom of God and his right-

eousness." Oh no ; amidst the birds that feed and sing

along their cheerful path, their own life beats high,

that they may fix their faith and hope in God— that

they may " remember their Creator in the days of their

youth," before the evil days come, when the eye shall

be dim, the ear deaf, and hfe wasting away. " Fre-

quent returns of deafness," says White of Selborne,

" incommode me sadly. I lose all the pleasing notices

and little intimations arising from rural sounds ; and

May is to me as silent and mute, with respect to the

notes of birds, as August : and wisdom, at one entrance,

is quite shut out." It is not so in youth, while the

fowls of the air and the full glow of life, call the heart

to faith in God. I have heard how the first notes of

the birds, and the first conscious breathing of a sum-

mer morning, have made the bed-chamber the temple

of prayer, to a prayerless youth, and turned it into the

house of God, and the very gate of heaven.

And yet, life preserved amidst uncertainties and dan-

gers, amidst " deaths oft" of friends and kindred, in a

world of the dying and the dead, gives still greater

token of the care and kindness of our heavenly Father

;

is a still more urgent call for faith. If we have inhaled

the vital air fifty or a hundred millions of times, what

further testimony of care and kindness can we ask?

Is not the life more than meat? If our bodies, which,

in a moment, might cease their living action and their
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use— which n summer's day may make unfit to be

kept amidst the hving, and which so rapidly dissolve

into shapeless dust,— retain their proportions, their

form, their use and their vigor, after our heart has beat

fifty or a hundred millions of times; — if, after ten

thousand exposures, known and unknown, they are

still lirni and undecayed,— need no repairs after the

wear and accidents of many years, are not these bodies

more than raiment? And what if wrinkles mar our

faces, and the skin looks shrivelled on our hands, and

grey hairs are here and there upon us, or even thick

uj)on our heads ? what, too, if the pulse of life beats

somewhat more feebly, are not all these circumstances,

memorials of many years of care and kindness— of

skill and power, renewing the life and the body, even

until now ? Is not the life of the man in middle and

advanced age
;
— is not the life of the old man, " more

than meat, and the body than raiment ?" Amidst the

lessons of the summer, let then our youth, and our aged

— our young men and maidens, our old men and

children, " praise the name of the Lord, for his name
alone is excellent : his glory is above the earth and
heavens." Let them '• seek first the kingdom of God,

and his righteousness.''
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SERMON III.

THE WARRANT TO FAITH FROM THE FOWLS
OF THE AIR AND LILIES OF THE FIELD.

MATTHEW 6: 26 & 30.

Behold the fowls of the air : for they neither sow nor reap nor gather into barns
;

yet your heavenly Father feedeth them. Are ye not much better than they ?—
If God so clothe the grass of the field, which to-day is, and to-morrow is cast into

the oven, shall he not much more clothe you, Oh ye of little faith ?

The proper end for which our Savior calls us to

consider the fowls of the air and the lilies of the field,

is the exercise of faith in God^ as our present and

everlasting Helper. Amidst our wants and fulness,

our fears and hopes, our despondency and presump-

tion ;
the birds fly before us, and are fed, and the lilies

shine in their glory, to check our vain boasting, to raise

us from our despair; offering a warrant for faith in

God.

1. The fowls of the air, and the lilies of the field,

furnish specimens of the skill and power which are en-

gaged to feed and clothe us. These perfect speci-

mens of all that is needful to each order of beings in

kind, warrant the conclusion that God will provide for

us, in our kind, with equal skill and power. There
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is a perfect arrangement and provision for the lily, ac-

cording to its vegetable nature, resuUing in the perfect

growili and glory of the plant and flower
;
and for the

bird according to its animal nature— its instinctive sa-

gacity, resulting in its adequate supply amidst the

accidents which belong to its higher nature ; and the

conclusion is warranted that our bodies, themselves

more than raiment, and endowed with a life more

marvellous than the food by which it must be sustain-

ed, will have their wants as faithfully supplied. If we
saw in the work-shop some sets of instruments of the

most perfect workmanship, we might fairly trust the

same power and skill to finish any that we saw at

present incomplete. So, if in our sensible experience,

we find at the point of our hopes and fears, a lack—
which tempts us to presumption and despair, we have

but to look around us upon the lilies of the field, and

the fowls of the air, to be assured that God will pro-

vide all that belongs to our nature in all its duration.

This conclusion would be just, if we were of no more

value than the lilies
; if like them we were insentient

creatures, without pleasure or pain, and perishing like

them in a day.

2. The warrant is enhanced in view of the sensible

necessities of our animal nature, by God's tender mer-

cies to the fowls of the air. Their lack is with animal

sulTering like our own — their supplies comfort and

cheer their animal natures as we are comforted and

cheered. As we see, iIkmi, our heavenly Father sup-

plying (heir wants with pity and in abundance, we are
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warranted to conclude that he will, with equal faithful-

ness and power, regard ours— that our sensibility to

the pains of hunger, and to the strength and gladness

which come from supply, is in view of our heavenly

Father an additional reason, for our beinar fed as kind-

ly and as bountifully as we see in all the feathered

tribes around us. Thus, is the warrant enhanced by

our weakness and our pains ; by our capacity of suffer-

ing : and the conclusion would be just, the warrant

would be perfect, if we were no better than the fowls

of the air. God would not leave his work half done,

if we were mere animals, capable only of present sen-

sation, and losing in an instant all -sensibility to pain

and pleasure, with the passing away of our mortal hfe.

3. But the warrant is still further enhanced in view

of our greater capacity of suffering and enjoyment

from the mysterious connection of our minds with our

bodies. Are loe not much better than the fowls of

the air ? Our need of food and raiment belongs prop-

erly to our animal nature — to a nature which we have

in common with the birds ; but our sufferings in conse-

quence of these necessities are increased, and even

mainly produced by our minds. If we were mere an-

imals, we should suffer probably only the actual pains

of hunger and cold
;
but by means of our mind, by

means of thought, that suffering is increased
;
and even

when we are full, pains, a hundred fold greater than

actual hunger or cold, may be produced by fear and

apprehension. Such fear and apprehension are not

absurd :— they belong to us as beings at once capable of
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animal want riiul of anticipating the future
;
are no

more to be anniiiilated than the pains of hunger are
;

and are felt at some times, intensely, by every human

being, mu^t be, by every thinking animal. We, per-

ha\)^, never in our life-time, have suffered the want

of daily food ; who of us can say that he never suffered

intensely from fear and apprehension of lacking a

supply ? Here tlien it is, that the warrant is enlianced.

So much the better as we are than the fowls of the

air, so much the more capable as we are than they, so

much the more reason have we for confidence in God

for the supply of our animal wants. Thus marvellous-

ly docs our great^Sif'thability to. suffering enhance the

warrant wiiich relieves us'; —^tlrat which adds intensi-

ty to our pain, gives us the reason which changes it

to joy.

How false, then, even to natural religion— how per-

versely false to the divine interpretation, is the stoical

conclusion, which disgraced the pagan — which is not

yet dismissed from the Christian world : tliat the

body is not to be cared for, by an intelligent and im-

mortal soul. Have we not the divine warrant for faith

in regard to our animal wanis, so 7nucli the more^ be-

cause tlie mind is ca|)al)le of enhancing them ? In-

asmuch as we are mentally capable of suffering more

in view of hunger and exposure than the fouls of the

air, so much the more reason have we to trust in God
for food and raiment ; for all that is needful for the

body.

But at this point explanation is needful ; in view of

the exceptions in fact to the provision so confidently
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assured— exceptions belonging to the higher nature

with which we are endowed ;
incident to the higher

rank we occupy in the scale of being. As we rise in

the ranks of God's creatures, new principles of course

must present themselves ; and we must employ the

warrant in a manner correspondent to the new princi-

ples which belong to the different steps of that ascend-

ing scale. The birds are not furnished with their sup-

plies like the hlies, nor man like the birds; but each in

their own order, according to their several rank in the

scale of being.

The lily we may suppose an insentient thing, with-

out desire or will, or capacity of action or effort ; and it

may be said, therefore, that God clothes it absolutely,

by the perfection of his own arrangement, on the pas-

sive principles of vegetable life. The fowls of the air

are beings of desire, of will, of instinct — and in their

proper nature receive their meat from God, not as the

lilies, on the principles of vegetable life— for then

would they be no longer animals ;
but as animals, by

the desire and will and instincts of their animal nature,

Man is a reasonable animal, and if he receive a supply

as perfect as the lily an<J the birds, it must be on the

principles of his complicated nature
;
neither absolutely

on the passive principles of vegetable life, nor by minis-

tries to mere desire and will and instinct, but by a pro-

vision suited to the reason and understanding which

govern and direct his animal frame ;
a provision to be

accepted and employed according to the methods of his

higher nature. Hence, though God's care is manifest

6
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among the most ignorant, indolent, and barbarous

nation?, it becomes more and more signal as men

apply their faculties in providing for their animal

wants. "\Vc may proudly admire the skill and power

of advanced civilization— the perfect agriculture and

arts by which the materials of food and raiment are

produced and wrought up for the use and comfort of

man ; but let us rather humbly and thankfully ad-

mire the divine provision, the kindness of our heavenly

Father, which we do but con)e at length to receive^

according to the principles of our scale of being — not

as plants, or animals, but as rational creatures
;
that

|

in our order we are permitted to come to the God who

clothes the lilies of the field, and feeds the fowls of

the air. Our spinning and weaving: — our sowing

and reaping, and gathering into barns : — all the

implemcnls and plans for a perfect tilling of the

ground ;
all the machinery moved by water, wind or

steam, for the production of our modern raiment, and

all the methods by which each one acquires so much
of the money of exchange as will buy whatever is

needful for his own use, are to be regarded only as J

ways of receiving the gifi^ of our heavenly Father,
"

which to us stand in the san^*-, relation, as organic

structure, and mere place and exposure to the elements {

do to the lilies
;
and as lightness of body, strength of

wing, accuracy of eye, perfection of the rudder, and

instinctive sagacity, do to the raven, the eagle or the J

sparrow. In a word, the lilies are not clothed by mere

power, as the mountain or the rock, but by the powers
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of vegetable life and growth — the birds are not fed by

mere providence, Uke the lilies, but by providence

meeting their animal skill and strength
; neither

are men fed and clothed by mere providence meeting

organic structure, and instinct and animal strength, but

by means of all these in connection with the rational

mind in its manifold operations.

We do away here, at a word, a difficulty in which

the direction of our Lord has seemed to be involved :

viz. that it requires an indifference inconsistent with

the condition of man ;— that it forbids an unavoidable

'• taking thought." The warrant itself settles the

whole difficulty— distinctly pointing, as it does, to the

principles which belong to our scale of being. If the

warrant is intended to inspire our trust in God for the

supply of our wants, it does as distinctly require that

we receive it according to our higher rank. If God
clothes the lily, not on the principles on which he forms

the granite, but by its organic structure and vegetable

powers ;
— if he feeds the birds, not in mere passiveness

as he adorns the lily, but by an obedient instinct, an

active wing, a diligent beak, now soaring aloft, now
boring the trunks of the trees, now descending to the

earth, now plunging into the sea, now cruising a long

voyage to the warm regions of the south, and now re-

turning to the restored heat of the north— what shall

we conclude of his clothing and feeding reasonable be-

ings, but that he will meet the movements of their

minds,— that he has placed them in a situation to

stimulate their invention, to encourage their industry, to
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educate their powers, not of independent support, but of

receiving the kindness of their heavenly Father? What

must we conckide, but that we have a warrant to trust

in God for food and raiment, only in the use of all the

powers which he has given us— only by "taking

thought" according to our rank, in the scale of depen-

dent beings.

We answer also, of course, the objection which might

arise from the progressive supplies of diflerent periods

of history ;
from our abundance compared with the

lack of more ancient times, and our lack compared

with the abundance which may be anticipated in

future ages of the world. It may be asked, why the

gifts of Providence, which we enjoy, were not given

to our ancestors a thousand years ago, and with equal

reason why the blessings of a thousand years here-

after, are not given to us? The plain answer is.

Because we are men, and not birds and beasts. In-

stinct, unthinking instinct, may be absolutely given
;

and may know at once, without either personal or

bequeathed and inherited improvement, whatever be-

longs to the welfare of the animal. The birds of

passage were as wise a thousand years ago as now
;

needed to wait for no discoveries and inventions, to

fit them for their voyages— no rail-road or steam

engine to speed their passage over larjd ; no compass,

and no quadrants, nor tables of calculation to steer

their course over seas. The wild geese, as they pass

high in air, sing derision to our pride, as they soar

with ra|)id wing, faster than our boasted speed, and
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free from the hazards of our inventions, seeking their

meat from God. Yet, perfect as they are, they are

nothing but the very emblems of stupidity, of incapa-

city, as we should be, if all possible arts had been

conferred upon us, without research, and study, and

discovery, and invention. Man has received his pres-

ent abundance of blessing from his heavenly Father
;

and can press forward to blessings yet untold, only by

thought and practice— only by obeying the principles

of his rational nature.

It follows, of course, that faith in God with regard

to food and raiment, so far from forbidding thought,

forethought, study, invention, and a corresponding action,

does in fact require them as the methods by which

we are to receive Ihe gifts of our heavenly Father's

hand. God is indeed to be trusted ; and that trust is

warranted by the beauty and glory of the lily— by the

fulness of the fowls of the air— but he is to be trusted

in the use of rational and active powers, which belong

neither to the lily, nor the birds. Man becomes not

religious, by becoming as inactive as the hly, or as im-

provident as the raven,— as stupid as the geese ; but by

trusting in God, as a thinking and active being.

4. The warrant extends to all the wants of our spir-

itual and immortal nature. "Are ye not much better

than they?"

If the argument be just, in regard to our animal

wants, because they are enhanced by our higher

nature, how manifestly must it be just, in regard to all

the wants of that nature which is thus proved to be
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visited with kindness, even in its connection with the

frail and pcrishinj^ body. God certainly does not care

for the less, and be careless for the greater. We may

adopt, therefore, to the utmost extent of our spiritual

nature, the assurance implied in the question of our

Lord ;
and conclude with certainty, that in whatever

deo-ree we are better than the fowls of the air, to all

that extent of minds enduring and growing forever, is

a Father's kindness warranted to us. If he does not

leave liis work half done with the lilies of the field,

but crowns them in their scale of being with a glory

surpassing Solomon's;— If he leaves not his work half

done with the fowls of the air, but meets their higher

natures with pity and with plenty
;
— If he leaves not

his work half done with our complicated nature, but

meets our growing diligence and thought and discov-,

eries and inventions, with richer and still richer abun-

dance for our animal and mental need, that he may
establish our wavering minds in Aiith — is it possible

that he will refuse to meet any or every want of the

ever-living spirit?— that he \w'\\\ refuse spiritual food

and raiment now and hereafter — that he will not

bless the soul now and forever? Will God be true to

the animal, and false to the soul — true to instinct

and the understanding, and false to the reason and to

faith— true to time and false to eternity ? Shall the

yoiMig birds, obeying their instinct, receive their meat

from God, in distant regions of the south, and man,

believing, obeying his moral tendencies— miss eter-

nal life ? Impossible. Are not we much belter than
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they? The clustering and the flying fowls of au-

tumn, give no surer signs of the divine favor at the

end of their voyage, than does faith, pluming its wings

for its heavenly flight, of glory everlasting. This

irresistible conclusion from the warrant, is plainly im-

plied by the two urgent directions between which our

Savior has set the warrant from the lilies of the field,

and the fowls of the air. At the beginning, he urges
;

"Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth,

where moth and rust corrupt, and where thieves break

through and steal ; but lay up for yourselves treasures

in heaven." At the close, " Seek first the kingdom of

God and his righteousness."

But at this point, also, explanation is needful ; in

view of exceptions in fact to the spiritual blessing so

confidently assured ; exceptions proceeding from the

high nature with w^iich we are endowed
; manifest

too plainly in our own experience and observation on

earth, and of which testimony and reason assure us

in a future state. How can the warrant be said to

extend to all the wants of our spiritual and immortal

natures, when we know, on earth at least, that our

spiritual endowments fall short of the assurance
; and

when we believe, that with many, the lack and loss

will be eternal ? We have only to reply, the lack, the

loss, whether in time or eternit}'^, is incident to our

rank in the scale of being. The warrant for the

supply of our spiritual nature can only secure it on the

high principles of that nature. The objectors forget

the rank they occupy, the capacity in which they must
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be blessed. Tbey forgot tliat they are men, and not

lilies of the field or fowls of the air. The lilies hold

their station in the earth and drink up, by their organ-

ic structure, the nourishment which God has provided.

The birds obey their instinct, and employ their native

powers, and are fed. Man employs his faculties,

thinks, invents, toils, and sows and reaps and spins,

and he is fed and clothed. As a spiritual and immor-

tal being, as a soul, he must believe and obey. The
just lives— is blessed in righteousness, only by faith.

Thus, are we checked in our conclusions concerning

God's kindness to our spiritual nature by the very

warrant which encourages us. After we have conclu-

ded that God will feed the birds, we do not assure our-

selves that they will be fed. by being planted in the

earth, like the lily
;
but only according to their nature.

And when from the lily and the birds we have taken

our warrant in behalf of our animal wants, we do not

conclude that man will be fed and clothed in equal

abundance, if lie decline the use of his faculties. We
do not expect to see the wanderers of the forest clad in

the fabrics of the cotton manufactory, dwelling in their

ceiled houses, or wafted by steam upon rail-roads.

And when from the warrant of the lilies and the fowls,

and our own bodies and our own lives, we have con-

cluded that our heavenly Father assures us of a supply

to all the wants of our spiritual and immortal natures,

we cannot conclude that He will or can give except

in the way of our rational and moral being. That
he will give, is a conclusion perfectly assured by the
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warrant— but it is falsely made— is a sophism, if we

deny in it the first principles of the nature which we

conclude is to be thus endowed. The warrant is given

to rational and moral beings,— to beings endowed

with conscience and affections, and a power of choosing

good, and refusing evil ; and it can be only on the

scale of these high powers, that we can be partakers of

the blessing. You can infer nothing as to the glory

of the Hly, if it be laid upon the rock to wither in the

sun
;
you can infer nothing as to the feeding of the

birds, if they are planted like the lily ; if, amidst the

desolation of our northern winter, they obey not the

instinct which directs them to the food prepared for

them in the regions of the south. You can infer noth-

ing as to the supply of food and raiment for man, if he

do but obey the instinct of the birds ; if he will not

accept them from the all-honntiful Father, by the de-

vices of his own mind, and the works of his own hands;

unless, amidst the instinctive labors of meaner animals,

"He goeth forth unto his work, and to his labor until

the evening." If he will be passive like the lilies, or

depend on instinct hke the fowls of the air
;
then may

he expect only to eat grass as oxen, and to be w^et with

the dew of heaven, till his hairs grow hke eagles' feath-

ers, and his nails like birds' claws. How false then

must be the conclusion, that God's fatherly kindness

assures us eternal life, wliile we miss altogether the

principles of that very nature which makes us capable

of the endless gift ! From the warrant, we conclude

with certainty that be will give it— but only to those
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who lay hold of it— that he will bestow salvation,

but only upon those who " work out their own." The

warrant to our failh in God for blessings everlasting",

is a warrant for the act by which only they can be

received, and no more assures us of salvation without

that act, that saving faith, than the warrant for our

food and raiment, can assure us a supply amidst neg-

lect and improvidence. If the birds are to be fed next

winter, it is because they will follow their instinct to

Georgia or Mexico. If men are to be clothed and fed,

it will be, under God's providence, because the plough

and the hoe, and the water-wheel, and the spindle and

the loom, will be wrought under the guidance of man.

If we are to be saved, it will be, because we have

yielded to conscience and the striving Spirit, because

we have trusted and obeyed the Savior, and have

sought^r5^ the kingdom of God and his righteous-

ness ; because we have " laid hold on eternal life."

The gifts o/" ^race, hke all other divine gifts, must

regard the nature of things— the qualities and faculties

of the creatures on whom they are bestowed.

True, God provides for the immortal life. He is

the Savior of the soul, whose love and wisdom and

power are infiniti-:. Dut beware, lest you make an

absurd conclusion from that attribute of infinity:

lest you charge the infinite wiih endowing the

higher, on principles which are possible only to a lower

order of his creatures: left by your futile logic, you

degrade the heirs of immortality, to the rank of mere

instinctive animals, or of mere organic vegetables, and
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even of the mere unorganized minerals. Wha,t must

INFINITE wisdom and love and power do, but endow

all creatures in the rank and order in which those

boundless attributes have placed them? God arrays

the lily in beauty surpassing Solomon's, but not on the

principles of unorganized matter, as he forms the solid

granite, and the beautiful marble, and crystal, and

topaz ; but on the principles of organic structure and

vegetable hfe. Its roots must extend into the soil

;

its leaves must be expanded to the light, it must im-

bibe the sun and the rain. God feeds the birds
;
gives

them strength of body and moults them with their

robe of feathers, not as he clothes the lily,— but on

the principles of animal life. And man he feeds and

clothes— but on the wider principles of his nature,

which if he transgress, and conform only to the

meaner animals, he will live like the oxen, and the

eagles, an outcast from his dignity
;
base and misera-

ble amidst the plenty and glory of the rank into which

he sinks. Or if he do but conform in mere savage

proportion to the methods of his nature, then shall he

in the same proportion fail to be endowed with the

gifts which divine Providence has poured forth upon

man
;
shall have but his blanket and his wigwam,

and his wanderings. If he will have the whole bless-

ing and comfort of a man, he must meet God's kind-

ness with the powers of a man— with the reason and

the thinking— with the science and arts and industry

of civilized life. In like manner do we say, God

saves the souls of men; but still on the principles
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of that very nature which alone is capable of eternal

salvation ;
lie saves them as Ijeings capable of faith

and obedience. What then will become of that man
who hopes to be saved, as tlie rock of granite is removed

by main strength from the mountain's side? Or as

the lily, like a mere passive receiver ? Has he any

roots, which will drink up the rain, or leaves that will

passively expand to the sun ? Or as the swallow—
has he an instinct perfect from the beginning, which

will carry him away from the winter of the grave to an

eternal t^ummer ?

The warrant is perfect— but golden as it is, how

alarming ! Alas ! pluck up the lily, and lay it on the

granite or the marble rock, and see if it will grow,

and put on its robe of beauty, and not wilt and wither

and die ! Take the raven and plant him in the soil

l^y the side of the blooming lily, and see if his claws

will take root, and serve him with his daily food, on

the principles of vegetable life
;

will he not die ? Turn

out man into the raven's store-house, into the cattle's

pasture, and see whether he will thrive and grow like

the beasts of (he field, and the fowls of the air
; see if

his hair do not grow like eagles' feathers, and his

nails like birds' claws ; if he will have plenty, and

health and comfort, without spinning and weaving,

without sowing and reapinnf, and gathering into barns.

Will he not live a wretch, and perish in the trial?

What then will become of the soul that is fiilse to its

rank in the scale of being— which degrades itself from

its high nature, and still hopes, absurdly, to be blessed.
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on the principles, by which the rock is sohd, or the lily-

beautiful, or the bird a living animal? Alas! for those

who hope for salvation from Infinite power and skill and

love, without and against the principles of that rank of

being to which the Infinite has exalted them : who
honor God, by claiming what can be bestowed only

upon natures lower than their own ! The question of

a universal salvation^ resolves itself into a question as

to our scale of beirig. What are we? Where are

we ? We are not stones, whom God fixes or removes

by mere poiver from the mountain side ; nor plants

growing by mere organic supplies; nor animals, know-

ing, without thought or learning, the pathway of their

food : but men, provided with a way of salvation suit-

ed to our scale of being— to our rational and moral

natures. Alas ! you forgot, amidst your dreams of future

glory, ivhat you were— lohere you were, in the scale

of God's creatures ;
when you applied to yourself, ab-

surdly, the principles which belong to the marble, the

lilies and the birds, and not to man — made for faith,

and obedience, that he might be the heir of salvation.

Accept the warrant, and you shall live forever. Who-

soever believeth, shall "not perish, but have everlasting

life."

6



SERMON IT.

THE EARTHLY OPPORTUNITY FOR FAITH

MATTHEW, 6: 31—33.

Therefore take no thought, saying, What shall we eat? or, What shall we drink?

or, Wherewithal shall we be clothed ?— For your licavenly Father knowelh that

e have need of all these things. But seek first the kingdom of God, and his

righteousness ; and all these things shall be added unto you.

It is not many years since an eloquent and venera-

ble divine was walking the streets of a great commer-

cial city, on a pecuniary errand ;
— perplexed, embar-

rassed, limited to time, and on the pivot of utter failure.

The stake, indeed, was not personal, and the failure

would not have been a personal bankruptcy, yet was

success so important, so indispensable, that he felt all

the interest possible in a personal case. " As I was

occupied," (said he to a friend some years afterwards,)

"As I was occupied many days in trying to accomplish

what seemed to all human view impossible, and yet

absolutely indispensable, pacing the crowded thorough-

fares
;

I felt that if I had not had a God to go to, I

should die in the street." I had often listened with

admiration, perhaps I may say with a holy sympathy,
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to the Strains of sacred eloquence by which thousands

had been entranced in many an awed and melted

auditory
; had heard of the trust in God which plant-

eth man by the waters, and spreadeth out his roots by

the rivers, and giveth the green leaf even in the year

of drouglit, and the unceasing fruit ; — of a strength

from waiting on the Lord, which mounts upon wings,

as eagles, which runs and is not weary, which walks

and is not faint ; — but not with more assurance that

my venerable friend was ascending the path of faith,

the road of everlasting life, than I gained from this

simple account of approach to God in a pecuniary

necessity.

We may easily conceive the feelings which must

have been concentrated in that single expression of

faith. There must have been an awful, humbhng,

cheering sense of God, present, not to the closet and

the pulpit and the sanctuary merely, but unseen, about

the paths of busy life ; a confiding application to a

covenant God, and a pledge of service and submission

in the time to come. It is not enough to say those

days were begun with prayer— they were spent in

prayer. Every stroke fell upon the pavement, every

path was chosen, and every word spoken, coming boldly

to the throne of grace; seeking first the kingdom of

God and his righteousness.

Passing through a narrow and precipitous defile,

by a road hemmed in by overhanging mountains, the

traveller presently emerges from a hill-top, in sight of a

sequestered and romantic valley, of beauty unsurpassed
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in this or other lands. The mountains, blue in the

distance, girding it with a wall of security, recall the

ancient comparison ;
" As the mountains are round

about Jerusalem, so the Lord is round about his people,

from henceforth even forever." Two gentle rivers,

gliding and blending into one, and skirted with rich

meadows, claim the rural song of faith
;

" The
Lord is my Shepherd, I shall not want, he maketh

me to lie down in green pastures, he leadeth me beside

the still Walters. Thou preparest a table before me in

the presence of my enemies. Thou anointest my head

with oil, my cup runneth over. Surely goodness and

mercy shall follow me all the days of my life, and I

shall dwell in the house of the Lord forever." Amidst'

so fit a scenery, there stands a memorial that the

prayer was heard, the covenant accepted, amidst the

walks of business, amidst jierplexity and anxiety

for money. Let those blue mountains, those green

meadows, those silver streams, glow in every morning

and evening sun, while for ages, that Bethel shall be

redolent with its original anointing oil, and shine in

the glory that dawned on the darkness amidst which

it rose. Let it be for a memorial, that amidst the ne-

cessities and cares of life are the true occasion and

opportunity for faith in God as our present and ever-

lasting Helper.

The like occasion and opportunity are manifest in

the following narrative
;
which shows how fit is the

earthly trial for the commencement or the progress of
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the walk of faith. Says the emigrant, in his review

of forty years :
—

" Tired with tossing on a sleepless pillow, I arose

with break of day. After thanking God for his preserv-

ing mercies through, the night, I thought by way of

passing the time till people began to stir, to unpack

our case of books. They had not been opened since

we left Scotland. I felt feverish and low-spirited with

heat and want of sleep ; and wishing myself again in

my father's house, I resolved, if spared, to earn as

much money as would pay my passage home again

as soon as possible, but He in whose hands are all our

ways, had otherwise ordained. He knew I was about

entering on the active scenes of life, and he promised

to be my guide, if I asked his direction. When I

opened the box of books, the first thing that caught

my eye was a small pocket Bible ; it had been placed

there by the hands of my pious father. Without any

design I opened the book — my thoughts were rumin-

ating about my father ;
my eyes fastened on the words,

' My son, forget not my law,' 6cc. I read on to the

end of the chapter like one in a dream. When done,

I looked back, and found I had been reading the third

chapter of Proverbs.

" Now, reader, I request of you to take the Bible

and read this chapter : and if you are a believer in a

particular Providence, you will not brand me as an

enthusiast, when I say that I looked on it as an im-

mediate message from Heaven, giving me instruc-

tions how to shape my course, now that I was for

*6
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the first time entering on the voyage of life, with-

out an eartlily pilot, full of hope, comfort, and joy-

ful admiration. I fell on my knees, with my face

to the east, (the sun was just rising,) where lies

Scotland, the land of my fathers ; it was the hour

(allowing for the difference of time) when my fath-

er's family were assembled at family worship. I

knew he would not forget his sons in America. I

thoufrht I was joining with them in prayer, and

rejoiced that, as sure as the same sun shone on us

boih at the same time, so sure the eye of the same

Lord was on us in all places, to guide, instruct, and

preserve us. I took the walls of that house to witness,

that if the Lord would be with me, and keep me in

the ways in which 1 ought to go, and give me meat to

eat, and raiment to put on, (see Genesis xxviii. 20,)

and return me again to my father's house in peace,

then indeed, should the Lord be my God. I arose, re-

freshed in body and mind, and went forth to earn my
first cent in America, with a strong confidence in God

to be my Guide and Supporter."

These illustrations of the earthly opportunityfor

faithf may be better improved in connection with a

story, from another country and another age ; as ap-

plicable to our circumstances, as the difl'erent state of

pastoral life admits. I refer to a man, ages ago, who
was suddenly cut off from high expectations, and cast

out from his home and his inheritance, from his sup-

port and his prospects, from his food and raiment, part-

ly at least on account of errors and follies of his own.
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He went forth from the riches of a prince, a poor out-

cast, as unprepared in spirit, as in circumstances, for

his new and bitter trial. ^' A Syrian ready to perish,"

alone, disheartened, home-sick, he laid himself down

at night, under the open sky, with his head pillowed

upon the naked stone.

There it was, that the shepherd of Padan-aram gave

his first lesson to the ivalks of business. There, we

see the hand of a covenant offered and accepted,

amidst anxiety for food and raiment— an offer and

blessing crowned with the believer's awed and solemn

vow :
" If God will be with me and will keep me in

this way that I go, and will give me bread to eat, and

raiment to put on, so that I come again to my ftUher's

house in peace ;
then shall the Lord be my God." The

season of his perplexity was his opportunity of faith,

and the spot where he lay an outcast and forlorn, proved

to him " the gate of heaven." How joyfully did the

Patriarch seek first the kingdom of God and his right-

eousness. With what firm and free step did he go for-

ward in the walk of faith !

The interest of this scene is heightened in view of

the succeeding history of the Patriarch. It is the

history of a man of business^ of a life of difficulties

and relief The decepti(3ns of Laban — the change

of his wages ten times— the necessities of a growing

family, furnish at once the occasions for the further

kindness of the God of Bethel, and for the Patriarch's

faith ; so that at parting he could say, " Except the

God of my father, the God of Abraham and the
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Fear of Isaac had been with me, surely thou hadst

sent me away empty." — When property and safety

were put to hazard, by the coming of Esau, with four

hundred men, what opportunity does he find for a

prayer of surpassing beauty !
" Oh God of my father

Abraham, and God of my father Isaac, tlie Lord

which said unto me, Return unto thy country, and

thy kindred, and I will deal w^ell with thee, I am not

worthy of the least of all the mercies, and of all the

truth which thou hast showed unto thy servant, for

with my staff I passed over this Jordan, but now I

am become two bands. Deliver me, I pray thee, from

the hand of my brother, from the hand of Esau, for I

fear him lest he will come and smite me, and the

mother with the children." What victory, too, did he

gain amidst those earthly fears, by that conquering

faith !
" I will not let thee go, except thou bless me ;

"

wTestling and prevailing until he won the name of

triumph
;

" Thy name shall no more be called Jacob,

but Israel, for as a Prince thou hast power with God
and hast prevailed." That morning, as he passed

over Penuel, the sun rose upon him, and he halted upon

his thigh
; a token to his children, and to all nations

blessed in his seed, that earthly difficulties and dangers

furnish the opportunity of triumphant Aiith. — How
plainly, also, did the Patriarch's faith flourish even to

old age ; cherished by the recollection of his whole

path of life; and changing into joy and love while he

blessed his sons in the name of the God that fed

him all his life long ! When we hear of him again.
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it is of the issues of his faith ; of its high reward in

the presence of the God of his fathers. From the

bush that burned and was not consumed, his own
and his fathers' triumphs were announced

;
" 1am the

God of Abraham and Isaac and of Jacob :
" — accord-

ing to a sure interpretation, not of the dead in their

corruption, but of the Uving in their glory. What high

assurance that faith amidst the necessities and blessings

of earth, has its issue in everlasting salvation !

In order to make it perfectly plain to all future ages,

that the opportunity for faith is along the path of

our earthly necessities^ we have the ensample of the

wilderness. When God would institute an extraordi-

nary school, at once a specimen to all times, and

the opportunity for training a growing generation to

put their trust in Him, did he separate his pupils from

earthly necessities and anxieties, from earthly abun-

dance and enjoyment? Did he command forgetful-

ness of earth, that he might cherish the desire and

hope of heaven ? Rather, did he not order that

special school of faith, amidst circumstances which

quickened and increased the pain of necessity, and the

joy of abundance ? Did he not give the occasion and

the opportunity for faith in the barren desert, and over

the flinty rock, where neither food nor drink nor rai-

ment, could be obtained for forty years, by any toil

or device of man? Did he not cherish faith by abun-

dant supplies to mere natural necessities, by water

from the rock, by manna from the skies, and by rai-

ment ever new from year to year? "Thou shall

\
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remember," says Moses, in the review, " all the way
which the Lord thy God led tliee, tliese forty years in

the wilderness, to humble thee, to prove thee, to know
what was in thy heart, whether thou wouldst keep

his commandments or no. And he humbled thee and

sullcred thee to hunger, and fed thee with manna,
which thou knewest not, neither did thy fathers know,

that he migJit make thee to know, that 7nan doth

7iot live by bread alone, but by every word that

proceedcth out of the mouth of God, doth 7?ian

live:'

The same principle appears in the training of all

the Old Testament saints; taught to ''know God, who
exerciseth lovins^ kindness in the earth."

So we may suppose it was with Jonathan, when he

said to his armor-bearer, " Come and let us go over

to these uncircumcised
; it may be that the Lord will

work for us ; for there is no restraint to the Lord to

save by many or by few." So it was with David,

when amidst the affliction of Absalom's rebellion, he

prayed, " Lord, how are they increased that trouble

me. Many there be that rise up against me; many
there be that say of my soul, There is no help for him
in God. But thou, O Lord, art a shield for me — my
glory and the lifter up of my head. I cried unto the

liord with my voice, and he heard me out of his holy

hill." So it was with Asa; as he went out to meet

Zerah the Ethiopian, coming against him with a mill-

ion of men. "O Lord, he cried, it is nothing with

thee to help, whether with many or with those that
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have no power. Help us, O Lord our God, for we
rest on thee, and in thy name we go against this

multitude." So it was with Jehoshaphat, when he

stood in his extremity, pleading the covenant, and

saying, " We have no might against this great multi-

tude, that Cometh against us, neither know we what to

do, but our eyes are unto thee." And so it was with

Elijah, and Elisha, and Jeremiah, and Daniel, and all

the prophets, who "out of weakness w^ere made strong,

and obtained a good report through faith." And so it

w-as, or might have been, at every turn of hfe, and
amidst the most common necessities and perplexities.

The young prophet's appeal was not disregarded,

when he said of the axe-head which fell into the

water, "Alas, master! for it was borrowed:"— nor the

poor widow's, when she cried out, " The creditor is

come to take my two sons to be bondmen."— So

remarkably indeed was faith called forth by earthly

occasions, as to have given rise to the opinion, that the

Old Testament does not reveal or regard a future and

eternal state. Strange opinion ! and yet less strange

than the denial, that earthly necessities and cares give

the occasion and opportunity of the faith which pre-

pares the soul for everlasting glory. The true con-

clusion we have, from an inspired interpreter. The
ancient saints " declared plainly," along their earthly

path, that they sought a heavenly country
;
and in

their earthly course assure us, that God "had prepared

for them a city."
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The New Testament, no doubt, brings eternal

things more gloriously before the mind
;
but by no

means witli the design of changing the ancient oppor-

tunity of faith. Indeed it has seemed to me that the

Old Testament examples are made over of express

desiiin in our Lord's commendation of Nathanael, at

the very opening of the Christian dispensation ;
" Be-

hold an Israelite indeed, in whom there is no guile."

I know it might have been, that Nathanael was

abstracted from earth even to the third heavens, when

he was under the fig-tree ; but the name of victory,

which his great ancestor gained in connection with an

earthly conflict, and the reference to Jacob's still

earlier vision at Bethel, render it more just to suppose

that he must have been occupied intensely with the

necessities and fears of the present life ; with some

question of guidance along his earthly path
;
perhaps

of food to eat, and raiment to put on, and of dangers

to be escaped ; and that he had calmly trusted, like

Jacob, in sight of ascending and descending angels

;

and, as a prince, had power with God and had pre-

vailed. The like may be said of the Apostle's sublime

appeal in the 12ih Hebrews ; in view of that " cloud

of witnesses," who sought a heavenly country by faith,

amidst the necessities and conflicts of time ; and who
are enrolled in testimony, that faith on earth, is the

"substance of things hoped for, and the evidence of

things 7iot seeny Such, too, is the testimony of the

New Testament witnesses themselves. They gained
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their victories; also, amidst the things of time. Take
for instance, St. Paul. It was not in the seclusion of

the cave or the cloister, or in indifference and forget-

fulness to all earthly things, but amidst the commonest
necessities, that he said ;

" I know both how to be

abased and how to abound. Everywhere and in all

things, I am instructed both to be full and to be hun-

gry, both to abound and to suffer need. I can do all

things through Christ strengthening me." It was not

in seraphic contemplation, but amidst the anguish of a

thorn in the flesh, that he received the blessed assur-

ance, " My grace is sufficient for thee
; for my strength

is made perfect in weakness," and that he said

;

" Therefore I take pleasure in infirmities, in re-

proaches, in necessities, in persecutions, in distresses

for Christ's sake ; for when I am weak, then am I

strong."

But the most affecting, the most overcoming proof

that the occasions of earth are designed as the oppor-

tunity for faith, is furnished by the earthly history of

our Lord ;
— a theme, I fear to injure by my touch.

Who is this that explains to us the mystery of our

earthly condition
;
pointing us to the lilies of the field

and the fowls of the air? It is indeed the Infinitely

Wise ; but it is also the merciful and faithful High

Priest, who became able to succor us by fellowship

in the sufferings of our frail and feeble humanity.

Strange that the stoicism of the pagan world should

still have place, where the earthly history of Jesus is

known ! Strange that earthly necessities should be

7
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rated unimportant, and all deep interest in them re-

garded as unchristian, when our Redeemer became

fitted for his office by his infirmities, that he might

be touched by the feeling of our own
;
when his suf-

ferings and anxieties and relief?, along the common

path of life, were designed to prepare our bolder

coming to the throne of grace ! Strange that holiness

should be measured by indifference to earthly good,

and faith recjuired to pass beyond it and fasten only on

the things eternal, when the Sinless has left us an ex-

ample of weariness longing for rest, of hunger for food,

of thirst for drink, and of the traveller for the evening

hospitality : when He dreaded the cup which was given

him to drink, and prayed if it were possible that it might

pass from him. And stranger still, that every necessity,

and suflering, and anxiety, should not be welcomed as

the opportunity "of coming unto God," through the

great Intercessor;— when we know that, "passed into

the heavens," "he is touched with the feeling of our in-

firmities ; " and considers as Jiis own. the hunger, and the

thirst and the loneliness, and the nakedness, and the

sickness of every soul of man that trusteth in him: so

tenderly, so distinctly, so personally, that when he shall

sum up the history of earth, he shall be able to say to

the instruments of relief: " I was hungry and ye gaye

ME meat : Iwas thirsty and ye gave me drink : I was
a stranger and ye took me in : I was naked and ye

clothed ME : I was sick and in prison and ye visited me !

"

That we make no mistake in this cheering use of

our Savior's life of infirmity, we arc assured by tokens
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which he gave about our path of need, " when he dwelt

among us." Did not he call to faith, in regard to daily-

food, when he taught the prayer, " Give us this day
our daily bread :

" when he had compassion on the

multitude, who were fainting and had nothing to eat

:

and when he appealed to his disciples, amidst their

doubts on the following day :
" Oh ye of little faith,

why reason ye among yourselves because ye have

brought no bread ? " The encouragement for faith in

regard to daily food is beautifully renewed at the sea of

Tiberias after his resurrection, when we must suppose

that the period of his own necessities was passed. He did

not chide the disciples because they were so soon toil-

ing for their daily food; but with the kindest interest in

their necessities asked, ''Children, have ye any meat?"

When they answered " No," he guided their labor,

—

" Cast the net on the right side of the ship, and ye shall

find." As soon as Peter perceived the miraculous sup-

ply, he recognized the hand which had fed the multi-

tude, and exclaimed, " It is the Lord." And when all

were come to land, they found still further evidence of

the Lord's regard,—"a fire of coals there, and fish laid

thereon, and bread :
" and heard the wonted voice,

" Come and dine."

It is fair to suppose that the miracle of the loaves, and

the prayer, " Give us this day our daily bread," were

designed to apply to all our animal wants. Yet we

are not left to make this just inference, but have the

direct encouragement in that striking command to the

disciples :
" Pray ye that your flight be not in the

winter," when raiment, and shelter, and fuel, as well
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as food, fire absoliitcl}^ needful. A similar regard, ac-

cording to the Jewish Talmud, was manifested at the

ancientcaplivity:— God mercifully prolonged the time,

so that tlie people were removed not in the winter but

in the summer. It seems to me to be in view of the

very scene to which our Lord's direction applies; to

the very wants which it makes the subject of failh, that

He teaches by parables, " That men ought always to

pray, and not to fi\int :
" and makes the startling in-

qi,i,y — " Nevertheless, when the Son of man com-

eth, shall he fmd faith on the earth? " The direction

was to be obeyed, amidst the highest regard for

immortal blessings, and the most self-denying efforts to

extend eternal salvation. The prayer was for apostles

and disciples occupied in spreading the gospel to every

creature.

But what shall wc say with regard to the comforts

of our mortal life? Did our Savior, when "he went

in and out among us," call us to faith, only in view of

the absolute necessaries of life ? Or, did he most kind-

ly regard the refreshment, and comfort of our feeble and

wearied frames ? Here we have only to read John 13.

It is- not a mere lesson of humility and kindness to one

another, that we learn in that remarkable account : for

it would not be that lesson to us, if it were not first an

instance of Ilis regard to the proper refreshment and

comfort of his disciples. It was not more as a teacher

than as as a compassionate friend, that "lie rose from

supper, and laid aside his garments
;
and took a towel

and girded himself, and began to wash his disciples'

feet, and to wipe them with the towel with which he was
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girded." His kindness is the more affecting while we
remember, that himself was not indifferent to that

eastern hospitality. " Thou gavest me," said he once

to his host, " no water for my feet, but this woman
hath washed my feet with tears, and wiped them with

the hairs of her head." — The ancient like the modern

sandal of the eastern world, is but a sole, bound to the

bottom of the foot, leaving it entirely exposed to the

heat and dust ; and it is the comfort and relief of

washing after the fatigues of the day which our Lord

regards, for himself and for his disciples. Surely then,

he is touched with our least infirmities, and calls to faith

when we lack even the comforts of our frail and feeble

condition.

But the most affecting instance of his regard to our

infirmities, respects the wants and cares which belong

to our domestic relations. Food, raiment, fuel, house

and home, and comforts, are needful to every one
;

but their need is more intensely felt in view of those

who depend upon us for support : and that we might

be won most tenderly to cast our domestic cares on

him, we have the most touching incident of his earth-

ly history. I refer to the provision he made, while

hanging on the cross, for his mother's dechning age:

—

saying to his mother as she stood beside the disciple

whom he loved ;
" Woman, behold thy Son !

" and

to the disciple, " Behold thy mother !" And from that

hour that disciple took her unto his own home, to be

fed and clothed, and lodged, and sheltered, and com-

forted, and nursed, until she should be gathered to her

fathers.

I
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Surely, tlien, we make no mistake while we consid-

er the occasions of earth — the infirmities of our feeble

nature— as our opportunity for fi\ith— and while we

extend the privilege of coming boldly to the throne of

grace, to every " time of need." Surely, the earthly op-

portunity for faith is not confined to extreme necessities,

but extends to all that is required to make this life com-

fortable and agreeable. The advancement of our mod-

ern civilization, increasing as it does our wants, carries

us not beyond the scope of faith. For all that is truly

useful — and for all that is truly comfortable and agree-

able to ourselves or others, we are permitted to draw

nigh to God in the name of our great and prepared

Intercessor. He wdio brought, so carefully and so

kindly, his ancient people into "a good land
; a land

of brooks, of water, of fountains and depths, that sprung

out of valleys and hills; a land of wheat and barley

and vines and fig-trees and pomegranates ; a land of

oil olive, and honey : " exposed them, no doubt, to say,

" My power and the might of mine hand hath gotten

me this wealth :
" ye^ gave them, thus, the best oppor-

tunity to remember and bless and trust the Lord their

God. And when the arts of life shall at length over-

spread the earth, and make it like the garden of God,

it shall be but the fulfilment of the prayer :
" Let the

pco[»lc praise thee, O God, let all the peoj)le praise thee.

Then shall the earth yield her increase, and God,

even our own God, shall bless us." And now, while

tliose arts advance, adding new wants, and bringing

new supplies, we, indeed, are exposed to say, " My
ower and the might of my hand, can get or have
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gotten me these things." But we are furnished with

new and growing opportunities to trust and hope in

God.

And here, amidst the merry lesson of the fields and

groves, we may endeavor to rescue for the purposes of

faith, the seasons of rehef as well as of necessity— the

wider range of prosperity, as well as the narrower hmits

of adveisity. The Scriptures do indeed commend ad-

versity — our darkness and sorrow, as the opportunity

of faith — but they do not commend it at the expense

of prosperity— do not give to necessity and distress a

more blessed design, than to relief and enjoyment : do

not despoil the greater proportion of our lifetime of its

religious use
;
but call us, amidst prosperity, to joyful

trust. They do not require us to be insensible to the

cheerful scenes of earth, nor to consider ourselves as

uncalled to faith and hope in God, except amidst dark-

ness and the storm. On the other hand, they give the

finest examples of joyful faith in the midst of returning

and abiding mercies. So it was with David, when the

Lord had delivered him out of the hand of all his ene-

mies, and out of the hand of Saul. " I will love thee,

O Lord, my Strength. The Lord is my Rock, and

my F( rtress and my Deliverer : my God, my Strength

in whom I will trust : my Buckler, and the Horn of

my salvation, and my high Tower." What faith, too,

in consequence of merciful relief, is expressed ; Psalm

116. " 1 love the Lord because he hath heard the voice

of my supplications. Because he hath inchned his ear

unto me, therefore will I call upon him as long as I
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live." Thus also it was with Jacob amidst the bless-

ings of his lot ; with Daniel amidst the splendors of the

Persian court. St. Paul, too, amidst his abounding,

no less tlian amidst his abasement, learned to say, " I

can do all things through Christ strengthening me."

And tlius may it be amidst all the blessings, as well as

all the alUictions, of our earthly lot. The blessings of

life— its cheerful scenes — overspreading, as they do,

its far greater portions
;
giving this life, when enjoyed

aright, great means of happiness, are not alien to faith,

but were ordered for its nurture, by the same kind hand

that chastises us in necessities and gloom. Light as

well as darkness— joy as well as sorrow— deliverance

as well as diiriculty, afford the opportunity for faith —
to say in joyful covenant: ''Because he hath inclined

his ear imto me, therefore will I call upon him as long

as I live." — We need not cherish gloomy views of

earth, as the only means of faith, but freely rejoice in

its mercies, in all its cheerful scenes, assured that they

need not separate us from God. It was not the be-

liever, but one of the most marked unbelievers of our

times,* who is said to have exclaimed, amidst a profu-

sion of outward blessings, "there is nothing but misery

in this world, I think." It was a saint,t who found the

opportunity for faith amiiist remarkable sufferings, who
was wont to exclaim of pleasant occurrences, amidst

the complaints of others :
" It was very pleasant

; I

enjoyed it. 1 enjoy everything." It was the patriarch

Israel whose dying piety glowed in the light of the

• Byron. t Robert Hall.
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mercies of his earthly path :
" The God which fed me

all my hfe long until this day; the Angel which re-

deemed me from all evil, bless the lads." So holy a

thing- of earth, too, was the dying piety of that lovely

and gifted saint,* who was wont to see his heavenly Fa-

ther's smile in the flowers. It was cherislied by the

commonest blessings of earth, while his spirit was

buoyant and longing for its flight to heaven. "I have,"

said he, '• every little comfort of life ; food, clothing,

everything." The last finish to his character, was a

deeper sense of earthly blessings— the last polish

which it needed that it might shine in immortal glory.

Such, then, is the earthly opportunity for faith—
to secure which, what pains have been taken by our

all-wise Parent ! He has arranged this school of dis-

cipline for the recovery of his erring children, — to

force and win mankind to their only Helper. Hence,

this world is constructed and arranged, not to prevent

anxiety, but to awaken and deepen it : not to repress

our joy amidst our blessings, but to excite and exalt it.

For this the seasons are ordered, now cutting off the

whole, now bringing in abundance. Even the season

of increase is beset with constant hazards, as if pur-

posely to make the mind unstable as water ;
tossing

like the sea. Over the early promise of the spring,

the frosts keep hovering, threatening again and again

to bhght the blossom and the blade ; which yet are

preserved and cherished by the vernal sun and rain.

Then succeed droughts, curling the leaf, parching the

* See p. 32.
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soil, and withering even the hidden roots and fibres of

the plant,— l)ringing ilie expectation of the year to the

utmost point of ruin
;
yet followed, for the most part,

by rains so timely as to turn the whole earth into a

scene of joyful hope. Then, when the harvests are

weaving in their glory, or the barns are filled with plen-

ty ;
hail and lightning and tempest give their dreadful

tokens in the sky ; or, receiving their limited commis-

sion, spread devastation over the yellow fields ; scatter

the treasures of a year to the four winds, or lick them

up in an instant with their blasting tongue: while yet,

for the most part, the threatening passes by, leaving the

earth covered with a more placid smile, and promising

more abundant rewards. Manufactures and commerce

— all plans and efforts meet their emergencies of diffi-

culty, which put to nought tlie wisdom and power of

man
;
and their turns of relief and blessing, which

tempt our erring minds to a fool's exaltation. All the

ways of men are beset with dangers, amidst prevailing

blessings, as if purposely designed to awaken and

deepen our anxiety, to excite and exalt our joy amidst

earthly things. Earth is, was it not designed to be a

scene for frequent fear, and for sudden turns of cheer--

ful expectation ; a tossing sea of opposite and contend-

ing passions ; for what purpose but to give the oppor-

tunity of faith in God .^ — thus calling us amidst

infnmiiies to seek first the kingdom of God and his

righteousness ? But the fitness of the earthly scene,

for giving the substance of eternal blessings, will be

unfolded in the next discourse.



SERMON V.

THE END OF OUR FAITH.

MATTHEW 6: 19, 20.

Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth : — but lay up for yourselves

treasures in heaven.

31 — 33. Therefore take no thought, saying. What shall we eat? or, What
shall we drink ? or, Wherewithal shall we be clothed ? (For after all these

things do the Gentiles seek;) for your heavenly Father knoweth that ye have

need of all these things. But seek ye first the kingdom of God and his right-

eousness.

In view of the earthliness of our last discourse, it

may be asked, if we have forgotten " the end of our

faith, even the salvation of our souls:" if we have

not so commended the warrant to our lower wants, as

to hazard the welfare of the immortal spirit? By no

means. On the other hand we would follow our Lord,

in bringing in, upon the very juncture of our need and

desire of food and raiment, the appeal :
" Lay not up

for yourseh^es treasures upon earth
;
but lay up for

yourselves treasures in heaven.—Seek ye first the king-

dom of God and his righteousness."

In these lessons of the season, in urging the warrant

to faith, upon the common path of life, I have not a

mere earthly object. Precious as is the privilege of
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coming boldly to the throne of grace for relief and bless-

ing, amidst our present infirmities, that privilege were

comparatively nought, if at the juncture of our earthly

need, it did not meet the necessities of the immortal

spirit. The flowers that blossom on your daily path,

glow with the promise of eternal glory. The birds that

sing among the branches, assure you for present and

eternal songs: "I will sing unto the Lord as long as I

live : 1 will sing praises unto my God while I have my
being." Accept the warrant which meets you at the

juncture of your earthly necessities, and you shall re-

ceive and enjoy fulness of blessings forever. When your

earthly occasions shall be all passed, and you shall see

and hear no more the summer's warrant to your faith,

you shall have the fulfilment in glory everlasting.

Earth is the way to heaven. The umrrant to faith

in regard to all the icants of our spiritual and im-

mortal nature^ meets its appropriate opportunity

a7?iidst our earthly infirmities.

To provide this opportunity is the very design of our

earthly condition;— our condition of infirmitiy. This

design, it seems to me, the apostle unfolds in that much
discussed passage, Rom. S : 20. " The creature was

made subject to vanity, not willingly, but by reason of

him who hath subjected the same in hope." It is for a

reason above earthy that we are subject to our earthly

infirmities. We are under the bondage of corruption—
of a frail and perishing nature, that we may set our hope

in the eternal God. This bondage to corruption, this

sensible necessity and dependence, this condition of in-

firmities, gives opportunity for the Spirit s intercession
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"with groaningSj which cannot be uttered." And
here it is, amidst " the sufferings of this present time,"

that we become prepared for " the glory which shall

be revealed iu us." Nor shall the low occasion make
uncertain, or imperfect the blessing that we gain ; the

Spirit which helps us along our path of infirmity, "bears

witness with our spirit, that we are the children of

God ;" " heirs of God, and joint heirs with Christ:"

from whom " nor death nor life," shall separate us

forever. The opportunity for a purpose so high will

be manifest in view of the nature and tendency of

faith, springing up amidst the infirmities of earth
; as

in the examples of the last discourse.

1. Faith in regard to our earthly infirmities, estab-

lishes the soul on God, as the only Stay and Guide of

our dependent nature ; and thus gives the substance

and the essence of eternal salvation. If in regard to

any need, the warrant be accepted, then is that essen-

tial faith begun, which is " the substance of things

hoped for." However small or brief the necessity, if

it be but like the dropping of a hair, or the falling of a

sparrow, it is the opportunity for the rise and growth

of faith— of forming a substantial and enduring union

with the eternal Helj)er of man. If God be trusted

for the necessities of but a single hour or moment, for

food to eat, and raiment to put on, as those necessities

are renewed from month to month, and from day to

day;— if you but utter the simple prayer, " Give me
this day my daily bread : " that child-like faith shall

contain within itself the substance of all blesssings for

8
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time and for eternity. The believer on this humblest

scale, has ceased to glory in his own wisdom and

wealth and might, and has begun to glory in the

Lord, who "exerciselh loving kindness and judgment

and righteousness in the earth;" is no longer without

hope and without God in the world. He is founded

upon a ROCK which will stand to-morrow, and will

stand forever. Amidst the deliverances and blessings

of earth, his prayers shall be turned again and again

into praises ; from step to step he shall know more

and more of the loving kindness of the Lord ; and,

receiving the covenant blessings of earth, he shall feed

on the ripe fruit of heaven itself. Of such foretastes

of heaven amidst the answered prayers of earth, the

103d Psalm is a beautiful specimen. Let it be made

your own song in the house of your pilgrimage, and you

shall have heaven begun by means of the infirmities of

earth. Your prayers shall be prolonged and conlinued

in grateful songs and vows: "Bless the Lord, O my
soul, and all that is within me, bless his holy name."

Your praises shall rise from the low grounds of earth,

and claim the sympathy of high and holy spirits
;

saying, " Bless the Lord, ye his angels that excel in

strength, that do his commandments hearkening unto

the voice of his word : bless ye tlie Lord, all ye his

hosts; ye ministers of his that do his pleasure
; bless

the Lord, all his works, in all places of his dominion :

bless the Lord, O my soul." Can such humble, joyful

faith, such heavenly praise amidst our infirmities, be

put to shame in the ages of eternity? Can such
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water prove other than a well, pure and deep, spring-

ing up unto everlasting life? Can he who trusts in

God for his daily need, miss " the end of his faith, even

(he salvation of his soul?" If the Almighty be our ac-

cepted Helper, who sliall prevail against us now or

forever ?

2. What we here claim in view of the essential

nature of faith in God, will appear still more manifest,

when we consider that obedience is a necessary ele-

ment of that faith. There can be no faith in God,

even as to the commonest matters, except in the path to

which his warrant is given ; over which his promises

rest. Of course, faith in God in regard to food and

raiment is the acceptance of his pledge and covenant

in the way of obedience— is no other than obedient

faith; though it be in regard to the slightest blessing,

to the merest moment, it has in it the essential holiness

of heaven ; it is obedience to the law of God, conform-

ity to his will, likeness to his image. All other faith

is spurious,— is delusion ; for it is faith without a rea-

son;— without a promise and a warrant ; cannot keep

his covenant, because it remembers not his command-

ments to do them. It is this obedient faith amidst

our earthly occasions, which is primarily called for, in

the words, "Seek first the kingdom of God and his

righteousness." His kingdom is among us, and is

then sought ^r^/, when, however low or brief the oc-

casion. He is trusted in the path of his commands
;

as truly as when eternal life is the immediate and only

object of our choice. It was this obedient faith— this
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seeking first the kingdom of God, to which the chil-

dren of Israel were called by the occasions of the wil-

derness; " that they might know, that man doth not

live by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth

out of liic moulh of God." This, too, was the faith of

our Exfnii)lar, when he applied these words to his

own case, and obeyed, refusing to resort to an unau-

thorized miracle ; and when in all his path, " He
learned obedience by the things which he sufTered,

that, being made perfect, he might become the Author

of eternal salvation unto all that obey him." It is this

obedient fiiith, in the path from which false promises

would lead us astray, which shall prove to us the

bec:innin2r of eternal salvation. Such faith cannot be

dead. It rests upon sure and certain promises— and

conforms, as it grows more perfect, to the perfection of

God. On earth, it aflbrds the essence of heaven.

'• Great peace liave they that love thy lav\", and

nothing shall oflend them." So far as it extends in

famihcs, neighborhoods, communities, it shall make

earth heavenly. If its prayer be, " Give me this day

my daily bread," it shall be also, " Lead us not into

temptation;— thy kingdom come, thy will be done on

earth as in heaven." An oljedient faith, a conformity

to God's will, a likeness to his image, needs not the

formal choice of eternal life, in order to insure it. It is

eternal life sprung up and flowing in the soul ; more

sure than any mere choice of eternal glory. Faith in

regard to the future, not proved by present obedience,

can produce but the hope of the hypocrite, like the
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spider's web. How soon were the young man's hopes

of eternal hfe blasted, by the claim of obedience at a

single moment, on his earthly path. " He went away

sorrowful, for he had great possessions." Obedient

faith cannot deceive the soul.

But here a peculiarity claims our notice. We are

all ''children of disobedience;" and have found the

occasions of earth, occasions of disobedience. If

obedient faith take its rise and grow amidst the same

occasions, it can then be no other than a repenting

and sorrowing faith. Faith returning to the path

of obedience, contains within itself repentance ;
there

can be no faith, which cleaves to the path of disobedi-

ence, because no promise hangs over it, — no warrant;

the eye of faith will turn away from the path where

it sees no pillar of a covenant, to the cloud or fire

which hangs over the path of obedience
;
and can it

turn save in tears and sorrow and repentance ? For

this repenting faith, what an opportunity is thepath of

life ! It is a path of mingled judgment and mercy,

fitted for the sphere of that Spirit which convinces men

of sin. We suffer, are exposed to suffering, only because

of sin. To no small extent w^e can see, and are forced

by circumstances to feel, that our sufferings are caused

by our particular sins ; and when we cannot trace the

direct connection, we are reminded still of the sins

w^iich deserve correction so severe. And when suffer-

ing is remitted ;
and mercy shines upon our path,

what strong desires of return from our wanderings are

wont to arise ! How the iron conscience, and the

*8
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stony heart soften and melt in the furnace of afflic-

tion, that amidst returning mercy, obedient faith may

come forth as gold. These tendencies of llie disci-

pline of life, arc manifest in those who yield not to

them, hut are fairly shown only in the cases, where

the opportunity of repenting and obedient faith is

earnestly welcomed. How manifest are they in the

penitential Psalms. The sickness and death of an

infant-pi?bmpted the repentance of Psahii 51. "Hide

thy face from my sins, and blot out my iniquities :
—

The sacrifices of God are a broken spirit ; a broken

and a contrite heart, O God, thou wilt not despise."

The 130ih Psalm proceeded from circun)stances of

overwhelming aflliction ; "Out of the depths have I

cried unto thee, O God. If thou Lord shouldst mark

iniquity, O Lord, who could stand 7 My soul waiteth

for the Lord, more than they that watch for the morn-

ing." And the 143d was uttered when the Psalmist's

life was smitten down to the ground, and his " spirit

overwhelmed" wiihiu him ; w'hen he says, " Enter not

into judgment with thy servant, for in thy sight shall

no flesh living be justified." These, and all the Psalms,

indeed, belong peculiarly to this life, to our condition

of infirmity, and sliow the struggling spirit, as it

triumphs by faith along its path of pilgrimage on earth.

They lose their fitness to our case, their value as ex-

amples and encouragements, nay, their very spirituali-

ty, by being forced out of their native scenes for spirit-

ual purpases. They are then found most spiritual,

when they are adopted as prayers and praises amidst

the ills and blessings of mortal life.
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But at this opportunity of faith — repenting and obe-

dient, amidst temptations sharp and strong— amidst

the struggles of our own spirit, we learn (how bitterly,

how ready to faint and be discouraged,) the stubborn-

ness of our own minds
;
which perversely cleave to sin,

and refuse faith in that w^arrant to our necessities, which

glows over the path of obedience. Have you not ex-

perienced that perverseness, which seemed to make

impossible the very prayer to which necessity constrain-

ed you ? " Give us this day our daily bread. Deliver/

us from evil." Have you not refused the privilege ?

But here at the hindrance, the opportunity enlarges

:

the occasion of infirmity, the opportunity for a present

relief, becomes the occasion and opportunity for asking

for that spiritual aid, without which even daily bread

cannot be asked in faith. Yet when suffering and fears

had called you to repentance and obedience, what per-

verseness of will resisted the appeal, until you saw that

the willing heart must be bestowed in order to prepare

your requests for relief and blessing. Behold the oppor-

tunity to pray ;
" I stretch forth my hands unto thee.

My soul thirsteth after thee as a thirsty land. Teach

me to do thy will. Thy Spirit is good ;
lead me into

the land of uprightness." Or " Create within me a

clean heart ; renew within me a right spirit. Amidst

your daily wants, hear the encouragement which calls

you to the Spirit ;
" Ask and ye shall receive, seek and

ye shall find, knock and it shall be opened." Then

your earthly opportunity shall bring in upon you the

full blessing of the ever living Spirit. What then,
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though fiiith be called forth by tlic infirmities of our

earthly state, though it seek immediately for relief and

blessing on our earthly path
;
— if we accept the war-

rant in the way of obedience ; if we turn from our

errors, and our ignorance to tlie aid and guidance of

the alinighty Spirit; shall this earth-born faith die

with the body, and leave the soul void of eternal life ?

If God be with us as our Helper, transforming us to

his image, if we live on earth by faith in him, we can-

not be put to shame in the ages of eternity.

But why need we thus analyze the faith which meets

our earthly occasions — why prove that it must be obe-

dient— that it must be penitent — that it must be

transforming ;
until the image of God is formed in the

soul? That faith, which in our last discourse we called

for amidst the things of time, is but a coming to the

throne of grace, through the High Priest who can be

touched with the feeling of our infirmities. It is a fel-

lowship with the Redeemer. Convinced of sin amidst

our sullerings, we meet him as our atoning Sacrifice
;

as our Pattern, and the Captain of our salvation. We
commune with a brother of our flesh, exalted as the

Savior of our souls. On the low grounds of earth,

oppressed with cares and wants
;
tempted to ask, What

shall we cat ? or, AVhat shall we drink, and where-

withal f^hall we be clothed J we are brought into fel-

lowship with our great High Priest; who suflered for

the very sins which have caused our sullerings; who
in pity takes up our cause while it is upon our own
lips, and carries it with every groan and tear to the
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throne of grace— cleansed from every sin which
might turn back our prayer and his mercy from us,

" that we may be partakers of his hohness." Think
not the earthly opportunity for faith unsuited to the

salvation of your souls, while it holds you in so inti-

mate fellowship with the High Priest of our profession.

You need not try to escape from the condition of earth,

nor to disarrange its arrangements, nor to rise above

the desire and the joy of relief, that you ma}'^ have

opportunity of preparation for heaven. You are not

called upon to benumb the body or the mind ; but

through the weakness of your flesh and of your spirit

to commune with him wlio bore your infirmities.

"What, then, though faith may have sprung up in re-

gard to the wants of a moment or an hour
; may be

absorbed in anxieties for the feeble and dying body,

and be hngering still on these low grounds of earth—
will it fail of securing the salvation of our souls 1 What
if for earth— and amidst its passing occasions, we be

found communing with the High Priest of our profes-

sion, and his sprinkled blood fall upon our conscience

purging it from dead works, and his intercession bring

down relief from our burdens, and holiness to our

hearts ; what then, though we be occupied with thoughts

of time and not of eternity, with earth and not with

heaven, shall we not have gained the essence of eternal

life ? On the low s^rounds of earth shall we not have

gained the earnest of an imperishable heaven ? Surely

if any man be thus ''in Christ Jesus; " even though

he did but say, in penitent and obedient faith, " Give
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me this day my daily bread," he is "a new creature:

old things are passed away, and behold all things are

become new."

3. In {\m preceding particulars we have seen the

indirect preparation for eternal salvation, amidst our

earthly occasions, when time and not eternity is pressed

upon our thouglits. What I now propose is to show

the injlupnce of these same occasions, in producing^

and cherishing the direct faith of things eternal ;

according to the words of the apostle, '' For our light

affliction which is but for a moment, worketh for us a

far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory : while

we look not at the things which are seen and temporal,

but at the things which are not seen and eternal."

The occasions of this life, which expose us to despair'

or presumption
;
which concentrate the mind upon

present sufTering and enjoyment, are not a hindrance

but a help to the faith of everlasting things. The
strife and business, the hopes and fears of this mortal

state, furnish the best opportunity for laying hold on

eternal life.

We may S3.y first, that whenever faith springs up on

an earthly occasion, be that occasion ever so absorbing,

it does from its own nature refuse confinement to things

seen and temporal, and reaches after eternal things.

A man may but have gone to God for deliverance and

relief in present necessities, but no sooner shall he have

accepted the warrant over his earthly path, than he

shall find wiiliin himself the faiih of things eternal.

He may but have come to his sympathizing High
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Priest in his infirmity, and he shall find an anchor cast

within the vail— a sure and steadfast hope of blessings

in store— " whither Jesus the forerunner hath entered."

His new singleness of eye in regard to the things of

earth, shall, according to our Savior's instruction in the

intermediate passages of the text, issue in his seeking

first the kingdom of God— in his laying up treasures

in heaven. His proper prayer and song shall embrace

at once, things temporal and eternal— the blessings

both of earth and heaven ; and trusting in God his

Shepherd on the earth — his Guide through the dark

valley, and his eternal Portion,— he shall say in faith;

" Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the

days of my life, and I shall dwell in the house of the

Lord forever."

But besides this consequence of singleness of eye, the

earthly occasions are such as to force and draw the

mind beyond themselves— to fix the thoughts on neces-

sities and blessings beyond this mortal life. The ten-

dency is felt in all minds ; happy those wlio yield to it

and thus become the heirs of immortal life.

What else is the design of the constant recurrence of

our wants, after renewed and repeated supply ; tempt-

ing to new anxieties after we have been a thousand

times relieved ? Why as long as we live are we con-

tinually exposed to new sufferings and calamities each

greater than the last ; and why are our fears kept awake

and made intense by the calamities and sufferings of

others ? Why do we suffer pain ? why do we pine and

languish on beds of sickness, until all our beauty is
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consumod ;
ami we are like a " bottle in the smoke?"

"Why sinks tlie heart until we are tempted to say—
" My clays are vanity ;

I loathe my life — I would

not live alway. INIy soul chooseth strangling and

deatli rather than hie?'' Why, unless to awaken

forethought, to make us look beyond a scene, where

blessings and relief are transient, to blessings which

shall never pass away,— to urge us to " lay up a trea-

sure in heaven."

But the opportunity depends not upon the renewal of

calamities, anxieties and fears, upon pains, and sick-

ness. Is there not a similar etfect produced by the

most unbroken prosperity: the most unshaken hopes?

It were strange to tell, if we did not of ourselves

know it : — desires gratified— deliverance attained—
prosperity and hope, leave us still unsatisfied. No
mere blessing of our present state completes our bliss.

The fullest and most constant abundance leaves still

a lack of enjoyment, which nothing can supply but

the hope of immortal glory. AVho knows not the

insulVicicncy of all mere earthly good ; the satiety and

dissatisfaction which the best blessings produce ; the

etniiti,— the sluggish misery which is born of pros-

perity and abundance — the " low spirits," which re-

quire some better inlliicnce for their recovery, than

earth can give ? But why is this? What means it

that deliverance, and relief, and abundance, and hope,

and health, fciil to give abiding cheer? "Why sinks

the heart, when all earthly supplies are full? Why,
but to make us look forward, and pray that we may
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not have our portion in this world ; to make us say,

" As for me, I will behold thy face in righteousness. I

shall be satisfied when I awake in thy likeness."

It is remarkable, that suffering, perplexity, fear, and

dissatisfaction, are more intense just in proportion as

this world is chosen in separation from God. Those

who refuse faith altogether, who decline the path of

obedient faith, who make this world their all, do most

intensely suffer from its ills, and its insufficiency
;
and

just in proportion as they force themselves aw^ay — in

that proportion are they urged to seek God as a full,

final and everlasting portion. So Solomon tells us

the bitter experience of his wandering ways, " Vanity

of vanities, all is vanity." So Byron, " There is noth-

ing but misery in this world, I think." Thus has God

beset the paths which lead astray. And why 7 Why
this check upon relief and blessings which our heaven-

ly Father sees that w^e need — and for which our

sympathizing Savior supphcates in our behalf? Why
but to fix our thoughts upon eternal good, to make us

lay up treasures in heaven ?

But the opportunity for faith of things eternal, is

still further enhanced by another circumstance of our

condition. I refer to the uncertainty and brevity of

our Ufe. A month, a week, a day, an instant, may

remove us from things seen, and temporal ; — and if

life be prolonged, it is only for a period, which, when

passed, is like a dream " when one awaketh." In the

best health, most remote from danger, most free from

fear, we cannot, without folly, boast ourselves of to-

9
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morrow ;
or if we have the " best estate " of man,

make it more than " altogetlier vanity." And why?
Why do we feel within us, the symptoms of disease, of

which we see our friends and neighbors die ? Why are

we shocked so often, and so suddenly with the threaten-

ing of immediate death ? Wiiy are we awed and alarm-

ed at pestilence, lightning, tempest, and ever changing

accidents and exposures ; and why, when we have

passed them safely, are our utmost hopes of earth limit-

ed to four-score years, but to make us look upon the

things eternal ? How fitted our condition to the call,

'' Therefore, be ye also ready, for in such an hour as

ye think not, the son of man cometh ;

" and the warn-

ing which hangs over the longest life ;
— " Fear God

and keep his commandments, for this is the whole

duty of man. For God shall bring every work into

judgment, with every secret thing, whether it be good,

or whether it be evil."

The condition of man as we have now considered

it, has still greater influence than we have yet claimed,

in connection with that peculiar power upon the con-

science, which, as we have already noted, awakens a

present self-condemnation and repentance. Those cir-

cumstances which force us to look forward upon eternal

things, constrain us to lay over the guilt and conse-

quences of our sins to a future state. The verses of

Ecclesiastes just quoted are rather the conclusion form-

ed amidst the experience of life,— the conclusion to

which every man's experience tends, — than a mere

revealed truth. Self-condemnation, and a fear of fu-
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ture judgment, are urged upon us by the condition of

our present life. Amidst health and prosperity and

pride, it may be easy to throw off the blame from our-

selves, upon circumstances, or upon our Maker
; and

even to say we have not sinned, and shall not suffer

hereafter. But who has not felt his arguments give

way— his sophistry lose its plausibihty— his beauty

consume away as the moth, before the rebuke of the

Almighty ? Who has not felt a sudden and deep con-

viction of sin and danger; and horror come in, as self-

delusion and self-applause vanished away ? No doubt

that Spirit which convinces man of sin, that it may
bless him forever, is at hand, to work with the circum-

stances of our condition ; and who cannot bear witness

to the power by which with those circumstances he

has wrought ? Where reasonings and expostulations

may have failed, and where the conclusion has seemed

to be maturing that God would "clear the guilty ;" the

mere fatigue from the labor of a day, the suffering of

but a single hour, a dangerous sickness, a sudden

alarm— a flash of lightning '— a sinking ship, have

aw^akened the soul, to a "fearful looking for of judg-

ment." I know not what may have been his pre-

vious state of mind, but this effect of our exposed con-

dition, is well displayed in the words of the late John

Randolph, written soon after a narrow escape from

being crushed to death, by a sudden starting of his

horse. " My heart was in my mouth for a moment,

and I felt the strongest conviction of my utter demerit

in the sight of God, and my heart gushed out in

}
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thankfulness for his signal and providential preserva-

tion. AVhat, thought I, would have been my condition

had I then died ? As the tree falls so it must lie."

The perverting influence of sin, and the sophistry of

unsanctificd reason, give some scope to the doctrine of

a '• universal salvation," even in a state of society, and

in minds which are not absolutely self-abandoned to

a fmal and fatal corruption. But so many and so

powerful are the counter tendencies of our earthly

condition, such convictions and fears of future judg-

ment does it rouse in the mind, that that doctrine

cannot have a general prevelence through society,

except by such a universal corruption as would make

a hell upon earth. That corrupting doctrine can

never prevail, except by such an anterior corruption,

as should disprove its future promise to the eye of

sense itself; such as actually occurred when Noah's

forewarnings were universally set at nought. Against

such a corruption as might produce the general delu-

sion, God has provided, by the condition in which he

has placed the new world. If the flood gave proof

that God knoweth how to reserve the unjust unto the

day of judgment to be punished,— the new brevity and

exposure of human life, the changes in its whole con-

dition, force the conviction upon the mind, " that God
will by no means clear the guilty." Sophists may
reason ; safety in sin may seem proved by deduction

from the word of truth
; even believers may tremble,

lest man should everywhere " cast ofl' fear ;" but hu-

man infirmity shall still do its oflice, and man shall still
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tremble for fear of future judgment along his earthly

path. The sophists, or the reasoners, shall themselves

stand in awe,* and the way still be open to the con-

science and the heart, that, knowing tlie terrors of the

Lord, we may persuade men. The condition of our

frail humanity shall still call to the prayer, "God be

merciful to me a sinner ;
"— still give sanction to the

offer and the warning ;
" He that believeth on the Son

hath everlasting^ life : but he that believeth not the

Son, shall not see life, but the wrath of God abideth

on him."

Such are the influences of our earthly condition —
such our opportunity amidst our infirmities, of obtain-

ing " the end of our faith, even the salvation of our

souls." So adapted is the condition of man to prepare

him for his eternal well being. But there is peculiar

interest in the more personal view that we are permitted

to take— that we are warranted to take, by God's

special kindness to individuals of a nature lower than

our own. " Not a sparrow^ falleth to the ground with-

out your Father." If from this warrant, you may
trust his special care of your path of infirmity, may

* Even Hame, doubly fortified in impunity by discarding all

proof of a divine revelation, was bereft of his sophistry amidst the

thunder and lightning. In a terrible storm, it is said, that he put

spurs to his horse, and galloped on repeating the hymn of in-

fancy :

Now I lay me down to sleep,

I pray the Lord my soul to keep,

If I should die before I wake,

I pray the Lord my soul to take.

The circumstances outreasoned the sophist.

*9
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you not still more strongly for your spiritual need?

Tliough you trust him not,— though you hearken

not to his voice, still will he prove himself the Lord

your God, who would teach you to profit.* But if

you liearken to his commandments, "then shall your

peace be like a river, and your righteousness like the

waves of the sea." Not only shall you perceive

the influence common to all ; but shall recognize in

your whole path of life, a kindness suited to your

peculiar character, and shall see that God hath led

you all your way, " to try you, to prove you, to show

you what was in your heart, and to do you good in

your latter end."

The appeal then is to experience. Our illustrations

are of no avail, if they are not true to your own bosom

;

if when you review your life, you cannot see the way-

marks, you have left along your path, even by your

resistance to the kindness of your heavenly Father

;

or the Bethels and Ebcnezers which you have set up

along your way to glory.

The answer to the common objections to the oppor-

tunity of earth, must be found in every human
bosom ; so much the more of course as each one has

yielded to the force of circumstances
;
yet so powerful,

that re^^istance cannot altogether have silenced it.

Search then your own history. It is impossible for

you to have lived, without blessings and necessities,

without hopes and fears ; even if your lot may have

known the fewest changes of humanity. You may

* See Isaiah 48: 17, 18.
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have trembled lest the frost or the drought should de-

stroy the blossom, or the fruit— the blade or the green

herb
;

or, lest the gale should sink the ships freighted

with your goods
;

or, lest the turns of commerce should

defeat your plans of profit, and plunge you into losses

and insolvency
;

or, lest accident or sickness should

mar the health, without which all other blessings were

of no avail ; or, lest those with whom you are united

by the ties of your frail nature, should meet the com-

mon ills and the common lot of man — while amidst

dangers and fears, you have been daily loaded with

benefits. Have not these occasions, at least called and

urged you to hft your heart to God,— hedged you

to the faith ? And if you have yielded to the pressure,

— to the urgency of the mingled call of mercy and

judgment, have you not found the advantage of your

earthly occasions ? Have not fear and anxiety made
you hft up your heart to God ; and when he has an-

swered your prayer, was there anything so solemn, as

the feeling, " Surely God was in this place, though I

knew it not."

Nay, has not God cherished your piety, chiefly,

amidst your earthly occasions
;
and often called you

down from your higher flights, into the midst of your

lower ^ and for your present state your better oppor-

tunities ?— Because your wing was not yet grown

strong enough, to soar so long aloft ; has he not forced

you down again, to increase its strength over the low

grounds of earth ? Has he not called you back even

from heavenly contemplations, to employments more
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fitting your imperfect piety ]— to be needy and suf-

fering, with patience and with faith; — to be blessed

and clieered, without pride and vain-glory, — with

songs of praise ? — to drink the waters of life out

of the wells of this wilderness, and to gather the

heavenly manna at your very tent door? But then

when faith by this discipline, had gained new vigor,

and hope had gained new brightness amidst these

low scenes, how often have you been able to soar

a still lofiior hciglit, as on eagles' wings, until one

instant wafted your prepared eye as into the midst of

heavenly and eternal glories !
" Why sayest thou,

O Jacob, and speakest, O Israel, my way, (of earthly

need,) is hidden from the Lord, and my judgment

passed over from God ? Hast thou not known,

hast thou not heard, that the everlasting God, the

Lord, the Creator of the ends of the earth, fainteth

not, neither is w'eary 7 He giveth power to the faint,

and to them that have no might he increaseth

strength. Even the youth shall faint, and be weary,

and the young men shall utterly fall ; but they that

wait upon the Lord, shall renew their strength. They
shall mount up on wings as eagles, they shall run and

not be weary, they shall walk, and not faint." By
earthly necessities, not without them, the believer

soars on high
;
and reaches, while he lives, the joys of

heaven.

4. The views of this discourse may be confirmed by
noticing the evil tendency of disallowing or neglecting

the earthly opportunity. Heaven is not best sought
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out of the school which God has ordained. In pro-

portion as things spiritual and eternal are claimed to

require separation from things seen and temporal, is

the education for heaven marred or missed.

The plainest illustration of this hindrance is inti-

mated by the Savior : — " After all these things do the

Gentiles seek.*' Their primary error of presumption

and despondency, was cherished by its counterpart,

that the mass of men are subjected by their condition

to sensual indulgence and sinful passions— with the

opposite claim of spiritual advantage, by seclusion from

earthly affairs, and indifference to present and sensible

things. The stoicism of the ancient pagans cast

loose the multitude from the motives to high virtue,

without exalting and perfecting the character of its

meagre few. Instead of attempting to confirm this

assertion, I prefer to turn your attention for a moment

to what I have myself seen in the great centre of

modern idolatry.

Will it then seem a contradiction to say, that the

greatest hindrance to the spread of the gospel among

the Hindoos, I mean aside from the sinfulness of all

human hearts, is the universal claim of a school for

the spirit, better than this world ? This claim, gen-

eration after generation, has led a few ascetics to neg-

lect, or defile, or torment the body in behalf of the

spirit, — thus not exalted but degraded ; — and to give

over the multitude to sense and sin ; to be the votaries

of gods sensual and sinful as themselves. Nothing is

more striking to an observer of Indian cust^oms, than
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the appearance cverywhcie of these holy persons,

separate from eaitlily occasions ; and the universal

inference of tliose who venerate them, that this world

is unfiUed for a spiritual religion. A hundred times

have I gained the assent of the lip, and I douht not of

the conscience and the understanding
;
but have seen

it blasted by this pagan error. ' The Christian reli-

gion is excellent — but impossible in the present con-

dition of men. It is no rehgion for the Kale Yoog.

How can I be holy in a body, allured by the senses,

occupied by affairs? The gods are for this world." If

we would save the Hindoos, we must not only proclaim

the true gospel, but we must carry it to its own place,

to their business, and bosoms, — amidst the wants of

the body, the claims of sense, and the bustle of affairs
;

and make it inmate with all the conditions and occu-

pations of the Kale Yoog ; we must echo the song

which still lingers over Christian nations, first sung by

angels ;

" peace on earth and good will to me?i." We
must show them the heavens opened, and him who,

without sin, was tempted like themselves, an Interces-

sor there, — and bid them boldly come lo the throne of

grace in all their need. Blessed day, when the worldly

Hindoo shall fmd a Savior present amidst his tempta-

tions and affairs
;
and the Voiragee shall trim his locks

;

and his nails, and wash himself from his ashes and his

filth, and put on his garments, and go forth to his work,

and tread the conmion path of life in fellowship with

Jlim who was made tlesh and dwelt an)ong us !
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The first publication of Christianity was by men
divinely directed, not more in the terms of the gospel,

than in its publication along the paths of life— down
to the lowest walks of society

; and so long as the mes-

sage retained the impulse, it had free course and was
glorified, with what promise of rapid and universal

influence among mankind
;
turning all earth into a

school for heaven. But how soon and how long was the

Christian world to give example of the baneful influ-

ence of the pagan error ! Who is ignorant of the con-

sequences when all Christendom (almost) believed that

the opportunity for holiness lay without the sphere of

earthly affairs — that piety must be cherished by indif-

ference to the blessings and necessities of this life
; when

men cast off business and care, and hope and fear,

that they might give themselves, in one unbroken

life of piety, to God — w4ien the forest and the cave

and the monastery and the nunnery gathered their re-

cluses to a school for heaven, such as God made not.

No doubt there were instances of excellence, notwith-

standing the disadvantages of seclusion from common
life

;
yet do we know that piety, for the most part, w^as

languid and corrupt, or a mere hypocritical pretence,

within those retreats for nought but heaven. But

abroad, the evil was still greater. The enclosure of

the monastery as the favored school of piety, fenced out

society at large in the open wilds of sin ; and the

church published a gospel of accommodation, suited to

the ill-starred multitude. When Christendom adopted

the stoicism of the pagan w^orld, and would raise its

I
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proper devotees lo unearthly liei^jhts of holiness, it gave

a pagiin license to general corruption and vice. Se-

cluded saints, with mere pretensions to holiness, be-

came the acknowledged proprietors and almoners of

grace— of the very liherty to sin which atheism claims.

Hence came the indulgence-roll, — the rates of pardon

for sins committed, and for the privilege of sinning

more. From the cloisters of monkery came forth, on

all the paths of life, at their stated price, the Christian

privilege of theft, robbery, adultery, and murder ! If

we would cherish holiness in ourselves, and extend it

through our country and the world, we must welcome

the occasions of earth, — the "trying of our faith."

Ask not for seclusion from earthly things,— offer not,

even in principle, indiilgence to the busiest and most

tempted in the school of life. Ahhor the asceticism

and indulgence, as much as you would the Pantheon

of the Catholic and pagan world.

But the error at length wrought its own remedy,

and men returned for their profit to the despised school

which God had appointed. Happily for the world,

the Reformation came. The monk broke from

his cloister; the nun cast off her veil; and Chris-

tianity came down beside the walks of men — vis-

ited their houses — sat hy their firesides, and com-

muned with them amidst the sufferings and enjoy-

ments, the hopes and fears of common life. Suddenly,

the word of the Lord had free course and was glorified,

and promised again a rapid and universal influence;

at least, over the Protestant world. It must not h%
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imagined, that we have forgotten, or shall ever forget,

the lesson of more than a thousand years ; but it were

well to ask whether we have fully received it, or even

retain it in fresh remembrance. May not the Prot-

estant world be charged, in degree, with arresting the

course and hiding the glory of the gospel, by claiming

the seclusion and giving the indulgence which she

abhors in the Catholics and the pagans?

Is not the state of piety, for instance, where we may
suppose it rooted in the heart, such as we can account

for only by the prevalence of the error in question ? A
life and vigor are manifest, which make us wonder at

its sickly and interrupted growth, and even its mon-

strous proportions. But no wonder that the plants are

sickly ; that fruitless branches exhaust their strength,

if the digging and the pruning of the husbandman be

hindered. How shall piety grow in its full vigor and

just proportions, and yield abund£?nt fruit, except in

the garden where the Lord has set it ?

If we would secure the growth and proportions and

fruitfulness of piety, we must allow it to be earthly :—
nurtured and trained amidst the occasions of earth

:

and we expose ourselves to a piety, sickly, inconsistent

and fruitless, in proportion as we claim it to be tin-

earthly ;— separate from the perplexities, and toils, and

pains, and blessings, and enjoyments of our mortal and

proloatiouary state.

But we may trace the error in question by its effects

upon the multitude, among whom, for some reason,

the gospel does not have free course— is not glorified.

10
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Strange to behold ! three hundred years have passed,

since the gospel issued forth a second time among the

ways of men, in the purily of the written word, — in

the comparative and growing abundance of the print-

ed word : — bearing over the Protestant world, the

prominent doctrine, — justification by faith : and why

are such multitudes estranged still from its power unto

salvation ? The wisest must be puzzled for an answer.

And yet, on the same principles as the apostle asked,

"How shall they believe on him of whom ihey have

not heard ) " we may ask', How shall they either hear

or believe where the " door of utterrance" is closed up?

—There may be reasons for an ineOectual gospel besides

the general corruption of mankind. If the heathen are

perishing because the gospel has not been proclaimed

to them, the like condition of multitudes, in Christian

lands, may be, because it is not proclaimed along the

paths of common life. Or if the Catholic communi-

ties may have perished under the abundant pardons

and licenses of an unearthly Christianity, it may be

that Protestants have given a fatal "indulgence"

amidst the seeming severity of their claims. No won-

der if the gospel prove ineflfectual to the mass, if it be

not carried down with its offers and commands to the

business and bosoms of men ; — to the toils, and cares,

and perplexities, and fears, and hopes of this mortal

life : if it be not carried down to the scene of suflering

and tears
; tu the infirmities by which men may have

fellowship with their High Priest and Intercessor.

What avails it, that the new and living way is opened
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through the blood of Jesus ; and the covenant offered

which writes the law upon the heart, unless it reach

down to our time of need ? What avails the " peace,"

unless it descend even to the " earth ;
" or the " good

will," unless it reach to "men? " What avails the gos-

pel or its full publication, if the sound is not conducted

along the paths of life— if it be not heard in the field,

and the shop, and the market, and the counting-room;

in prosperity and adversity, in fear and hope? A
Protestant gospel, nay, the true and perfect gospel

must fail to bless mankind, if it be restrained within

the pale of a Catholic or pagan opportunity. Let the

gospel have scope— let it utter its demands and offers

along the paths of life, and let men know that the man
of infirmities, the High Priest " able to save unto the

uttermost," calls them to come boldly unto the throne

of grace in their time of need.

If this be at.all a just explanation of the prevailing

neglect of the gospel, it is quite as manifestly so of its

prevailing abuses— its false and deluding reception.

If the warrant meet an unauthorized welcome on the

paths of disobedience, it may be owing partly to this

very disallowing the earthly opportunity. What more

likely to promote a delusive faith, — where the warrant

is not, — than the fancy that it must be accepted in a

region above this earth ; or the opposite fancy that it

is accommodated to earth's low claim ? The former

supposition may explain the visionary experiences

which would be put to seasonable shame if they were

brcHJght to the test of eartlily trials— if the anchor
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presumed to be cast within the vail, were allowed to

meet the storms and tossingfs of the sea of hfe ; if the

ecstatic hopes of heaven were exposed to the stern re-

sistance of the path of obedience. The latter suppo-

sition seems to me to explain the considerable preva-

lence of the doctrine of " universal salvation " amidst

the storms of life, which are ever sweeping it from the

mind. In a great proportion of cases, this doctrine

seems to me, to thrive on the false principles that man

is cast, during his abode in the body and on earth;

under such disadvantages as produce and excuse

his sins;— and deserves the salvation which, in a

former discourse, we have shown it absurd to expect

as the mere gift of power. Like the Hindoo idol-

atrv, Universalism is a provision for a disadvantage,—
a supply for a defect in the divine arrangement— an

accommodation to the sense and sin, which are esteemed

the remediless evils of our present condition. Hence

the conclusion— that nothing is wanting but for the

spirit to be loosed from the body, from sense and earth-

ly things, in order to be saved— that death, with its

single blast, or its temporary separation from the body,

will restore the soul — a conclusion as impossible as

absurd, if earth were received and acknowledged as

the true school of faith. How then should sophistry

have the face to say, even in prosperity and at ease,

Blessed is the man who has vot endured temptation
;

when the trial has reduced him to dross, he will come

forth as gold ! How rather would even sophistry give

place to reason and conscience, as they utter in the ear
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of the warned and afflicted, the proverb which hangs

boding over the school of hfe ;
" He that being often

reproved, hardeneth his neclc, shall suddenly be de-

stroyed, and that without remedy !

"

Come, then; — embrace the opportunity of your

frail and fleeting life. Have faith in God — obedient

faith in all your need, and your single eye shall range

the whole field of immortahty. Come, with your

heaviest burdens, if like a mountain weight ; come,

with your lightest cares ; as light, as numerous as the

hairs of your head, as unimportant as a sparrow's fall.

Come, and commune with your prepared High Priest?

with the man of infirmities— the God " who was

made flesh and dwelt among us." Not timidly, but

boldly, come to the throne of grace. Come, and but

say,— '• Give me this day my daily bread ;" bless me
in this path of difficulty

;
guide me with thy counsel

and afterward receive me to glory;— that faith of the

feeble spirit in its frail tenement shall join you to the

Redeemer. You shall be " in Christ, a new creature.

Old things shall be passed away, and behold all things

shall become new."

Let us then " count it all joy when we fall into di-

vers temptations;" and thank God that he has made

this earth, the way to heaven,— so plain that the

wayfaring man, though a fool, shall not err therein

:

that we are compassed with infirmity— and are forced

in all our mortal life, to seek after God: that we

are not left, like the angels who sinned, with nothing

to call us to God but an innate abhorrence—an utter

*10
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repulsion; in a condition of being which might have

made our salvation impossible. I would not, if I could,

rise superior to the infirmities of my feeble nature. I

would not be careless of food and raiment, and house

and home, and all the blessings and comforts of my
earthly state. I would not leave caring for the body

and this life. I would not lose the opportunity I find

in all my changes, of coming boldly to the throne of

grace ; of fellowship with him who bore all my infirm-

ities. I would not separate myself from the busy

haunts of men ;
be freed from perplexity and care,

and distraction, and temptation, and hope, and fear,

and mingled prosperity and adversity, and choose to

myself a retreat for piety:— but amidst my opportu-

nity would I stay all the days of my appointed time,

— there would I accept the Spirit's help to my infirm-

ities, and thence send up my daily prayer, to be

presented in the intercession of my prepared High

Priest, until I shall be fitted for "the glorious liberty of

the children of God."
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The following version is introduced in this place, as presenting

the argument of the entire passage from v. 21, according to the au-

thor's view, explanatory of the past discourses, and fairly introducing

the closing rebuke.

Behold the fowls! see through the air

They range, your heavenly Father's care,

**They sow not, neither do they reap,"

Nor gathered stores in garner keep.

Are ye not better than the fowls.

Frail tenements, but living souls!

And will he leave the spirit's frame.

To lack the food he giveth them ?

Or yield the body full supply.

And then the spirit doom to die ?

The lilies of the field behold

!

How fair their leaves and flowers unfold;

They spin no thread ; they weave no dress,

Nor toil to gain their matchlessness.

Yet matchless still by all below.

Not he was e'er arrayed so

When on his holy Father's throne,

Was crowned with glory, Solomon.

Behold the lilies! think will God
Adorn even thus the lowly sod—
Even thus the short-lived lilies crown,

Before the mowers cut them down—
And clothe not you ? They stand their day,.

And glitter in their bright array;

Midst singing birds their silent breath

Rebukes the men " of little faith."

'* Let not vain hope and fell despair

Change their dominion in your breast;.

Banish self-trust and anxious care;

Seek God, and he will give yoa rest.

Let Gentiles glory in their might.
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Their wealth and wisdom, when they 're blessed,

And grieve, despairing as the night.

Because with earthly woes oppressed.

But ye who send the word abroad,

And call all nations to believe,

Behold on earth, a present God!

In weal or wo His aid receive.

Seek first his kingdom, trust his grace.

Believe his word and do his will;

Your earthly path-way he will bless—
And with all gifts your bosom fill.

To-morrow! do not vainly boast

Its good ; nor faithless dread its frown.

To-day— Faith meets its evil first.

By daily conquests wins the crowTi."

Though fixed on meanest things below.

The single eye is full of light;

If God on earth you learn to know,

That humble faith shall rise to sight.

But they who turn from God to see

The present good ; their evil eye

Shall never but in darkness be,

l\'Uhout a God shall live — and die.



SERMON YI.

THE REBUKE OF UNBELIEF AMIDST
EARTHLY THINGS.

LUKE ]2 : 28, 29.

Will he not much more clothe you

—

Oh ye of little faith 1 And leck not ye,

what ye shall eat or what ye shall drink, neither be ye of doubtful mind. But

rather seek ye the kingdom of God.

The warrant to faith given by the fowls of the air

and the hhes of the field is indeed beside the common
path of life. At the junctures of our earthly blessings

where we are tempted to the vain-hearted boast ;
" I

will pull down my barns and build greater, and there

will I bestow all my fruits and my goods : And I will

say to my soul : Soul, thou hast much goods laid up

for many years ;
take thine ease, eat, drink and be

merry ;
"— at the juncture of our earthly need, when

we are tempted to ask, " What shall we eat, and what

shall we drink, and wherewithal shall we be clothed?"

there— are we met by the warrant of the fowls of the

air and the lilies of the field, calling us to that faith on

earth, whose end shall be the salvation of our souls.

Blessed condition of humanity ! Blessed subjection to

vanity and frailty, that amidst the tossings of this
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mortal life, hope may anchor within the vail ! As

we walk abroad amidst the herbs and flowers and birds

of summer, where are we, but in the open temple of

the Lord, glowing, and sounding loud with the war-

rant to faith in God, " whose eyes are open unto the

supjilications of all his servants, to hearken unto them

in all that they call upon him for ? " — that amidst ne-

cessities and blessings of our mortal state w^e may
" bethink ourselves, and repent, and make supplication,

and say we have sinned, and return unto God with

all our heart and soul." In this open temple, urged by

our own infirmities, we are called to enter into the holi-

est of all, by the blood of Jesus, through the vail— the

flesh of our High Priest over the house of God, — who
is " touched with the feelings of our infirmities," that

we may " come boldly to the throne of grace." Oa
these low grounds of earth, occupied with its business,

perplexed with its cares, oppressed with its burdens,

wearied with its toils, anxious and disheartened amidst

its pains and fears, lured by its promises, — where are

we but in the open temple of the Lord ; at the holy

place ; near the mercy-seat and the blood of sprinkling
;

in presence of our High Priest and Intercessor, who is

able " to save unto the uttermost ? " Here meet us the

fowls of the air and the lilies of the field, not only to

give the warrant to our faith, but to utter their sharp

rebuke of our iinbcUcf.

1. Our Lord's rebuke is urged by his own example

along the paths of life. Who is this, we may ask, who
rebukes us while he gives the warrant to our faith?
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It is the exalted Redeemer, calling us to follow his

steps, when he trod the path of life, in our native weak-

ness
;
— to follow the faith of his voluntary humiliation.

Wonderful example ! AVhen the Son of God became

the Son of man, he did not exalt our frail nature to the

independence of the Godhead, but mysteriously conde-

scended to the frailty and dependence of humanity*

To all but sin he submitted— met the juncture of

earthly necessities, as the opportunity for faith : and
" in the days of his flesh offered up prayers and suppli-

cations with strong crying and tears, and was heard in

that he feared." The Slst Psalm may be received as a

specimen of his prayer amidst the afflictions of his suf-

fering humanity. " In thee, O Lord, do I put my
trust. Let me never be ashamed. Bow down thine

ear to me : deliver me speedily. Be thou my strong

Rock, and a house of defence to save me. For thou

art my Rock and my Fortress ;
therefore for thy name's

sake, lead me and guide me. Into thy hands I com-

mit my spirit ; for thou hast redeemed me, O Lord

God of truth." Wonderful example ! When human
nature, frail, feeble, was made sinless by its mysterious

union with divinity, its perfection was faith. When
the Son of God took part of our infirmliies, He offered

up his prayers and supplications with strong crying and

tears. What are we, that we should refuse the faith,

which a perfect humanity accepted— to which the

Deity subjected himself mysteriously ? What are we,

that we should claim the right of prayerlessness along

the path of life, and refuse the privilege ; of prayer
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which even Immanuel welcomed? What are we,

that we should refuse the call of the meek and lowly

Savior ?— " Come unto me, all ye that labor, and are

heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke

upon you and learn oime^for I am meek and lowly

in heart."

" Pride was not made for man
;

" — the pride of

prayerlessness, of self-sufficiency, and self-confidence

along the path of life. No ; not for a worm of the

dust ; for a vanity of vanities
;

for a helpless and

self-ruined sinner. What then shall we say, in view

of the sinless Son of man, of the Infinite Son of God,

passing our path of infirmity, olTering up prayers and

supplications, marking all his way with strong crying

and tears ? Alas for us ! Who can think of his imper-

fect faiih, so mixed with self-confidence and distrust,

without self-abhorrence ? Alas for man — for thee,

for me— alas for the prayerless man, who assumes to

touch the meanest gift of God, in his own might and

skill — who refuses to accept all gifts prolTered to his

asking ! Alas for us, now desponding because we have

no power
;
now e.xulting because all power is ours

;

when our pattern, and our helper, the meek and lowly

Savior passed our path with prayers and supplications!

How is the prayerless man rebuked by the example of

our Lord ! Can you, dare you refuse " in everything

with prayer and supplication, to let your requests be

made known unto God?" Vain-hearted and despond-

ing in that very nature in which the Son of God pour-

ed fourth prayers and supplications !
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2. The rebuke of our Lord, is urged by the frequen-

cy and tenderness of the call to faith amidst our earthly

occasions.

Behold the open vision which overhangs your path

of life
;
a throne of grace at which appears your mer-

ciful High Priest ! How prepared for his office of

daily mercy ! He remembers his own necessities,

when he said, " The foxes have holes, and the birds

of the air have nests, but the Son of man hath not

where to lay his head :
" his own " strong crying and

tears." How melting the sight, even amidst its awful

glories ! Our exalted High Priest is " touched with

the feeling of our infirmities ;
" appears able to succor

us, because himself hath suffered being tempted ! Will

you trifle with such a kindness, prepared by his own

life of voluntary suffering? Will you trifle with such

a kindness, covering all your path, hearkening to every

groan, bottling every tear, offering all you need ; able

and willing to lift even the mountain load
;
conde-

scending to notice and relieve every loss or care, as

light, as numerous as the hairs of your head? Will

you be blind to this open vision over all the paths of

hfe ? Will you be silent to that ear which has lis-

tened for your breathings of desire amidst all the

changes of your daily lot ? Will you harden your

heart against the pity which the Son of the Highest

learned by suffering your infirmities ? Will you re-

fuse the call to come boldly to the throne of grace for

help in your time of need? Will you slight the

Redeemer as he meets you from day to day, and hour

11
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to hour, and moment to moment, amidst the cares of

Hfe ? O blind not your eyes to the mercy which over-

hangs all your path, and witli a brother's pity offers

you tlie balm with which his own wounds were healed
;

the succor by which his own weakness was sustained

through a path of suffering bitterer than yours. Think

not to turn away guiltless, even once^ from that look

and call of love, which meets the wants of your earth-

ly condition. What guilt then must be yours, when

your crimes shall be measured by the countless num-

ber of his thoughts to you ! As you pass on the path

of life, every step is but the tally of your unbelief, ad-

ding to the long account which he must render who

has slighted the Savior amidst his earthly need.

Alas ! your sins are more numerous,— more heinous

than you thought ! You thought you were but put-

ting by the question of eternal salvation to a more con-

venient season ; that you were but overlaying the offer

of eternal life to some future day of earnest acceptance.

But you forgot, the while, '• the days of his flesh," when

your Redeemer learned compassion for your daily in-

firmities. You forgot, the wdiile, that there passed not a

day, an hour, a moment, in which the Savior was not

near you with a brother's pity. Little as you noticed

a kindness so surprising. He was near you in all your

walks of business
;
amidst all your solitary and social

cares; amidst your sulVerings and enjoyments ; amidst

your hopes and fears ; opening for you a bold com-

ing to ibe throne of grace. Eternity ! slight if you

will — if you dare — a mercy which shall shine
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upon you as you pass into the grave ! Eternity ! for-

get it if )"ou can ! — rather than refuse a compassionate

Redeemer, spreading his wings over all your path of

life. Beware lest you fail of eternal salvation, because

you neither believed nor obeyed your Savior when
called to follow him in the path of suffering, where he

learned to succor you. Beware of the anger that may
yet arise and consume you for the unbelief of your

earthly path
; because, then, you "believed not in God,

and trusted not in his salvation." Beware of that ac-

cumulating load of guilt, which weighs down the sin-

ner, who passes from youth to age. a stranger to the

Savior's mercy on the daily path of life

!

3. The rebuke is urged by the high design and

end of our earthly faith — even the salvation of our

souls.

True, we have a High Priest who can be touched

with the feeling of our infirmities— of our bodily

pains and of the distresses and fears and anxieties of

our feeble spirits
;
— and for relief we may come boldly

to the throne of grace. When our courage dies, and

our spirit is overwhelmed within us, we may cry with

faith and hope in the name of our Redeemer ; assured

that he is " able to save unto the uttermost all that

come unto God by him." Blessed privilege of our weak

humanity ! inlet amidst our meanest cares, our name-

less sufferings, to a joy unspeakable and full of glory

:

— yet to be prized above all price, chiefly because "the

time of need " is the occasion of our spiritual " profit ;

'^

of our becoming partakers of the holiness of God. If
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the Redeemer has looked down and pitied you amidst

your overcoming burdens— amidst your lightest cares

and called you to ask his aid, it was chiefly that he

might draw you to himself; that you might learn,

abasing and abounding, to say, "I can do all things

through Christ which strengtheneth me ;
" that in him

you might behold as in a glass the glory of God, and

be changed into his image from glory to glory."

What pains has the Redeemer taken to make us like

himself; even to become, in all our weakness and in-

firmities, like us ; learning obedience by the things

which he sufTered, that he might become the author of

eternal salvation to all them that obey.

Have you, then, been trained by anxiety and suf-

fering to trust in the Lord
;

or sought all aid but his

in your time of need? Have mercies, new every

morning and repeated every moment, won you to the

love and praise of God, or have you gloried in yourself?

Have you sought to become a partaker of the divine ho-

liness? Or, on the other hand, have you met the occa-

sions of daily life as excuses to all manner of neglect;

as a separating wall between yourselves and the throne

of grace; as the hindrances to holiness; and neglected

and despised the way of sutrering and prayer in which

he became the pattern of obedience and the Author of

eternal salvation ? Strange delusion ! Awful guilt

!

Suirering has turned you away from the Author of re-

lief! Ignorance has made you cast ofT your Teacher

and Guide ! Necessity has made you forsake prayer;

each special opportunity of holiness is dishonored as
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nought but the opportunity of sinning I and the tem-

ple is desecrated in all degrees, by peevishness or anger,

or pride, or self-will and self-glorying, or even by a

boastful and blasphemous tongue !

Let then unbelief amidst the occasions of earth,

stand rebuked as an utter and guilty and damnable re-

jection of the end of your faith, even the salvation of

your souls. O think it not a mere earthly error, to be

unbelieving amidst the commonest necessities and bless-

ings— that heaven cannot be refused, and hell chosen

at the single and passing occasions of your earthly

course. However small or great the necessity ; be it the

hunger and the fatigues of the passing day ; or the

roaring and roUing over you of all the water-spouts of

trouble, there, must you find or miss your opportunity of

eternal salvation. You may but have tried to cast

hghtly off life's common cares, or to breast alone the

fiercest waves of earthly trouble ; or, in your prosperity,

may but have said, '' I shall never be moved
;
" — this

unbelief of the passing hour— this refusal to say, with

obedient faith, in sympathy with your great High

Priest, " Give me this day my daily bread," " Lord, be

thou my helper ;
" issue in eternal ruin.

Strange delusion ! O think not to say, I shall gain

everlasting salvation ;
unless, amidst your earthly occa-

sions, you meet in sympathy your High Priest touched

with a feeling of your infirmities ; unless you love him

along your earthly path, and amidst earthly struggles

rejoice in him with joy unspeakable and full of glory;

unless he receive the chastening of the Lord, that you
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may become a partaker of his lioliness. Let bim who

refuscth to meet the Savior in the matter of his daily

bread, of his common wants, of his deepest sorrows,

know that he thus refuseth to meet him as the author

of eternal salvation. If you despise the pure gold of

this life, you shall not inherit the everlasting treasure
;

if you will not now draw water out of the wells of sal-

vation, you shall never be brought to the fountain-

head. If you submit not to liis direction for your next

earthly step, your question shall avail nothing ; Good

Master, what shall I do that I may inherit eternal hfe?

If you are not changed into his image by his glory

shining on your earthly path, how shall you be like

him forever, and see him as he is ?

4. Unbelief amidst our earthly infirmities is rebuked

by the anxieties, convictions and resolutions, which

those infirmities have inspired.

Think of it. God has made you subject to infirm-

ities, so various, so numerous, so painful, so beyond

your succor, or the succor of any other arm, that you

might be forced if possible to acknowledge Him, in the

person of your suffering brother, under whose wings

you are called to trust. And those infirmities have

not been without effect— Where is the strong man,

whose strength has not become the most conscious

weakness? Where is the wise man, whose wisdom

has not been turned into conscious ignorance and

folly I Where is the presumptuous man, whose boast-

ing has never given place to " low spirits," who has

not sunk sometimes into the deepest anxiety and
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gloom ? Where is the man who has not often found

his path of hfe covered with a cloud too dark for liis

eye to pierce? — Who has been able, every night, to

boast himself of to-morrow
; at every stage of his

affairs to assure himself of success
; or amidst diffi-

culties and uncertainty to keep his heart whole ? Or
who, what man of health and vigor, that once looked

forward fearless over the prospect of days and years,

has been able to hold fast his courage, and his pride,

when smitten with consuming sickness? AVhose

beauty has not "consumed as the moth" at God's re-

buke ? Whose strength has not withered like the

grass? And who, amidst the trials of life, aided no

doubt by the striving Spirit, has not been made deeply

sensible of the disorder of his soul,— has not had his

deaf ear wakened to disciphne, and his eye opened on

the necessities of his immortal life? Who has not

heard, deep within his inmost mind, the call to a Savior

prepared by sufferings to be the author of eternal sal-

vation to all that obey him ?

I know that the import of these questions will be

more deeply realized, by persons somewhat advanced

in life, because they have been more frequently brought

to a stand by means of their infirmities ; but even

youth is already prepared to realize their import.

Youthful health and prosperity and hope are checked

by ills and fears, which youthful courage cannot over-

come. Even the youth faint and are weary, and the

young men utterly fall. Can youth boast itself of

strength, or wealth, or life, amidst the difficulties and

I
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dangers which hesct its path ? So it did not use to be,

when I trod tliat palli. But amidst prosperity and

hope, yet amidst uncertainty, and in sight of youthful

sickness and death, there was a darkness often, which

the youthful eye could not pierce ; fears wliich youth-

ful courasre could not overcome : humihations and

anxieties which cut short youthful boasting. So it

must be now ;
because, still, all flesh is grass, and all

the goodlincss thereof as the flower of the field.

Amidst these infirmities, then, common to all ages,

but experienced in greater variety and power as men
advance in life, pride is blasted, boasting put to shame,

beauty consumed : the strong man faints and sighs and

longs for aid
;
often under burdens which afterwards

he knows were light ; often under burdens which were

like mountains crushing him with their weight : — and

at the moment, who can doubt it, the voice of the Re-

deemer is heard — the eye discerns, how near ! the

throne of grace— and the once strong, boasting, self-

confident spirit, feels an impulse within, urging him to

come boldly to that throne, to obtain grace to help in

time of need ; and to cast within the vail the anchor

of a sure and steadfast hope ; and to fix the resolution,

" Hereafter the Lord shall be my God."

But alas ! how commonly are anxiety, desire and

resolution in vain. The cloud passes by ; the fear

departs
;
the anxiety ceases

; the sickness is healed
;

the danger is over ; the young man is no longer faint

and weary, and the old man for the thousandth time,

is recovered from his weakness and fear ;
— and again
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pride and self confidence return : again the man is

prayeiiess
;
again without hope and without God in

the world. Thus, alas, how often human life is spent!

Man's heart is smitten and withered like grass, brought

down to the dust, made to feel needy and helpless,

and to desire relief and a blessing both for time and

eternity ; but again and again refuses to come boldly

to the throne of grace. Again and again he sees the

man of infirmities offering his compassion, and again

and again becomes self-sufficient and vain-hearted, or

desponding.

O who is not rebuked as he reviews his course of

life ; the fears and anxieties and humiliations and

prayers and resolutions w^iich have marked his path

of infirmity ? Who can prevent the blush of shame,

or heal the sting of conscience? Unbeliever ! will you

receive the rebuke ? The Savior met you beside your

path of infirmity ;
and showed himself to you ready to

save unto the uttermost, when you were weary and

faint and discouraged, and even forced from you the

sudden prayer and resolution — made you consent for

the moment of your necessity and trouble. And when

you turned from that meek and lowly Savior, who

called you to follow him; from that merciful High

Priest who was waiting to intercede for you, and to save

you to the uttermost ; when you walked on again,

vain-hearted, self-assured, along your path of infirmity,

he w^atched you still ;
and when you found yourself

afflicted and needy, and outcast from all help and com-
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fort, he pitied you again ; again you saw the Man of

infirinilies beside your path, again calling you to come

boldly to tlie throne of grace. And he will pity you

ag-ai)i, — and if you are not yet hardened beyond all

possibility of salvation, he will pity you again ; a

thousand times will he pity you, — rebuking you, con-

denunni]^ you out of your own mouth, until you shall

yield to iiis saving mercy
;
or, until, often reproved, you

have hardened your neck, so that you must needs be

cut oflf, and that without remedy.

Beware of that obduracy of character which hastens

to be finished. Already it may be nearly completed.

Another year may not be necessary to assure to you

that long growing character,— a hardened neck
; that

long approaching calamity,— destruction without rem-

edy. Before the birds and the lilies shall urge their

warrant over another year, or utter their rebuke accord-

ing to the commission of our Lord
;
you may have

passed beyond tiie compassion of the Savior
;
you may

have laiil aside the intirniitics of earth : without faith

or hope or holiness. Thenceforth you can but hear

the condemnation
;

" Because I liavc called, and ye

refused
; I have stretched out my hand and ye have

not regarded
; I also will laugh at yom* calamity : I

will mock wlien your fear comcth. Then shall ye

call u|)on me, but 1 will not answer; they shall seek

me early, i)ut shall not find mc. For the turning away
of the simple shall slay them, and the prosperity of

fools shall destroy them."
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And now what say we ? A wonder is before us.

From the bosom of winter, out of its frosty bed, a few

weeks ago, a germ arose, a Httle sprout upon the sur-

face of the ground. The rain fell over it ; the sun

shone upon it, and the dews of evening rested on its

head. It put forth new leaves ; it expanded and
strengthened its stem by some mysterious communica-
tion from sources below ; by some mysterious aid from

agencies above. As day passed after day, it grew^

larger, greener, stronger, until its top swelled into larger

dimensions, wrapped close and tight, as if to protect

some sheltered wonder within. Day after day it grew

and swelled, until suddenly it burst from its covering,

and in a few" hours lay all spread before our sight, a

full blown lily
;
in its velvet softness, in its golden

hues, in its perfect form, surpassing the robes of Solo-

mon in his ascent to the house of the Lord, before

the queen of Sheba. We looked and we saw others

clustered around it, and other flowers, or herb, shrub

and tree, each in its own peculiar glory, past number-

ing
;
and we heard a voice whispered in our ears, by

the Comforter, A\ by take ye thought for raiment ?

Will not God much more clothe you, O ye of little

faith 7 Seek first the kingdom of God ! — Say, be-

loved, will you listen to the voice of the lily in its still-

ness ? Will you seek first the kingdom of God, and

his righteousness?

Another wonder has been before us. We had no

notice of their coming, but they came. Birds of every

wing, and from distant climates were suddenly around
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US ;
were sudik'nly sailing through our skies, to still

more distant regions of the north, to meet the new

stores which your heavenly Fatlier was preparing for

them ; as true to their time, as accurate in tiacing their

liquid path, as the ships, with their compass, and their

charts, and their experienced navigators. And now

that we see them around us, their meat is always

ready, their table always spread, as with the Israelites,

when the manna lay every morning about tiieir tent

door. They awake us with their songs of gladness,

and sing to us all day long, as they joyfully seek their

meat from God. As we turn up the earth, as we

scatter the seed, as our fruits ripen upon herb or shrub

or tree, and our seeds on every hill and valley and

field and garden, and in groves and miry swamps, and

fens inaccessible to man, our heavenly Father feedeth

them wiih all the blessings of our northern summer,

though they neither sow nor reap, nor gather into

barns ; and are with us as outcasts from their winter

abodes in the regions of the south. Yes, and we hear

amidst these sights and sounds, the voice of the Re-

deemer, of the Comforter, speaking to our inmost souls,

" Are not ye much better than they ? " " Seek first the

kingdom of God and his righteousness." AVill you

listen to the voice of the fowls of the air ? Will you

listen to the interpretation of your Redeemer? Will

you be taught by the Spirit which the Savior offers to

your lieart ?

I ask not whether you will hear me;— whether,

for the customary hour, you will hear what the preach-
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er says of the lilies of the field, and of the fowls of the

air. There are other preachers besides me, speaking

to-day and every day beside your path. — Will you
keep your eye open, and your attent when you go

afield, when you pass the road, when you are encircled

by the groves, when you are plying your tools, when
you are writing at the desk, when you are planning

and executing all the arrangements of trade and com-

merce ? Will you heed the voice of wisdom standing

" by the way, in the places of the paths ? " Will you

hear the voice of Jesus, the Savior, as it sounds in the

notes of every bird ? W^ill you fix your eye upon his

smile, as it shines in every flower ? Will you obey the

Spirit which calls his words to remembrance, and gives

a tongue and a lesson to the fowls of the air and the

lilies of the field ? Will you, at the call, seek Jirst the

kingdom of God?

Beloved friends, what say you ? Does not the sea-

son and the time offer you the blessing,— demand
your obedience ? Does not every sight and every

sound, as with the Savior's smile and tongue, call you

to decision ? Leave not then the question unsettled, as

if He did not call at the very occasion and opportunity

for faith and hope. It is the Master in whose place

I stand, that calls you to decide : — the Interpreter

whose lessons I have been trying to unfold, who de-

mands your decision, for your sake, not his ; for your

present and everlasting good. Lay not the lesson from

you with the return of Monday, when you will be

amidst the sights and sounds by which he calls you;—
12
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at the very occasion and opportunity of faith and hope

in God. Shall I say I have no minor object— seek

no lower end — that I aim at waking a saving faith
;

at your being fed with the bread, and clothed in the

garments of immortality? Do I seek less— and

would I satisfy you with something less substantial

and glorious ? How can I, amidst these divine les-

sons ? If 1 did not call upon you to seek first—
FIRST— FIRST, the kingdom of God

;
— if I did not,

with all earnestness, urge home upon you the offer and

the claim of the Redeemer and the Spirit ; — if I did

not demand the hearing ear, and the understanding

heart ; — if I did not urge a savbig faith amidst all

the occasions of your mortal life; — if I did not call

every soul of you to immortal joys, I should be put to

shame by every flower that blossoms on the bosom of

summer, and by every bird that sings along your path,

and by every breath of your own life, and by every

member and organ of your hoi\y.

"What ! shall I — shall you, put the kingdom of God
last— behind every employment and desire and hope

;

— behind our daily bread and our raiment— behind

our yonili and our middle age and our gray hairs—
and behind the very grave itself, when every flower

of the fleld, and every bird of the air, call upon us to

put that kingdom first ? Nay, when the Savior has

come to smile upon us in the bloooming fields,— to

speak to us in the sotigs of the birds— to breathe upon

us with his Spirii in this balmy air of summer— and

to renew our souls by the mystery of our wonderful
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body, and still more wonderful life— Say, thonghtless,

stupid, and ungrateful man, if such can possibly be

before me— will you— dare you put last that king-

dom ? As you look upon your hody^ still perfect as

the dwelling of your inward soul ; as you reflect upon

that life which animates your frame— your heart still

beating, after 30,000 strokes in the silence of the

night:— as you awake, conscious that you are still

with God :— as you ply those limbs which carry you

out into His open temple
; as the notes of the birds

descend to the depths of your soul, through that mys-

terious passage, the ear, and ten thousand flowers

paint themselves in the depths of that picture gallery,

the eye ; — say, such a man — with such a body—
such a life— amidst such a scene, — will you, can

you, dare you, put last the kingdom of God and his

righteousness 7

Tell me, beloved youth, whose pulse is high with

health, whose cheeks glow with vigor and beauty,

whose heart throbs with hope, will you obey the Re-

deemer ? Will you take the word of God that it may
dwell in you, and that you may overcome the wicked

one? Your undimmed eye is fitted to admire the

beauty of the flowers, your perfect ear to hear the

melody of the birds
;
your buoyant spirits, your active

limbs are alert to go forth amidst the lilies of the field,

and the fowls of the air. In solitude, sometimes, with

your whole heart awake
;
your whole soul drinking in

the beauty and the songs:— sometimes in company,

amidst the glow and sympathy of youthful or older
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spirits, you will be inspired by these summer scenes.

Yes ; and the Saviour will breathe upon you, will talk

with you ;
in the beauty of the lilies of the field, in the

soft melodies of the fowls of the air. Say, will you

turn and lij^ten to the call
;

will you receive the Holy

Ghost? Will you know who it is that meets you in

the sights and sounds of summer? and will you ask of

him blessings that will never pass away ? Will you

seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness?

will you lay up a treasure in heaven ? Shall the flow-

ers fade away and the birds be gone to other climes,

before you give heed to the lesson they have brought

you ? — before you have come boldly to the throne of

grace, and received the Spirit, and become an heir of

God through Christ Jesus?

Tell me, ye men of toil and business, who complain

till now of labors and cares and perplexities and anxie-

ties which make impossible the seeking first the king-

dom of God
;

will you yield to the rebuke of unbelief,

about your common path
; and acknowledge the occa-

sion and opportunity for faith which God in wisdom

has ordained ? Will you obey the flowers in which

the Savior smiles ; and the birds by which he sings

sweet music beside the path of your sufierings and

toils?

Tell me, ye men of n)n ny years, whose bodies are

still unharmed after ten thousand exposures ;
whose

mysterious life keeps beating at the heart after fifty or

a hundred million of strokes
;
whose blood has been

revived so often by your unheeded breathing of the vital
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air ; but whose bodies yet show the signals of decay
;

whose pulse of life beats yet more feebly ; will ye re-

ceive the invitation and the rebuke of the fowls of the

air, and the lilies of the field ? will ye hear the compas-

sionate warning, the kind invitation of Him, who "is

touched with the feeling of your infirmities?" and ere

that decaying body die, — that wasting life vanish

away, will you secure to yourselves an everlasting

hfe?

And now, to that Spirit which takes of the hings

of Christ, to show them unto us,— I commend the in-

vitation and the rebuke of the fowls of the air, and the

lilies of the field— these lessons of faith beside

THE COMMON PATH OF LIFE: — ui the prayer and

hope that blessings beyond all price may be received

through them. By His Almighty aid, may these

cheering sights and sounds, this merry lesson of the

fields and groves fulfil the oflSce to which they were

appointed, when our Lord descended from the mount

:

— make you seek first the kingdom of God and lay

up for yourselves treasures in heaven.

nz



THE OBSERVER OF THE TIxMES

[The following articles were published in the autumn of 1832,

as Nos. 27, 29, 30, 31, 32, of the Observer of the Times,

in the New York Observer, and are added to the present work in

further illustration of its principles, and especially from the plans

and expectations of the age.]

THIS WORLD.

This world is not a fleeting show.

For man's illusion given
;

The smiles of joy, the tears of woe,

With promise shine, with warning flow,

—

Karth will prove true in Heaven !

The light that shines on glory's plume,

As fading hues of even
;

And love, and hope, and beauty's bloom,

Shine in a light, may pass the tomb
;

Earth glows more bright in Heaven !

Poor wanderers of a stormy day,

From wave to wave we 're driven
;

But faith and hope with cheerijig ray,

O'erspread with light the troubled way.

As with the calm of Heaven !

Wlio guides our feet with saving light,

Whose grace on earth is given
;

Who nit'ets our faith with visions bright.

Till faith becomes complete in sight—
He, is the God of Heaven !
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Let but His truth within us be

By joy and woe engraven
;

With joys of earth we soon shall see

Blending thy joys, eternity !

Earth is the way to Heaven !

If e'er from Him, who gave us breath.

In sorrow we are driven,

The anguish of the second death

Will seize the soul that ne'er in faith

Breathed here the life of Heaven !

Moore, altered.

We have attempted, presumptuously or not, to con-

vert the popular lines of Moore into a Christian song.

We would gladly claim his place in the music book,

and be sung by the voices of the fair in harmony with

instrumental tones
; with a heart so heavenly, that

angels might whisper in the songster's ear, " Sister

spirit, come away." Such as it is, we give our attempt

to our readers, as what in substance ought to supplant

a libel on the Creator, peculiarly unworthy of the

present age, and adopt it as an appropriate motto to

our present article, in which we propose in the light of

the times to view earthly blessings as leading us

to heaven.

This worlds we mean as God has constituted it, is

no enemy to religion. On the other hand, it is planned

with infinite wisdom and kindness for the very purpose

of producing and cultivating it, and must be supposed

the fittest of all possible places for the spiritual train-

ing of such a being as man. Earth is not a place/rom

which man is saved, by a deliverance from opposing
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circumstances ; but in which he is saved by the aid

and co-operation of those which are favorable. This

world is no scene of ilhision, no necessary cause of sin,

but a school in which men are trained for heaven,

under the best possible advantages. When we charge

upon this worhl the folly and sin of man, we shut our

eyes upon tlie light of Christian doctrine, and sit down

under the dark shadow of Pagan mythology. Hindoo-

ism, the widest system of Paganism on earth, holds its

reign over millions shrouded in this very darkness.

Hindoo idolatry makes no higher claim, than to be a

system of accommodation to base characters in a base

place. Christianity, on the other hand, brings down

to earth the religion of the purest Heaven, opening

through it a path which shines brighter and brighter to

the perfect day. This truth should have been always

plain to the followers of the pure incarnate : it

should be seen more clearly, at the present day, in con-

trast with the base incarnations of a Mythology which

Christians are trying to expel from the earth.

If we iiave asserted for this world a just claim, it

needs not to be sustained by any partial view of the

divine dispensations. This world, as a whole^ is a

school for moral transformation,— for the formation of

characters of unsullied, enduring, and ever-growing

holiness. It is not merely in its disappointments and

fiullerings, and dissatisfaction and gloom, that we have

opportunity of training for heaven
;
but as truly in its

hopes and its enjoyments. It were to shut out far

more than half the wisdom and kindness of the econo-
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my of grace, to suppose life's brighter scenes were

only to be guarded against^ instead of welcomed and

improved as aiding our spiritual progress: rather it

would be to yield ourselves to the tempter, far more

than half our time ; — in our ease and comfort, and

health and wealth. Earth's cheerful scenes have

their spiritual value; — nay, give the value which is

often thoughtlessly ascribed only to those dark and

trying events. Our sufferings do but frown us back

from glorying in our strength and wisdom and wealth,

that we may " know Him who exerciseth loving kind-

ness in the earth"— that amidst his earthly mercies

we may choose Him as our friend and portion, now

and forever. God saves not men by disgusting them

with earth ; by making^ them loathe the streams of

kindness which flow forth from the fountain of his

love. Earthly mercies are as needful for pur best

good as earthly afflictions ;
they are as full of spiritual

and eternal kindness ;
and do as truly train us for

heaven. Nay, earthly mercies take the lead in the

economy of grace. Afflictions are incidental ;
— brought

in, " not willingly," but that God may show compas-

sion according to the multitude of his tender mercies.

Anxiety, suffering, despondency, when they come upon

the wanderer's path, produce a shock, needful to arouse

us, to turn us back ;
but their end is not gained by

disgust with earth ; by saying within ourselves, there

is no comfort here ; by concluding that the world ad-

mits no enjoyment, consistent with the best desires and

highest hopes of a Christian, of an heir of Heaven^
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Then are our anxieties and suflerings and despondings

blessed, when they lead us to God as our only Helper;

and when amidst our desires of relief we value not the

blessing sought above the Giver ; saying still, '' There

is none on earth that 1 desire besides thee."

These salutary views loom upon us in the rising

prospects of the world. If our plans and expectations

are hastening to their accompli?hment, the day is at

hand, when prosperity in the highest sense will he

enjoyed on earth, aiding, not hindering theprej^ara-

tion for heaveji.

To be weaned from the world, plainly, wmII not be

the character of Millennial religion. The saints of the

Millennium will not measure their piet}^ by their dis-

gust with earth, and as they speak "often one to

another," say, There is no comfort here. If the wilder-

Dess blossoms as the rose, and the parched ground

becomes a pool, and the thirsty land springs of water,

those who come over the way of holiness will not

disdain the cheerful scene ; they will be refreshed and

regaled by the waters —f the balm, the beauty. Earth

will not be " a tiresome place," nor earthly joys worth-

less, while, they are enjoyed as the gifts of God, and as

the tokens of unbounded, never-ending love. At no

distant period, earth will be released from the reproach

of ages. Then, this earnest will be accepted on earth,

which will prove true in heaven ; and the light

walked in, which will glow more bright in heaven
;

and all the paths of man will be o'erspread as with

the CALM of heaven. With this prospect before us,
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be this our prayer and song
;
— Let the people ])raise

thee, O God ; let all the people praise thee. Then
shall the earth yield her increase, and God, even

our oion God, shall bless us. God shall bless us,

and all the ends of the earth shall fear hiin.

That we are not misled by mere visions of the fancy,

we may assure ourselves by tracing the historical

illustrations which are furnished in the sacred records.

By prosperity, amidst worldly blessings, as a means,

God has not disdained to train the saints for heaven.

As we survey the character of the ancients, we see

them seeking and choosing God, not only in calamity

and distress— when all other help failed, and all other

blessings were tasteless. They sought and chose him

amidst deliverances wrought— amidst blessings pro-

fusely poured on their path. The faith of Abraham,

indeed, was formed and tested, when he went forth an

outcast from his kindred and country, and when he

went his dreary way to Mount Moriah
;
yet for the

most part, prosperity cheered and aided his life of piety;

wealth and honor led him to his God. Job's piety

was not more divinely wrought, nor more heavenly,

when it came forth as gold out of the furnace, than

we must suppose it was afterwards for an hundred and

twenty years, when " the Lord blessed his latter end

more than his beginning," and gave him, may we not

say as the aids of his piety, " fourteen thousand sheep,

and six thousand camels, and a thousand yoke of oxen,

and a thousand she asses, and seven sons and three

daughters, fairer than all the daughters of the land? "
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But passing individual cases, we have in the Israelites

entering Canaan an example on a large scale ; espe-

ciallv showing the value of prosperity, amidst the

recollection or tradition of adversity. We refer not

only to the warm and hearty agreement of the people

in Joshua's independent resolution, "As for me and

my house we will serve the Lord," but to the fact that

they feared the Lord all the days of .Toshua, and all

" the days of the elders that outlived Joshua :
"— wit-

nesses to all ages that earthly blessings are to be re-

ceived as the aids of piety.

To these conclusions, in view of past and future

events, it may be replied that facts ^ on the whole,

forbid them. Has not the world been the grand means

of keeping men from heaven? We answer, No;—
not the school, but the scholarship— not the condition,

but the sin— and that, alike by the "sorrow of the

world working death," and the "love of the world"

excluding the love of the Father. Let not this icorld

be scandalized because sin can grow by that same

richness of soil in which holiness has thriven, and will

at last thrive all the earth over. Otherwise, we might

scandalize paradise also, and even heaven itself, and

say, if these had not been abodes of happiness, man
would not have fallen, nor angels ceased from their

"first estate;" for neither Eden nor heaven were

secure from sin, until the trial were passed, which

gave stability to holiness. These occurrences are

mysterious. Their explanation is without the reach

of the human faculties. Hut their use is obvious:
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while they plainly show, that if we fail of salvation

from the love of the world, we fall not a sacrifice to our

ill condition— not more than Adam when he fell from

paradise, or angels when they fell from heaven. Here,

as in all creation, the character must be formed by

choosing God as our Friend and Portion and Lord
;

not merely as our helper in distress, but as our " own
God," on the very heights of our prosperity : — as he

was chosen by the Patriarchs
; as he will be chosen

when " all the ends of the earth shall fear him." If

we say, Who then can be saved ? the only answer is,

in the words of the Wisest, " The things which are

impossible with men are possible with God." He who
has arranged the world, mingling the lessons of adver-

sity and prosperity, is himself, by both the Teacher.

If you would be an angel five hundred or five million

years hence, burning like a seraph, this is the spot most

favorable for lighting up that never-dying, ever-bright-

ening flame !

LIFE'S BRIGHTER SCENES.

Our present design is to show forth this ivorld, as

giving " free course " to the gospel, in its brighter, no

less than in its sadder scenes.

There is an artificial heathenism. Whatever shuts

up the " doors of utterance," does in truth produce it

in a Christian land. The majority of the people give

13
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no symptoms of a hearty reception of the Gospel, it

may be, partly from the influence of principles and

views hy which those doors are closed. As we grieve

over the slow progress of the Gospel in converting and

sanctifying men, as we seek for its fuller, wider influ-

ence in Christian lands and in our very selves, we

should as ardently endeavor to romove the hindrances

and give it free scope at hof?ie, as we do to send it

abroad.

As we ]ookJij'st upon civilized life, can we doubt

that its comforts and habits and privileges are more

favorable to spiritual religion, than the poverty, the

indolence, the ignorance of savage life. Our happy

farms and villages are not ivorse but better schools of

piety, than the wigwams and hunting grounds of sav-

ages ;
— because the divine wisdom and goodness shine

more gloriously over our lot, and call all our faculties to

a use more suited to the duties and privileges, of reli-

gion. Savages indeed have outstripped us in some

cases, because we have discarded our better opportuni-

ty, adopting and inculcating false views of the world.

Their progress, however, has been aided, not hindered,

by accepting the kindness of Providence and hasten-

ing into tlie ranks of civihzed life. — If we survey

next the dillerent periods of human life, we shall see

signs of kindness, evidently fitted to woo and win the

heart, making a tide so strong as can be stemmed only

by strife and clTort. The buoyancy of childhood, its

vivacity, iis ho{)e, growing brighter as it rises into

youth, no doubt try and expose the young immortal

;
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but not unkindly, for they are the proper and excellent

means of wooing and winning the youthful heart to

Him who shines so benignly upon the beginning of

his path : who if the light be welcomed will shine upon

it more and more until the perfect day. True, we can

recall the influence of sickness and calamity— of gloom

and darkness covering all the prospect of life ; but can

we recall no saving influence from the cheerful scenes

and bright h( pes of childhood and youth ? Was our

3''outhful vivacity but the minister of condemnation ?

Can we not remember how gently we were called in

our most cheerful hours
; how kindly then the striving

Spirit brought home the lesson to the conscience and

the heart? Do we remember no times, when the pure

light, the soft air, the gentle breezes, the scenery of

field and forest and stream and lake, seized upon our

heart, aroused our conscience, and we heard the de-

mand, " My son, give me thine heart '?
" Do we re-

member no Sabbaths, when in all om* youthful enjoy-

ment and hope we went with the multitude, 7nore

ready to hear his word, softened by his kindness—
when we were abnost,— nay, until we were altogeth-

er persuaded ? Cannot many a reader say, as he

reads and reflects, — " It was not in the thunder and

the storm, but amidst the calmness of God's common

mercy that my heart yielded to the everlasting cove-

nant which now binds me to his love.

Nor are we to regard the entrance upon life, its ar-

dent exertions and lively hopes and engrossing connec-

tions, as casting off the young immortal from its school
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of spiritual education. On the other hand, the signs

of kindness on God's part, and yet of entire helpless-

ness on ours, are fitted to make this, a period of com-

mencing or growing piety. Marriage, especially, —
the chosen state of mo.<t youthful beings, the special

season of joy for the present and hope for the future,

had certainly never been the symbol of that relation

which perfects the character of man, if its cheerful

views were not favorable to (he commencement and

progress of a religious life. No doubt it has been so

adopted, because its aflfections, even before they are

sanctified, aflford the best resemblances to holy love, and

because it opens and keeps the finest school for instruct-

ing men for heaven. Marriage is the scene, which,

more than any other, seems all fresh from Eden — not

opposifig our return to a holy and happy condition,

but training us to enter that higher paradise for which

Eden was only preparatory. Marriage needs not to be

divested of its cheerfulness, in order to dignify it thus.

Religion scowls not upon its happy hours, but smiles
;

shedding new cheerfulness upon the wedding scene, by

oflfering the 7ipw wine of tlie kingdom to add the full

and enduring glory to the feast. Of the religious in-

fluence of these happy hours, so often carelessly missed,

or recklessly rejected, the public have had of late the

finest conceivable specimen, shining amid.-t the gloom

of the last three months, as if designed to divert the

uiind profitably from the peals of judgment, to the

cheerful light which shines over the entrance and the

path of life, We allude to that tale of love and piety,
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which will long be remembered of the island of Man-
hattan — of the city of New York — to the death

scene of Mr. and Mrs. Hinton.* When amidst pub-

lic terror and dismay, they saw the signs of personal

redemption, and their path closing in gloom opened in

full view of heaven, the soft influence of the marriage

hour was felt by both, as some favoring breeze bearing

them gently into the haven of eternal rest. What
else was signified when the dying wife sent her last

message to the dying husband, with the v:eddbjg ring:

and when he welcomed it with his dying prayer, " that

he also might depart and be with Christ ?
'"' Did we

sing amiss ?

" And love and hope and beauty's bloom

Shine in a light, may pass the tomb;

Earth glows more bright in heaven."

The gentle applications which meet the dawn and

morning of human life, fail not amidst the changes of

its varied day. Those indeed who seek for enjoyment

without God, must, at length, come to the conviction

that "earth has no comfort," as they must learn in

any condition Iiowever blessed, which should engross

their mind aioay from this source of all good. Yet

considerate reviewers and observers of the path of life,

will perceive, that the gentle applications of Providence

far outnumbering the severe, have shown to them a

Friend, teaching by lifers ordinary prosjieriti/^ as

holy and saving lessons, as by the chastening rod.

* The Rev. Mr. Hinton and wife and child died of Cholera at

Harlaem.

*]3
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Amitlst die cares and toils of life there is much to be

remembered wiili tlianksgiving — and from its occa-

sional storms we are delivered, to enjoy our days and

weeks of clear sides and bright suns — the smiles of a

Father, who if we will return to his house will shine

upon us a sun that goes not down— in a day that will

not cease forever. Even old age itself is encircled

with cheerful scenes, not to separate it from God—
but to bring it/o God. Around, new plants are spring-

ing up, new blossoms putting forth, in all the gaiety of

ciiildhood and youth, as so many Apostles (o deaf and

withering and trembling age, that a God of mercy is

still shining over it, that it may flourish like the palm

tree and bring forth fruit. Memory, as if quickened by

the cheerful scene, ranges the path of life until it rests

upon the bright visions of long past youthfulness, and

pours forth the prayer of piety in the full stream which

mercy mingles from earliest youth and latest age ;
" Oh

God, thou hast taught mc from my youth, and hitherto

have I declared thy wondrous works. Now also when
I am old and grey headed, Oh God, forsake me not

;

until I have showed thy strength unto this generation,

and thy power to every one that is to come."

At this day when we are endeavoring to subvert

idolatry abroad, let us try to open a larger way through

our o?r?i heathenism. What a "door of utterance "

might be opened by just views of life's ordinary pros-

perity ! Amidst the cheerful scenes, from childhood to

latest age, the goodness of God would be heard, call-

ing to repentance, and unwonted numbers, at that
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wide spread and enduring call, might be seen flying

as '• a cloud." The churches too would see in the

brightness of every morning, in the blossoms of every

spring, in the waving fields of every summer, and in

the loaded wains of every harvest, the means of grow-

ing holiness. The decays and neglects and even con-

tentions, which until now are cherished alas, " when
the spirit is withdrawn," might be turned into the

activities, and growth and love of a people under the

light of the Sun of righteousness; thriving in holiness,

though going forth in the fulness and hfe of '• calves of

the stall."

THE WALKS OF BUSINESS.

We are not to think that the walks of business, from

youth to life's end are so many stray paths, where the

soul must needs be out of the road to heaven. This

were to take our seat under (he dark shadow of an ac-

commodated mythology, instead of keeping our happy

station amidst the light of the gospel. It is because

business is supposed to bring with it unavoidable pollu-

tion, that Hindooism presents the great Supreme,

retired from all management of created things; and

commits this world to busifiess-deities, as base of course

as business-men. This is an extravagance from which

we start back with horror. We are willing to follow

eastern folly half way, so as to excuse the sin and pre-
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vent the salvation of Cliristeiuloiii. "We shall be

recompensed ten-iold for our kindness to the heathen

if our di>:coveiy of their error shall lead us to correct

our own. Thus may our ellbrts abroad open a wider

door of utlerance, and give the gospel freer scope at

home.

On tills subject revelation is plain : God is the Actor

in all the alfairs of earth, hohj^ not by means of seclu-

ded and useless contemplation
;
but while directing at

once all the hosts of worlds, and the lighting of the

sparrow and the dropping of one hair of the head.

Heaven too, is kept holy, not by walling in its inhabit-

ants from earthly affairs, but by sending them abroad

amidst all its cares and business, to fly among the fami-

lies of mankind, and to aid the comiuencement and the

progress of holiness : nay, the Eternal Son comes

down mysteriously, to live like us, to toil like us ; not

only to give his blood for us, but to show us how holily

life's ailuirs may be carried on. Let us not hinder the

progress of his mercy by charging our delinquencies to

our employments— our neglect or rejection of his sav-

ing grace, to the channels which he has appointed to

communicate it.

If we need any farther illustration, we have but to

regard the religious history and prospects of the world.

The Old Testament seems as if designed expressly to

illustrate a heavenly piety, growing amidst the business

of life, a rcliL^inu of tJils irorld, fitted to be transferred

to the glory of heaven. No doubt Enoch's walking

with God was in the midst of business; a life of piety
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in the midst of men
; not in the cell of the monk, nor

in the cave of the hermit. Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,

were men of active business, in the employments of

their day, growing rich under the blessing of their

God : yet, as strangers and pilgrims, living in faith,

seeking the "better country." Such also, were Joseph,

Moses, Joshua, Caleb, David, Mordecai, Daniel ; in

all whose cases we learn that the walks of business

are not diversions from the path to heaven. Was
Jacob, for instance, diverted from that path, the diligent

shepherd, the careful provider for a faniily, and its

watchful gaurdian ? Was Daniel diverted from that

path— the busy conrtier, who stands amongst the

Scripture worthies a pre-eminent example of holiness^

growing amidst a busy jnosperity?

Christianity, when it came, brought in no other doc-

trine,— required not its disciples to "go out of the

world,"' but to improve its leisure and its business in

training the soul for heaven. St. Paul gives the Chris-

tian summary in this matter: ^^Not slothful in bnsi-

7iess, fervent in spirit, serving the Lord." Assuredly

then, we learn not from the gospel, that leisure from

business, is the best school of piety— neither the lei-

sure of retired situations, or of sickness, or of old age,

but life in all its right employments, amidst its cares

and toils and disappointments and hopes "and abun-

dance. The laborer is in it. The farmer, the mechan-

ic, the merchant, the politician, the housewife too, and

her daughters and her maidens. No business, which

men or women ought to do, lies without the school for

heaven.
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Christ ianiiy, we say, required not its disciples to go

out of the work!. But superstition did, monkery did,

to the injury of many ages. Pride and enthusiasm

joined tlieir voice, and called men into the forests after

the ancient and modern mistakes of tlie pagans:— put

men and women into monasteries and nunneries — put

them out o/' this world, in order to fit them for anoth-

er, thai they might have leisure to be heavenly !

What wars the consequence? Just what might be

expected when men attempt to mend the great school

which tile Infinitely Wise has setup. Men grew

more vile, hy all their leisure, and the Christian world

(except the few in whom noticitfistanding the sacred

fire was kept burning) was covered with darkness and

sin for a thousand years. Then the day broke.

Luther took a wife, brought up children, mingled in the

aOairs of life, and the Protestant world began to walk

amidst the growing day. And yet it is not full morn-

ing, while Christians even, excuse their neglects and

delays by referring to the hindrances of busy life;

sanctioning the mistake, which bars the gospel out

from half the Protestant world.

Again, just principles beam upon us in the rising

prospect. The walks of business will Ije well trod in

the Ttiillennium. People will not stop work then

:

and certainly then, lai»or will he available, will be

prosperous, will invest the world with beauly and com-

fort. One of the most marked descriptions of those

happy times, indicates the busy employment of men.
*'' They shall beat their swords into ploughshares and

their spears into priming hooks." What a scene
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rises on the eye. By improved processes, no doubt,

earth is dug, and the wood is charred for the purposes

of the forge where ssnithery is employed in converting

the instruments of war into instruments of agriculture.

Those instruments are employed by the busy farmers,

on hill and dale, mountain and morass, until the wil-

derness is turned into a fruitfid field, and the desert into

a garden of tlie Lord. And yet. Holiness to the
Lord, will be written on all employments and be the

crowning glory of those glorious days. " Then shall

the earth yield her increase, and God, even our own
God, shall bless us."

Indeed, the principle we are advocating is the only

one on which the milleniuni can come at all. as it is

the only one on which the individual now, can obtain

to himself the substantial blessedness of that glorious

day. In the figurative language of the prophecy in-

deed, an Angel will descend, " having a great chain,

and will bind Satan hand and foot." Yet no one

imagines he will bind him in chains of iron. How
will Satan be bound ? By such chains as he was

bound in respect to Job, when his captivity was turned

and he was employed safely and holily in the care of

his sheep, and camels, and oxen, and asses
; in the

chains of discouragement and disappointment^ such

as we may forge now of no feeble strength, if we right-

ly accept the ministry of angels and the aid of the

Spirit. Such, by that ministry and aid, they will be

enabled to forge who with Christian studioiisness

shall " go forth and look" upon the experience of ages

of sin and woe, and in perfect liberty, " from one new
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moon to another," and " from one Sabbatli toanotherj*'

be the daily \vorshij3pers of Jehovah. Then will it be

known that earth is the way to heaven ; and men

will live amidst its busiest employments, breathing the

life and serving the God of heaven.

Tiiese views seem to ns most important at the pres-

ent period. As we are nearing a brighter day, affairs

are engrossing more, not less, the afteniion of man-

kind. If the millennium be coming at all, it is not ap-

parently from the cells of retirement, and in the lan-

guor of quietism, but along the walks of business
;

—
clustered with inventions and discoveries and enter-

prises, which claim the co-operation of all classes of men.

AVhat then .^ Shall we stop business or goon? Shall

we revive and cherish the errors of monkery, and

amidst our aflairs turn back from the growing glory, or

at best but worry and stumble along the dilTicult path

we ourselves thus choke up? Or, shall we not rather

give free scope to all our powers— our thoughts— our

hands, — becoming ourselves the busy instruments of

turning the parched ground into a pool, the thirsty land

into springs of water, and the habitations of dragons,

into "grass with reeds and rushes?" Thus shall a

highicay be there the way of holiness. This is

the only principle on which a busy and enterprising

age can lead on the inillenniunL This principle adopt-

ed would open the door of utterance to the mass of the

Christian world, as needful for the home-spread of

the Gospel, as are missions, in all heathen lands

;

while in the spirit and power of Elias the busy multi-

tude of Christians would prepare the way of the Lord,
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coming to set up his kingdom on the earth. Come
then, all busy men and women, in all the variety of

human employments, come do your duty to your

Redeemer, and welcome the saving grace, which meets

you in-doors and abroad, in the shop and in the field

—

in the counting-room and in all the marts of trade—
at the bar and in the forum : welcome the Redeemer,

near at every step of life. Retire not from the walks

of business half assuming the cowl, half-taking the

veil ; but abide in your callings— not slothful in busi-

ness, fervent in spirit, serving the Lord.

PRINCIPLES IN REGARD TO THIS WORLD.

The following principles seem most plain, in view

of the past experience and future prospects of man-

kind.

1. Submission is not the only grace of adversity ;

faith and hope of relief and blessing, are also its proper

design and fruit. Adversity is the proper mother of

faith and hope. The soul cannot too completely sub-

mit to what is: it may submit unwisely and unprofita-

bly to what is to he. What is, God sends to call forth

our faitb, in regard to what may be; so that in adver-

sity, amidst our resignation for the moment, we are en-

couraged to pray and hope, and even to sing, " I shall

yet praise Him who is the health of my countenance

and my God." What God has laid upon us, we are to

submit to, as his will, and as fitted to make us partakers

14
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of bis holiness ; but we are not required beforeband to

submit to its continuance. AVith reference to the fu-

ture, we are required to meet our heavenly Father with

earnest longings and prayers, with faith and hope grow-

ing amidst the necessities and sufferings which God has

sent to produce and strengthen them.

2. Prosperity^ rather than adversity, is not only

the actiial, but the proper object of desire. It is not

to be set down as 2inchristian to desire the blessings

of this life; or as Christian to desire adversity and

gloom, "What God brings in " not willingly," we are

not to choose ; but rather what he has created as ex-

pressions of his goodness, " to be received with thanks-

giving." True, we should prefer to be " partakers of

his holiness" by every chastening which he, in wis-

dom, actually inflicts
;
yet at the moment, we should

desire relief with supplies of grace suited to a better

day. AVbat God did for the Patriarchs, amidst their

prosperity, what he \\\\\ do for future saints, he can do

for us. Prosperity on earth may raise us into sympa-

thy with angels, while in adversity, we may remain

without God and without hope ; aliens from both

earth and Heaven. It is monkery, not Christianity,

which cliooscth to go naked and barefoot as a means of

piety.

3. Prosperity furnishes the principal means and pro-

duces tlio, bin best graces of a religious life. Let no

one say that the great Teacher is unskillful while his

mercies exceed his chastisements. Can we doubt that

he who leariH th(^ loii'^t-r and better lessons wdl, will

not make the belter attainment? Doubtless it is a
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higher attainment to know how to abound than how
to be abased. " There is none on earth that I desire

besides thee," may express an acceptable piety, in the

dark niorht of affliction, but how much hisrher is its

meaning when it is spoken in the full day of prosperity.

He who can so address the ear of his Father is fitted

for Heaven. Such a temper abiding the day of tempt-

ation, may be greeted as the dawning of the morning,

and when the experience of ages shall have prepared a

church to give such a welcome to the gospel, the Mil-

lennium may open ;
heaven may descend to earth

;

the kingdom of God may come, and his will be done,

as in heaven, so on earth.

4. " To be above the world," " to be weaned from

the world," " to live for eternity," these phrases express

not the proper essence of a religious life. A religious

life consists in living and walking with God amidst

present and passing things, is properly " part and par-

cel of a religious eternity. '*' Earth is the way to

Heaven ;

" its God " is the God of Heaven." In a just

sense, he who enjoys this world best, is best fitted for

Heaven. It is no evidence of fitness for a higher place,

to despise the blessings of the lower : to be iveaned

from the creatures which God has made to be " re-

ceived with thanksgiving." Rather let us welcome

them, rise high in holy praise, call upon our souls and

all within us to to bless his holy name, until we glow

with the sympathies of the heavenly world, and can

call, to join in harmony, the ^' angels who excel in

strength." The?i shall we need but to drop the body,

and prolong our song, in unison with Heaven.
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5. Prosperity and business furnish no excuse for

religious neglect or decay. 0|)portunity, the best and

longest lessons, can be no reason for poor scholarship.

" What if some " Christians do not accept the instruc-

tion 7 Siiall their unbelief make the truth of God

without eflect? Nay, let God be true ! The admis-

sion of tliis principle would renovate the cliurch, and

fit them to be instrumental in renovating the world.

Not, that principle admitted, is the actual grace flowing

forth — rather, it is the goad, which forces the lingerer,

even before he stops, to look forward again for the

prize, and again to leave the things behind and

press forward to those before.

6. A just view of this world is needful to open a

wider door of utterance for the saving Gospel. The
church, by her own mistaken lamentations and ex-

cuses, closes the door against the very Gospel which it

offers : easing the conscience, and stifling the desires of

those to whom she communicates the oifers of salva-

tion. Thus, after the teacliing and example of the

church, all men wait for a shock — which perchance

may throw them from the precipice, instead of fastening

their grasp upon the hand of the Redeemer. In order

to give fair opportunity even to Chrii^tcndom, the church

must lead on a recovery from heathenish views of this

world. While she promulgates a Gospel of recovery,

she must declare that she does it in the school of re-

covery — she must proclaim a Go-=pel in the walks

of business, and on the heights of prosperity, as well

as in the closet of retirement, or the dark vale of ad'

varsity.
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7. This subject enhances the fears which urge

every one to accept salvation. A release from earth

and the body will not save the soul. This heresy

owes its origin in part, to our Orthodox mistakes con-

cerning this world— to our Christian Hindooism.

Earth and the body, do not curse the soul : release will

not save it. Going out of the world, will not teach

the lessons which are given in it. Death, leisure,

paradise, will not save us. If our only claim to heaven

be, that we have dropped the body and fled the world,

our first act would be to grasp some forbidden fruit, and

be cast out forever.

WORLDLINESS.

If e'er from Him who gave us breath,

In sorrow we are driven;

The anguish of that second death

Will seize the soul that ne'er in faith

Breathed here the life of heaven.

There is a vicious and rtiinous worldliness. The
rich and the poor, the prosperous and the afflicted,

men of leisure and of business, of sacred and secular

employments, may alike be guilty of it, be victims to

it. It consists not in the desire and hope, in the use

and enjoyment of ever so many of the blessings of this

world, nor is it prevented by any lack, or loss, or relin-

quishment. Abraham and Job, amidst their abun-

dance, greatly triumphed over it. Monkery, naked and

*14
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barefoot, living upon the oflfal of the forest, was not

secure from its inroads and its ruin. For thousands of

years, men have hved and died, repining at the disap-

pointments and miseries of human hfe, incurable

worldlhigs; yet, presently, " all the ends of the

earth " shall at once rejoice in " her increase," and fear

and trust, and serve the Lord,— in the world^ yet free

from a vicious and ruinous worldliness. Our first pa-

rents were not guilty of this vice, when they rejoiced in

all tlie trees of the garden, save one ;
hut they fell

victims to it, when, instead of all loith God, they chose

one single tree icitlioiit Him. Nay, v/e may say

further, such is its essence, that though w^e name it from

this world, it owes not its existence or its destructive-

ness to earth, but sprang up before earth was made,

even in high Heaven itself; for, must not the angels

have left " their first estate," on the same principle as

our fir>t parents left their happy garden— choosing,

instead of all with God, some forbidden thing without

Him ? Such is its essence^ that if it shall not enter the

Heaven of our future hopes, it will be because it W'ill

be the Heaven of an aided, fixed and final choice, a

choice of eternal glory with God— into which we shall

have entered "more than conquerors through Him that

hatli loved u^." Heaven will be held secure, by those

alone, who have beixun " in faith" to breathe the im-

perishable '• life of Heaven "— who on earth have made
the trii)le choice of God, a< their Helper— Portion,
— Lord.

This, then is the vice to be avoided : — not a choice

of this world, in comparison with other worlds, but a
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choice of this world, or any world, in comparison with

God ;
such a choice as brought the curse upon our first

parents, though before the innocent tenants of para-

dise, and even on Heaven's pure angels then forsaking

" their first estate." It prevails in this world, when-

ever we forsake God as our Helper, Portion, Lord — be

it for abundance— be it for the veriest trifle— be it for

time; — be it even for eternity, if our choice of an

eternal Heaven be a refusal of earth xuith God— if

we now refuse to trust, and love, and obey Him. No
class of men, therefore, is to be selected as worldlings^

nor any set of circumstances as producing a worldly

spirit. With much or little, with hopes or fears, in

common or sacred employments— we had almost said,

in view of earth or Heaven
; we may be guilty of it,

be victims to it. The spirit of the world may look

beyond the grave, may choose eternity as well as time;

a fancied Heaven, as well as a real earth. Thanks be

to God, the spirit of Heaven is not too ethereal for this

world. It must live in it— then it shall outlive it.

The ti?nes, no doubt, furnish peculiar facilities for a

saving choice— for faith — trusting, loving, and obey-

ing the God of Heaven. Yet those facilities bring

also a peculiar danger and difficulty. Amidst the op-

portunities of the age, we may perish by a vicious and

ruinous worldliness
;

or, if we escape the ruin
; if we

preserve the essence of spiritual and eternal life, we

may fail in our privilege of growing glory— in that

work of faith and labor of love, which might make us

" shine as the stars forever and ever." If we would

save ourselves from the worldliness which may destroy
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US, we must be watchful against that which may
check and hinder us. If we would be clustered round

with multitudes saved by our instrumentality, we must

illustrate the " victory which overcometh the world,

even our faith."

What then, it may be asked, is the worldliness to

which the age is peculiarly exposed ] Where shall we
look for its hindrance and its ruin ? May we not re-

ply : Atnidst the blessings which a widening Chris-

tiaiiity brings and allows^ — aTuidst the pla?is, in-

ventions^ discoveries ; amidst even the skill and
success^ sacred as well as secular^ ivhich a growing

Christianity originates and reqnires. At such aa

age, it is not enough to examine ourselves by the

principles of the 'past — to govern ourselves by the

forms of the past— to have all our fears, exercise ail

our watchfulness, exert all our elTort against the dan-

gers of the 2^(isl- This controversy with fictitious

trials were useless. We have not come, indeed, to a

state of unmixed prosperity. We are not " meek

enough yet to inherit the earth." Nevertheless, pro-

lific from Christian industry, earth begins (o yield her

increase. Inventions and discoveries hasten, as if by

miracle, the exterior transformation of Christian lands;

while the gospel, fraught with temporal and spiritual

bles.-ing, files, as on angels' wings, «ver the wide

world****. At this point, the ([uestion, we will not

say, is changed, it evidently is changing. xVlready it

is rK)t as formerly ;
— how much we can suffer ; how

much we can deny ourselves— how much we can

part with, rather than deny our Lord. Is it not—
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how much shed around us in profusion, we can enjoy

^

without loving the creature inore than the Creator ;

how much we can devise and do without self-glory-

ing and pride ; how much " our own God " can bless

us, and our heart be not hfted up ; how much we can

humbly, obediently, cheerfully, earnestly, persevering-

ly, employ to the glory of God and the good of

men!

In the present intermediate state of the world, be-

tween its ruin and its glory, between its groans and its

praises, there is indeed no deliverance from the dan-

gers of the past ; yet is there a special reason for

directing our attention earnestly to those of the present

and the future. We must not forget how to be abased;

nor shall we, if we rightly meet the varied afflictions

of these prosperous days. But we rrtust learn, " how

to abound." We 7nnst learn how to use this world—
made more blessed by the Gospel, and growing more

blessed still, without abusing it ; to enjoy it, even,

without forsaking God— our Helper, Portion, and

Lord.

We have intimated the exposure of the religious

world. Let us not forbear to give or to take warning.

As much as we give, let us take. No one stands se-

cure enough to be heedless to the caution :
" Let him

that thinketh he standeth, take heed, lest he fall." If

any, then, amidst the religious efforts and charities of

the day (and do not many, who profess the Christian

name?) stand aloof; nor feel the sympathy, nor join

the work ; if any are industrious only for themselves—
for their comfort— their gain — their pride; if any
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worship jMammon still ; — these are the men who meet

" earth yielding her increase," to liazard the loss of

blessing above and beyond this earth— enduring for-

ever. Or if there be any (and are there not many ?
)

professing to give " all they can atlbrd," who add to

their idolatry of gain, a lie to the Holy Ghost— let

them see to it, while they keep back " part of the

price," that the part they bring prove not the token of

their hastening condemnation.

But we shall be greatly deficient in Christian w^atch-

fulness, if our caution slops here ; if we regard only

the danger of an indulgent expenditure of money, or

a miserly withholding from the charities of the age
;

if we are not fearful of a vicious and ruinous worldli-

ness, amidst the religious enterprises and charities of

this day of propagation. The essence of worldliness

may prevail amidst our successful efforts— may hin-

der them— may yet arrest them — may destroy some

of us beyond recovery. We say, not merely to the

Christian '• in the world ;
" to men of growing proper-

ty, of property not employed for God
; of lioarded

gains, — yoii may be guilty, you may be victims ;
—

we say it to those who appear actually busy, strength-

ening the stakes, and lengthening the cords of the

Christian church ; to the givers and the almoners ; to

the planners and the doers; to the active Christians,

and even to the ministers and apostles of the Lord, —
you^ by worldliness, excited by the glories of the age,

may hinder the very work you help
; be checked by

the very light which shines upon your path, and even

find, " unto death" the savor of life, which you shed
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abroad on others. If, amidst the plans and efforts by

which the church advances, any of us should value

ourselves ;
should idolize our skill

;
should think of

ourselves personally, socially ; of ourselves, our party,

our age, more highly than we ought to think ; if we

forget that we have but entered into the labors of other

men; that we do but reap the harvest which other men

have sown,— then may we miss for ourselves the

blessing of salvation
;

or, escaping, may yet hinder or

arrest the progress of the age. Nevertheless, while we

fear, let us say, No temptation hath taken us, but

such as is common to man : and he who brings it,

will make a way for our escape, that we may be able

to bear it. Let us hear the Intercessor :
" I pray, not

that thou shouldst take them out of the world, but that

thou shouldst keep them from the evil."

If the writer, as one among the many who wish to

be found occupied in promoting the spread of the Gos-

pel, when the Lord shall come, has felt the need of

cautions like these, can he fail to see how needful they

are on a still broader scale ? Who does not see the

danger of the modern world— perverting the earthly

blessings of Christianity to a mere earthly mind—
choosing the accidental and vanishing good, instead of

the principal and enduring? Does not a vicious and

ruinous worldHness prevail, so much the more intense

as " the promise of the life that now is," is fulfilled in

the progress of the Gospel, amidst the rising glory over

all pagan lands, threatening blast and burning to the

mass of Christendom ? Is not the majority estranged

from the Redeemer— do they not refuse to trust, love
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and obey Him ? choosing instead of all with Jesus, the

hundredth part on earth and time for eternity without

Him? Thus it is that the Gospel, which has gone

forth conquering and to conquer in pagan lands, is a

powerless letter in the very homes of Christianity.

Thus tlic aids of this world, this school for Heaven, are

turned into hindrances. Men so marry their wives—
so buy their fields, that they cannot welcome the Sav-

ior and his salvation. Thus all the fields of the Chris-

tian woild, made to yield their increase by tlie in-

fluence of the gospel— all the work-shops— all the

marts of trade, glowing with the industry and skill,

which the Gospel has taught, are thronged with men
spell bound by the Gospel against the Gospel— by the

gift against the Giver,— by the promise of the life that

now is, against that which is to come. Nay, under

this perversion, the inward movings, which the Gospel

excites, are prevented from coming to decision and con-

version. This worldlincss resists the strivinsrs of the

Spirit, silences conscience, stops resolve just rising into

being, silences the tongue just ready " to call upon the

name of the Lord," blinds the eye to all for time, and

all for eternity with God, and fixes choice on the fleet-

ing vanity without him. How many, alas I brought

by the glories of the times to the inquiry, " what shall

I do that I may inherit eternal life," not far from the

kingdom of heaven — how many rich, how many

poor, for little or for much, for a real eartli or a fancied

Heaven, turn away from the Redeemer, perish by

means of the outward blessing of the Gospel ! — forfeit

eternal life !
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